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요약문

1. 제 목

DUPIC 핵 연료주기 의 Extended INPRO Case Study 수행을 위 한 국제협

력연구

II. 연군개발의 목적 및 펼요성

21세기 에너지의 안정적 공급， 환경 보전， 안전성 향상 및 핵비확산성 확

보 등을 위하여 가장 실현성이 높은 원자력 시스템 개발을 위하여 차세대

혁신 원자력시스템 개발 프로그램이 국제적으로 활발히 추진되어 왔으며， 현

재， IAEA에서 의 INPRO (International Project on Innovative Nuclear

Reactors and Fuel Cycles)를 통해 혁신원자력시스템 프로젝트를 수행하고

았으며， 미국을 중심으로 수행되고 있는 제 4 세대 원자력시스템국제포럼

(GIF)에서는 미래 원자력시스템의 필수 요건을 설정하여 이에 따른 제 4 세

대 원자력 시스템 개발을 수행해 오고 있다.

지난 2003년 6월에는 lAEA 주관의 INPRO에서는 혁선 원자력시스템 요

건 발굴을 위한 방법론 보고서를 발간하였으며， 이를 바탕으로 INPRO

Phase 1B (Part 1)가 2003년 7월부터 2004년 6월까지 국제 공동연구로 수행

되어 INPRO Phase lB 방법론 보고서가 작성되었다.

한편， IAEA에서는 INPRO Phase lB (Part 2) 사업에 DUPIC 핵연료주기

의 INPRO Extended Case Study 수행을 요구해 왔으며， 이에 따라 우리나

라도 향후 원자로 및 핵연료주기 시스템 평가 분야에 중요한 기술들을 확보

하기 위해 DUPIC 핵연료주기의 핵비확산성 평가의 확장된 국제공동연구가

수행되어 왔다.

이러한 lAEA INPRO 프로그램에 우리나라도 적극 참여함으로써 원자력

6대 강국에 걸맞은 국제 원자력 사회에 공헌 및 국가 핵투명성 증진하는데



일조할 뿐만 아니라 미래형 원자로 시스템 및 핵연료주기 선정에 있어서

lAEA와의 연구협력을 수행함으로써， IAEA INPRa 프로그램에 국가적 입장

을 반영할 수 있는 여건이 마련될 수 있다

ill. 연구개발의 내용 및 범위

지난 1992년부터 한국원자력연구원， 캐나다 원자력공사， 미국 국무부 그리

고 국제원자력기구는DUPIC 핵연료주기 개발을 국제공동연구로 수행하여 왔다.

본 연구에서는 IAEA-TECDOC-1434에 제시된 핵비확산성 평가방법론을 개선하

여 PWR 핵연료주기를 포함한 DUPIC 핵연료주기에 대해 핵비확산성을 평가함

으로써 개선된 핵비확산성 평가방법론의 추가 개선사항을 제시하는데 주안점을

두었다.

이를 위해 개선된 lAEA INPRa 방법론에 따른 핵확산저항성 평가 방안

도출에서는 개선된 lAEA INPRO 평가 방법론 특성 분석과 개선된 가본원

칙， 사용자요건 및 용얀판단가준의 핵연료주기 적용 타당성 분석 및 용인판

단기준을 정량화하였다.
11>--- '--- --_/ /' ~，. --..、、、，

개선된 lAEA INPRa 방법론을 이용한 DUPIC 핵연료 주기의 핵확산저항

성 평가에서는 PWR 핵연료 주기를 포함한 DUPIC 핵연료주기의 각 시스템

요소별 평가 모형 선정하고 개선된 lAEA INPRa 방법론을 이용한 PWR 핵

연료 주기 포함 DUPIC 핵연료 주기의 핵확산저항성 평가를 수행하였다.

개선된 IAEA INPRa 평가 방법론의 적절성 평가에서는 개선된 INPRa

평가방법론 문제점 도출과 개선된 INPRa 평가방법론의 추가 개선 사항 도

출하였다.

IV. 연구 개발 결과

lAEA-TECDOC에서 제시하고 있는 개선된 핵비확산성 평가방법론을 개

선하여 PWR 핵연료주기를 포함한 DUPIC 핵연료주기 전체에 대한 핵확산
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저항성을 평가를 통해 INFRO 핵비확산성 평가방법론의 추가 개선사항의 도출파

미비한 평가방법론 확립 등 당초 연구계획을 성공적으로 수행하여 다음과 같은

결과를 얻었다.

1. 개선된 IAEA INPRO 방법론에 따른 핵확산저항성 평가 방안 도출

- INPRO Phase 1A에서 개발된 INPRO 평가방법론을 개선하여 2005년

12월에 IAEA-TECDOC • 14347} 출간되었으며， lAEA- TECDOC-1434에

제시된 핵비확산성 평가방법론의 특성을 분석하며，

IAEA-TECDOC-1434의 핵비확산성 평가방법론에서 제시하고 있는 2

개의 기본원칙과 5개의 사용자요건， 7개의 Indicators 및 여러 가지의

Variables들을 분석하고자 하였다.

- 또한， 개선된 기본원칙， 사용자요건 및 용인판단기준의 핵연료주기 적용

타당성 분석을 통해 각 사용자요건에 해당하는 Indicator들을 새로 설정

할 필요성에 따라， 각 사용자요건에 적합한 Indicators들을 수정 보완하

였으며， 각 Indicators 들을 평가하기 위한 용인판단기준을 정량화하였

다.

2. 개선된 lAEA INPRO 방법론을 이용한 DUPIC 핵연료 주기의 핵확산저항

성 평가

- DUPIC 핵연료주기의 핵확산저항성을 평가하기 위해 PWR 핵연료 주기

를 포함한 DUPIC 핵연료주기 시스템을 모두 15개 시스템 요소로 나누

어 평가하였으며， 이들 157R 시스템요소 중 7개의 시스템 요소에 대해

개선된 IAEA INPRO 방볍론을 이용하여 핵확산저항성을 평가하였다.

3. 개선된 lAEA INPRO 평가 방법론의 적절성 평가
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- 개선된 INFRO 평가방법론의 문자l 점을 도출하였으며， 이에 대한 수정보

완 방안으로는 일부 사용자 요건의 순서 교체와 각 사용자요건에 해당

하는 Indicators들을 새로 설정하여 기촌에 모두 7개 Indicators를 147B

의 Indicators 로 수정 보완하였다. 또한， 그동안 미비했던 기본원칙 2의

사용자요건을 평가방법론을 정 립하였다.

v. 연구개발 결과의 활용 계획

PWR 핵연료주기를 포함한 DUPle 핵연료주기 전체에 대해 핵비확산성 평가를

통해 핵비확산성 평가방법론을 새롭게 정립하였으며， 이러한 경험을 향후 국내에서

개발하고자하는 GEN-IV 원자력시스템이나INFRO에서 추진하고 있는 혁신원자

력시스템의 핵비확산성 평가에 활용될 수 있을 뿐만 아니라， 핵확산저항성 강화를

위한 시스템의 설계개선에 도움을 줄 수 있으며， 현존 벚 미래 원자력시스템의 핵비

확산성 확보에 대한 규제 가술요건 개발에 직접 활용될 것으로 보이며，

본 연구로부터 생산된 결과가머EA에서 중접적으로 추진하고 있는 INFRO User

Manual 작성에 압력됨으로써 결과에 대한 신뢰성과 국가 위상을 높이는 데 기여할

수 있을 뿐만 아니라，

혁신원자력시스템을 개발하고자하는 모든 INFRO 회원국들의 혁신원자력시스템

핵비확산성 평가시 직접 활용되므로 동 분야에 있어서 선도적인 역할을 하고 있다

고 볼 수 있으며， 2007년부터 시작되는 INFRO Phase IT의 장기 R&D 프로그램에

직접 활용되고，

- 21세기 국가 에너지의 안전공급에 기여할 수 있는 핵연료주가 기술을 확립하고

핵확산저항성이 개선된 핵연료주기 개발에 활용할 수 있다.
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SUMMARY

I. Tide

A Collaboration on INPRO Case Study of the Proliferation Resistance of the

DUPIC Fuel Cycle

n. Researeh Objective and Necessity

The most promising next generation nuclear systems are being actively studied

all over the world to secure a stable energy supply, environmental conservation,

safety improvement and proliferation-resistance for the 21 st century. For εxample，

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is performing an International Project on

Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO), while the Generation-IV

International Forum (GIF), led by the United States, is developing Generation-IV

nuclear systems by considering the key system requirements for the future nuclear

power plants.

At the end of June, 2003, the first report on the INPRO methodology to

explore an Innovative Nuclear Energy System was published. The second report

on the INPRO methodology was published through International cooperative

studies being performed from July 2003 to June 2004 under the INPRO phase

lB (Part 1) program.

Korea has been requested to perform an INPRO Extended Case Study of the

DUPIC fuel cycle by the IAEA. This cooperative study between Korea and the

IAEA has been carried out to maintain the important technology related to the

proliferation resistance assessments of the future nuclear reactors and fuel cycle

systems.

By actively taking p따t in the IAEA INPRO program, Korea as one of the six
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biggest nuclear powers in the world is helping the international nuclear society to

promote a transparent nonproliferation as well as its position in IAEA INPRO

program for a selection of the future nuclear reactors and fuel cycle systems for a

stable energy supply in the 21 st century.

llL Rese없'Ch Content and Scope

Since 1992, KAERI, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), Unites States

Department of States (USDOS) and lAEA have performed DUPIC fuel cycle

development activities as an international cooperative research program, which has

now been chosen as a target nuclear system for an INPRO case study. This study

will focus on a further improvement and modification of the basic principles, user

requirements and ace맹tance limits, which are defined in the lAEA-TECDOC-1434

for an evaluation of its proliferation-resistance throu방1 a proliferation-resistance

assessment of the whole fuel cycle of DUPIC based on the INPRO methodology.

In order to further develop an evaluation method for a proliferation-resistance

based on the INPRO methodology, the basic principles, user requirements and

acceptance limits of a proliferation resistance was reviewed and quantified. Then an

evaluation model (mat하ial flow, facility scale, reference fuel, etc.) of the DUPIC fuel

cycle was developed and a prolifcεration resistance assessment of the DUPIC fuel

cycle including the PWR fuel cycle was perform어 by using the re띠S려 INPRO

methodology in the area of a proliferation resistance. Also, the recommendations for

a further improvement of the INPRO methodology were su잃ested throu맹 examining

the current INPRO methodology for a proliferation resistance assessment.

IV. Researeh Results

The research objective of evaluating the INPRO methodology was successfully

completed by W

염
mm the revised INPRO methodology m the
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IAEA-TECDOC-1434, by applying the INPRO methodology to the whole fuel

cycle of DUPIC and providing recommεndations for a further improvement of the

revised INPRO methodology. Thε major results were as follows:

I. Derivation of thε evaluation sch앙ne according to the revised INPRO

methodology for a proliferation-resistance

- πIe IAEA-TECDOC-1434 was published in December 2005 to improve the

ll'‘、맨‘

O아f the assessment methodology for a prolifcε:ration resistance were

εxamined from the viewpoints of 2 basic principles, 5 user requirl없lents，

7 indicators and several variables which were described in

IAEA-TECDOC-1434.

- Additional indicators related to the user requirements were required to

appropriately and εasily assess the proliferation resistance barriers of the

innovative nuclear energy systems and as such they were proposed and

updated. Also, the evaluation scales for each indicator were quantified.

2. Proliferation resistance assessment of the whole fu리 cycle of DUPIC

- The whole fuel cycle of DUPle including in the PWR fuel cycle was

divided into 15 system el밍nents. The proliferation-resistance of 7 syst앙n

el얹nents from th앙n was evaluated.

3. Evaluation of the adequacy of the re껴sed INPRO methodology

- An improv없n얹It of the revised INPRO methodology was recommended and

as such 14 indicators instead of the previous 7 indicators were proposεd.

And a methodology to evaluate a second basic principle which was not

clearly setup in the previous methodology was established.
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V. Application Plan of the Rese~h Res띠ts

- Through the proliferation resistance assessment of the whole fuel cyclε of

DUPIC including the PWR fuel cycle, the proliferation resistance methodology

was updated and re-established. And based on this experience, these research

results can be used not only to evaluate and determine future domestic

proliferation-resistant fuel cycles which are being derψed from the GEN-IV or

INPRO programs but also to improve a system design to enhance its

proliferation resistance. Also, its results can be directly applied to develop the

requirements of the regulatory guide for the existing or future nuclear energy

systems.

- The present results will be utilized for the development of an INPRO User’s

Manual which is being developed as an important tool by the lAEA. The

credibility of the research results were ensured by the lAEA Consultant

Meetings, which contributed to increasing Korean position in the nuclear

community.
1;.... 、、_ __.../ A r -‘、 、

- Also, it can help in the establishment of a fuel cycle technology that can

providε a stable energy supply for the 21 st century and for developing an

improved proliferation-resistant fuel cycle.
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제 1 장 서 론

제 1 절 연구 수행 목적 및 팔요성

21세기 에너지의 안정적 공급 환경 보전， 안전성 향상 맞 핵비확산성 확

보 등을 위하여 가장 실현성이 높은 원자력 시스템 개발을 위하여 차세대

혁신 원자력사스템 개발 프로그램이 국제적으로 활발히 추진되어 왔으며， 현

재 , lAEA에 서 의 INPRO (International Project on Innovative Nuclear

Reactors and Fuel Cycles)를 통해 헥신원자력시스템 프로젝트를 수행하고

있으며， 미국을 중섬으로 수행되고 았는 제 4 세대 원자력시스템국제포럼

(GIF)에서는 미래 원자력시스템의 필수 요건을 설정하여 이에 따른 제 4 세

대 원자력 시스템 개발을 수행해 오고 있다.

지난 2003년 6월에 IAEA 주관의 INPRO에서는 혁신 원자력시스템 요건

발굴을 위한 방법론 보고서를 발간하였으며， 여기서는 경제성， 지속성 및 환

경， 안전성， 폐기물 관리 및 핵확산저항성 등 다섯 개 분야에 대한 평가 기

본 원칙 (Basic Principle) , 사용자 요건(User Requirement) 및 용인판단기준

(Acceptance Limit)을 제시하고 있다. 이를 바탕으로 INPRO Phase 1B

(Part 1)가 2003년 7월부터 2004년 6월까지 국제 공동연구로 수행되 어 왔으

며， INPRO Phase IA에서 제시한 평가가준들을 이용하여 INPRO 방법론의

적용 타당성을 평가하가 위한 INPRO 시범연구 수행이 목적이었다. 특히， 국

가별 INPRO 시 범 연구들은 러 시 아의 BN-series, 인도의 AHWR(Advanced

Heavy Water Reactor) , 아르헨티나의 CAREM-X 원자로， 중국의 PBR

(Pebble Bed Reactor), 체코의 GEN-IV에서 저l 시 된 MSR(Molten Salt

Reactor) 등이 였다. 우리나라 정부도 이와 때를 같이하여 2003년도 7월부터

INPRO 사업의 참여 방안으로 DUPIC 핵연료주기를 이용한 핵확산저항성 분

야를 선택하였다. 뿐만 아니라 러시아， 인도， 프랑스， 아르헨티나， 브라질 등



에서는 개인별 시범 떤구가 수행되었다· 2004년 중반에 취합된 이들의 결과

틀 바탕으로 IAEA-TECDOC-14347} 2005년 1월에 정식 받간되었으며， 2004

년 말까지를 INPRO Phase 1B Part 1으로 두고， 2005년 이후를 Part 2로 지

칭 하였으며 , Part 2에 서 방법론 검 증(Methodology Validation) 단계로 설 정 하

였다.

이에 따라 INPRO 방법론의 검증과 필요한 경우 미비한 부분의 개선 및

보완 등의 추가 개선을 위해 IAEA에서는 INPRO Phase 1B (Part 2) 사업에

DUPIC 핵연료주가의 INPRO Extended Case Study 수행을 요구해 왔으며，

우리나라도 향후 원자로 및 핵연료주기 시스템 평가 분야에 중요한 기술들

을 확보하가 위해 확장된 DUPIC 핵연료주거의 핵비확산성 평가 국제공동연

구가 수행되었다.

한편 핵비확산성 평가 방법론 개발에 대한 연구동향을 살펴보면， 1978년

마국 DOE 주관 하에 수행된 NASAP 연구를 들 수 있으며， 국제원자력기구

주관 하에서는 1979년에 66개 국가가 참여하고 5개 국제기구가 잠여하여 수

행 된 INFCE(Intemational Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation) 프로그램을 들 수

있다. 이러한 NASAP 연구나， INFCE 연구에서는 핵확산저항성을 정량적으

로 평가하는데 실패하였으며， 특히 R、~FCE에서는 재처리 국가들과 사용후핵

연료 직접처분을 선호하는 미국 측의 입장 차이로 인하여 국제적인 콘센서

스를 얻어내는데도 실패한 바 있다.
f

그 외 1980년대 초반에 핵확산저항성의 정량적 평가와 관련된 논문들이

다수 발표되기는 하였으나 원자력 사회에 큰 호응을 얻지 못했으며， 1990년

대에 들어서 미국의 잉여플루토늄 처리 프로그램에서 핵확산저항성 평가를

수행하였으나 정성적 평가에 머물렀으며， 2000년대에 들어서 원자로 및 핵연

료주가 시스템 평가에 있어서 핵확산저항성이 강조되면서 GEN IV 및

INPRO 프로그램에서 정량적 평가를 위한 구체적인 평가 방법론들이 대두하

게 되었다.

핵확산저항성 평가방법론 개발 분야의 국내 연구로는 1999년에 한국원자
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력연구원 DUPIC 핵연료 가술개발팀에서 전기회로개념을 도입한 새로운 정

량평가 방법을 개발하여 발표한 바 있으며， 이를 통해 DUPIC 핵연료주가，

직접처분주가， MOX 핵연료주가에 대해서 정량적 평가를 수행한 바 있으나，

핵확산저항성을 정의하고， 평가하고 이를 증진시키기 위한 방안을 찾는 연구

는 소홀히 취급되어 옴으로써 우리나라는 핵확산저항성 평가와 관련된 기술

은 아직까지 취약한 상태라고 볼 수 있다.

이러한 IAEA INPRO Phase Part 2 프로그램에서는 INPRO 방법론 검증

의 일환으로 크게 "Joint Study of Fast Reactor with Closed Fuel Cycle"와

“ Extended Case Study of the Whole Fuel Cycle of DUPIC in the Area of

Proliferation Resistance" 등 두 개를 들 수 있으며 , 핵확산저항성 평 가방법

론 검증에 있어서는 IAEA와 우리나라가 공동으로 핵비확산성 평가방법론

검증 업무를 수행하였다. 본 연구에서 얻어진 결과들은 INPRO 회원국이 국

가별 관섬이 되고 있는 INS의 핵l:l]확산성을 평가하는데 중요한 자료가 될

뿐만 아니라 국내의 새로운 원자로 혹은 핵주기 개발을 수행하는 과제에 좋

은 참고자료가 될 것으로 보인다.

또한 IAEA와 공동으로 수행하고 있는 핵확산저항성 평가방법론 개발 및

평가는 우리나라의 핵비확산 의지를 대내외적으로 보이는 역할을 할 것으로

보일 뿐만 아니라 국가 핵투명성을 증진하는데도 일조할 수 있을 것으로 기

대된다.

잉
낭



제 2 절 연구 수행 범위

지난 1992년부터 한국원자력연구원， 캐나다 원자력공사， 미국 국무부 그리

고 국제원자력기구는 DUPIC 핵연료주기 개발을 국제공동연구로 수행하여 왔다.

본 연구에서는 IAEA-TECDOC →1434에 제시된 핵바확산성 평가방법론을 개선하

여 PWR 핵연료주기를 포함한 DUPIC 핵연료주기에 대해 핵비확산성을 평가함

으로써 개선된 핵바확산성 평가방법론의 추가 개선사항을 저1시하는데 주안점을

두었다.

이를 위해 개선된 lAEA INPRa 방법론에 따른 핵확산저항성 평가 방안

도출에서는 개선된 IAEA INPRa 평가 방법론 특성 분석과 개선된 기본원

착， 사용자요건 및 용인판단기준의 핵연료주기 적용 타당성 분석 및 용인판

단기준을 정량화하였다. --'" ......、 ~I

개선된 IAEA INPRa 방법론을 이용한 DUPIC 핵연료 주기의 핵확산저항

성 평가에서는 PWR 핵연료 주기를 포함한 DUPIC 핵연료주기의 각 시스템

요소별 평가 모형 선정하고 개선된 lAEA INPRO 방법론을 이용한 PWR 핵

연료 주기 포함 DUPIC 핵연료 주기의 핵확산저항성 평가를 수행하였다.

개선된 IAEA INPRa 평가 방법론의 적절성 평가에서는 개선된 INPRa

평가방법론 문제점 도출과 개선된 INPRa 평가방법론의 추가 개선 사항 도

출하였다.

- 4 -



제 3 절 추진전략 및 체계

IAEA TECDOC-1434에 제시된 INPRO 평가방법론을 분석 평가하여

PWR 핵연료주기를 포함한 전체 DUPIC 핵연료주기에의 적용방안을 선정하

고， IAEA-TECDOC-1434의 추가 개선사항을 제시함으로써 INPRO 핵비확

산성 평가벙법론을 검증하고자 하였다. 또한， 국내외 전문가의 자문과 국내

외 학술발표에 결과를 발표하고 IAEA에서 주관하는 국제 자문회의에 결과

를 발표할 뿐만 아니라 INPRO 프로그램의 추진방향을 결정하는 IAEA 운영

위원회 등에도 결과를 적극적으로 발표 및 소개함으로써 평가방법론의 객관

성을 확보하고자 하였다. 이들을 위한 구체적인 추진전력은 다음과 같다.

o IAEA INPRO Phase 1B Part 1 에서 개선된 INPRO 평가 방법론과 평

가 기준을 분석 평가하여 DUPIC 핵연료주기에의 적용 가능성 및 방안을 선

;셔 동L
o l'그 •

o INPRO 및 GEN-IV의 핵확산저항성에 대한 저항인자의 상호 비교와

국내외 전문가 자문을 통하여 DUPIC 핵연료주기의 핵비확산성 평가 및 모

델의 적절성을 검토하여 객관성있는 평가 방법 및 기준을 확보함.

O 지 난 2003년에 수행된 lAEA INPRO DUPIC Case Study를 통해 축적

된 기술을 개선된 INPRO 핵비확산성 평가 방법론에 적용하여 DUPIC 핵연

료주거의 핵비확산성을 평가함.
、‘ I

O 개선된 INPRO 방법론을 DUPIC 핵연료주기에 적용한 경우 INPRO 핵

비확산성 평가방법론 및 기준들의 타당성과 합리성 및 보완사항을 제시함.

O 국내적으로는 전문가 세미나 개최， 원자력 관련기관 및 과가부 등과의

진도회의를 통하여 연구 수행 중간 결과 및 방법에 대한 타당성을 평가함.

O 국제적으로는 IAEA에서 주관하는 INPRO Technical Consultancy

Workshop 참가를 통해 lAEA과의 핵비확산성 평가 관련 기술 정보 자료의

상호 교환과 진척된 연구 내용 및 결과를 발표함으로써 결과의 객관성 및

R

녕



정확성음 평가함.

O 국제적으로는 lAEA에서 주관하는 INPRO Technical Consultancy

Workshop 참가를 통해 lAEA과의 다음과 같은 내용을 검토 및 보완함.

상가와 같은 수행 업무에 대한 추진체계는 Figure 1과 같다.

개선 된 IAEA INPRO

DUPIC 핵연료주기
르서 부서
-, CJ 1.:---'

국내 전문가회의 개최 및 IAEA
INPRO 전문가회의를 통한 기술

정보자료의 교환과 평가결과 발n

시스템 요소멸

PR 결과의 종합 평가

개선된 INPR。 방법론의 DUPIC
핵연료주기 적용성 평가

개선된 IAEA INPRO PR
평가방법론 검증 및 보완

DUPIC 핸연료주기

물질흐름

PR 평 )f 인자

선정 및 정랑화

Extended DUPIC
case study의

최종보고서 작성

Figure 1. Work flow chart of IAEA INPRO extended case study of the

whole fuel cycle of DUPlC
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제 2 장 개선된 IAEA INPRO 핵벼확산성 평가방법론

제 1 절 개선된 IAEA INPRO 평가 방법론 특성 분석

INPRO Phase lA에서 개발된 INPRO 평가방법론을 개선하여 2005

년 12원 에 IAEA-TECDOC-14347} 출간되었으며 IAEA-TECDOC-1434에

제시된 핵비확산성 평가방법론의 특성을 분석하였으며， 다음과 같다.

IAEA-TECDOC-1434의 핵비확산성 평가방법론은 2개의 기본원칙과 5개

의 사용자요건， 7개의 Indicators 및 여러 가지의 Variables들로 구성되어 있

으며 Figure 2와 같다.

c~asic Princlple~ 그〉

BPPRl Proli엄ration

resistance features and
measures shall be
implemen leel 1tlroughout
/he fulllife cycle for
innovative nud-ear energy
systems to hep ensure
thatlNSs wi! contirlue to
be an unattractive means
toacq미re fissle material
for a nudear weapα1S
programme

BPPR2 Both ntril1sic
features and extrinsic
measures are essential,
and' ne~her shall be
α)(lsidered sufficient by
~self.

ζ필판똑꽉핵뀔〉

IURPR1.l Slates‘ commHm~nts I obligations and
pol ic;:ies regarding non- pr어’eration shoo kt bo
adeqlH!lIt3

URPR1.2 The at(rscUveness of nuclear material
wl an INS for anucleall we.aαlOS programmo
.h。이dbeloι This lncJude.s the at'tractivenoos of
I.Jfldeclared nuc~ar material rhat cou닝 cr.써버y

be prodωad 여 processed in the INS

URPR1.3 The diversion of mκlear material
should 뼈 rea-sona~ ωlfic이I.얘 d.‘eeta이0

Di....e'잉여1 includes th9'use of an INS rac~ ’ty for
the lntr'여t，l ction ， plOduc‘IIOnarα。cess;ng of
undeclared nuclear m3terfa’-

URPR2.1 \nnovaave nuclear energy systems
shα， Id inα>rporale multiple proliferation
resistance features and measures

URPR2.2 'The ∞mbinatioo of intrinsic
features and e찌rinsic measures , compatible
with other design ∞nsideratioos ， shα，Idbe

optimized {irl t~e (jesign/engineerng Phase)
to provide <:ost·<lffκiant prof~eratiori

resistance.

c::=퍼략웰:::=:::::>

IPR1.1,1 Stat..’ t:ommltments, obI-aaUoo8
andpolκ' 86- raga，에 ng non 1l"어 Iteration.

IPR1.2.1 Material Allmc6ven...‘

IPR2.1 ’ The ..lent bl' wh"<h the INS io
∞Ivere<t by multiPle In‘flnooe (eal""'"
lilx !er“,?ie \he ’l'OfJ tion 비 plsU$뻐"00아l빼Ion
patlle It ’$U~toc셔 !’lO t앵<;h aoqui뼈에，
pall이 - ∞'J.eI'ed 야 8ppropnattt vel1Hcaboo
measUr8ll.

Figure 2. Hierarchy of INFRO Methodology in proliferation resistance of

IAEA-TECDOC-1434

개선된 INPRO 핵비확산성 평가방법론은 기본원칙과 사용자요건들을 잘

정립하여 기본원칙 혹은 사용자요건의 이중 평가 항목들을 제거하고， 이들

상호 연계 관계가 잘 정립되어 있다. 그러나， 각 사용자요건에 대해 한가지

의 Indicator들을 제시하였고， 이들 Indicator들은 사용자요건을 요약표현에
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불과하여 INS의 핵비확산성 평가의 어려움이 존재한다

한편， DUPlC 핵연료제조에 대해서만 INPRO 핵비확산성 평가방법론을 적

용한 경우 고려되지 못했던 “ Nuclear Technology" 관련 기술적 사항이 고려

될 필요성이 요구되었다. 또한 확장된 DUPIC 핵연료주기에 대한 핵비확산

성 평가 검토를 통해 lAEA- TECDOC- 1434에서 미비하였던 핵물질보장조

치 (Safeguards)와 관련된 기술적 사항을 보완할 필요성이 제기되었으며， 본

연구에서 검토된 상세한 내용은 첨부 l에 기술되어 있어 본문에서는 생략하

였다.
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제 2 절 개선된 가본원칙， 사용자요건 및 용인판단기준의 핵

연료주기 적용 타당성 분석

개선된 기본원칙 및 사용자요건은 확장된 DUPle 핵주기의 핵비확산

성 평가 적용시 타당한 것으로 검토되었으나，

Indicator들을 새로 설정할 필요성에 따라，

Indicators들을 Figure 3과 같이 수정 보완하였다.

각 사용자요건에 해당하는

각 사용자요건에 적합한

ζ포뀔랜꽉랜슐::::::> 〈팍균탤quir르쁘괄〉 〈느 Indicators 二〉

~!~~~~~~~~~~~~__• I I ~.!l!'~1} !h.~~~~~~i."e~.e~: ?!.~u，c:'~~r_'ll ~.t~~~1 I 11NPR1.1.1: Material QualitY
~:~~~~ !~:~p~~s and ~-1 :~~~~~~e~~~~~~~~~ni~n~~~~~，!~r ~h~~clear I J tNPR1:-i :2: M;t;ri;i q~;~‘ity
measures sha’1be l 1- weap。ns pmgramme-Shalld be low This lNPR1j 3‘ MalE써alform
implementedthroughαIt th" I I I includes the attracliveness of undeclared nuclear
fulllife cycl" for innovative f I I maleria’thai c。이d credib’y be produced or I IINPR1.1 .4: Nuclear technology I

nuclear energhyastylNstSesmwsl‘~~.. I I ~→pζ>roc‘:es~‘“ssed in thj‘，e→ INS. ‘------「-」 r「「-- ------- 「
hc。e’npUneunesu!r。ebe an unat!racUV8 URPRt2 The dlversion of nuclear male,,a| 뻐PR1.2.1:Ao∞untabJlity
means to acq미re fissile I I I sh。띠~1~~Le~~.7~~~~!Y~~i.!.fi~~~ :~~~?~~':~~~~~~;'p I ‘ INPR1.2.2: Applicability of CIS measures
matenal for a nu미ear 아 Oiverslon 'includes the use 이 a새

weapons programme the mlmollCl，。r1. pmducu。n or process,n9 lMPR1 2 4: RfEcu|ty b m。dlfy the pr。cess /
undeclared nuclear rna‘eria|, |NPR12S DiHiculW i。 m。diW ’ectlity design

!I URPR1.3 States’∞mm，뼈
p。삐es regarding non-pr이ife때

11mntpe1renma1esn!taarUidoanrdssh.ould b8 adequ531e ‘。 fulfilt ’NPR1.3.2:-FacilitiylEnterprise undenaJdngs to provide PR

BPPR2 Bolh intrinsκ fealures
and e씨MnSie me~sures are
essential‘ and neither shall be
considered sufficient by itself

URPR2.1 tnnovatiye nuclear energy systems
shoe’d incorporate multip’e pr'이iferation
resistance features and measures

URPR2.2 The combination of intnnsic fealures
and extJ:insic measures. compatible wilh 이her

design ∞깨siderations ， sl}ould be optimized (in
the design/engineering phase) to provide cost
efficient proliferation resistance

Figure 3. New modified structure of BPs, URs and Indicators

in INPRO PR area

각각의 사용자요건에 필요한 Indicators들과 이들 Indicators 평가를 위해

필요한 평가항목플은 Table 1 - 5에 나타내었다.
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Table 1. New proposed Indicators of URPR 1.1

EPPR 1.1.4.1: Enrichment
EPPR1.l.4.2: Extraction offissile material
EPPRI. 1.4.3: Irradiation capability of target (reactor,

accelerator)

lNPR l.1.3:
ateria] form

INPR I.1.4
uclear technology

INPR l.l .2:
Material quantity

*Technology to
provide weapon
usable materials

BPPRI: PR features and measures shall be implemented throughout the full life cycl
for innovative nuclear energy systems to help ensure that INSs will continue to be a
unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme

UR PR 1. 1: The attractiveness of nuclear material and nuclear technology in an IN
Ifor a nuclear weapons programme should be low.

(NPR l.l. L EPPR l.l.l.1: Isotopic composition
Material quality EPPRJ.l.l .2: Material type

EPPR 1.1.1.3: Radiation field
EPPR1.I. I .4: Heat generation
EPPRI.I.I.5: Spontaneous neutron generation rate
EPPR l.1.2.1: Mass ofan item
EPPR 1.1.2.2: Number of items for Significant Quantity (SQ)
EPPR I.1.2.3: NumberofSQ (material stock or flow)
EPPR l.1.3 .I: ChemicaVphysical form

Table 2. New proposed Indicators of URPR 1.2

BPPR I: PR features and measures shall be implemented throughout the full life
cycle for innovative nuclear energy systems to help ensure that INSs wi!‘continue to be
an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme.

URPRI.2: The diversion of nuclear material should be reasonably di테cult and
detectable

*Diversion includes the use of an INS facility for introduction, production,
processing of undeclared nuclear materia l.

INPR I.2.1:
Accountability

INPR 1.2.2:
Applicability of CIS
mεasures

lNPR I.2.3:
Detectabi Iity of nuc’ear
material

INPR I.2 .4:
Difficulty to modify the
process

INPRI ‘ 2 .5:
Difficulty to modify
facility design

EPPR 1.2.1.): MUF/SQ
EPPR1.2.1.2: NDA measurement capability by inspectors

EPPRI.2.2.1: Applicability of containment measures
EPPR1.2.2.2: Applicability ofsurveillance measures
EPPR 1.2.2.3: Applicability of other monitoring systems

EPPR1.2.3.1: Possibility to identi fY nuclear material by
NDA

EPPR1.2.3.2: Hardness of radiation signaturε

EPPRl.2.3.3: Need for passive/active mode

EPPR1.2.4 .I: Extent of automation
EPPR I.2 .4 .2: Availability of data for inspectors
EPPR1.2.4.3: Authenticability of data to be provided for

safeguards purpose
EPPR 1.2 .4.4: Transparency ofprocess
EPPR 1.2 .4 .5: Accessibility ofmateriaI to inspectors

EPPR 1.2.5.1: Verifiability offacility design by inspectors
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Table 3. New proposed Indicators of URPR 1.3

8PPRI: PR featurεsand measurεs shall be implεmεnted throughout the full life
cycle for innovative nuclear εnergy systems to hεIp ensure that INSs will continuε to bε

an unattractive means to acquire tissilε matεrial for a nuclεar weapons programmζ.

URPR 1.3: Statεs ’ commitments, obligations and policies regarding non-proliflεration

and its implemεntation should be adεquate to fulfill international standards.

INPR I.3. 1: Statεs ’

commItments,
obligations and policies
regarding non-
prolif농ration to fultill
intεrnational standards.

INPR 1.3.2:
Facility/Enterprise
undertakings to providε

PR*

*Appropriatε
wording should be
found to formulate
INPRI.3.2 with respect
to providing “ support
or fulfill"

EPPR 1.3.1.1 : Safeguards agr'εεmεnts pursuant to the NPT
EPPR1.3.1.2: Nuclear-weapons-frεε zone treaties
EPPRl.3.1.3: Comprεhensive lAEA safeguards

agreεments

EPPRl.3.1 .4: Additional protocols of lAEA agreements
EPPRI.3. 1.5: Export control policies ofNM and nuclear

tεchnology

EPPR I.3.1.6: Rεlεvant intεrnational convεntions

EPPRI .3.1.7: State or regional systems for accounting and
control

EPPRl.3. I .8: Verification approach with a level of
extrinsic measur，ζs agreεd to between the
verification authority and the State (it was
comζ from old lNPR2.2.2.)

EPPRI.3.2.1: Multi-latεral ownership, management or
control of a NES (Multi-lateral, Multi
National)

EPPR1.3.2.2: International depεndency with regard to
fissile materials and nuclεar technology

EPPRI.3.2.3: Commercial , legal or institutional
arrangemζnts that control access to NM and
NES

Table 4. New proposed Indicators of URPR 2.1

BPPR2: 80th intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential, and neither shall
be considered sufficient by itself.

URPR2.I: Innovative nuclear energy systεms should incorporate multiple PR
features and measures.

INPR2.I.I: The extent by
which the INS is coverεd by
multiple intrinsic features

INPR2 .1.2: robustness of
barriers covering an acquisition
path

EPPR2.1.1.1 : “ No. ofplausible acquisition paths
covered by multiple PR f농atures

and measurζs" and “ No. of
plausiblεacquisition paths"

EPPR2.1.1.2: Extent of robustness ofbarriers
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Table 5. New proposed Indicators of URPR 2.2

BPPR2: Both intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential , and neither shall be I
considered sufficient by itself.

URPR2.2: The combination of intrinsic features and extrinsic measures, compatible with I
other design considerations, should be optimized (in the design/engineering phase) to
provide cost-efficient proliferation resistance

INPR2.2.1: Cost to incorporate EPPR2.2. 1. I: Sum of costs
thosε intrinsic features and
extrinsic measures, which are
required to provide PR

Table 1 - 5에 제 시 된 각 평가항목 (Evaluation Parameter)에 대 한 설명

을 첨부 1에 상세히 기술되어 있음.
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제 3 절 용인판단가준 정량화

수정 보완된 INPRO 핵비확산성 평가방법론은 두 개의 기본원칙과 5

개의 사용자요건 및 14개의 Indicators들을 포함하며， 각 Indicators들은 여 러

개의 평가요소들로 구성된다. 혁선원자력시스템의 핵비확산성 평가를 위해서

는 이들 각 평가요소들에 대한 평가가 이루어져야 하며， 이를 위해서는 각

평가요소에 따라 핵비확산성을 평가하가 위해 판단기준을 정량화하였다. 기

본원칙 BPPR 1 의 사용자요건 URPR1 .l, URPR1.2, URPR1.3과 BPPR2의 사

용자요건 URPR2.1 및 URPR2.2 에 대 한 각 Indicator들에 대 한 정 량화된 값

들을 Table 6 - Table 10에 나타내었다.

Table 6. Evaluation scales of URPR 1.1

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter ./‘ W S

VW W M S VS

2(w39tP%ul)pu > 93 80-93 70~80 60~70 < 60

Isotopic 235
C(111positi 。n 232UlU (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5~20 < 5

UUc(。pntpamm f)。r 1-1OO 100-4000 4000-700O > 7000

Material Material type ‘ DUM DIM L N D

qua|ity Radiation fie|d2(DmoSsevlhr) < 10 10-150 150-1OOO 1000-10000 > 10000

38pu/Pu
Heat generation (wio!.)· - < 0.1 ，걱 0.1-1 l' 1-10 10-80 > 80

Spontaneous (240pU+ 242pU
~~~~~:~~~~._ };~~~o;:tU) < 1 -~ 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
generation rate
Mass of an item (kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000

Material No. of items for SQ 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 > 100

n‘1뻐m““Y No.o’r’않(뼈떼.외 uξtoc‘k or’〉빼돼-100 애-패 10 -‘1 <‘1
flow)

Oxidel U
U M하외‘-이때tion 빼빼s Sp뼈 f뼈 W짧e

M하e때i_I ，...ν‘”빼phy앞iC pu M앙외 0뼈밍， Pu ‘Spent ’l’삐 W빠e
form al form . - t"u Metal Solution compounds ::tP

OXidel Th
Thorium Meta| s l t: d Spent fue| Waste

。lutlon compounas

N
.___ Enrichment Yes No

uc,ear
techn。log Extraction of fissi|e material Yes No

y Irradiation capability of target Yes N。
Notes:

I) For material type,

D: Depleted Uranium, N: Natural Uranium, L: Low enriched U , DUM: Direct Use ofUn-irradiated

Material, DIM: Direct Use ofIrradiated Material.

Each evaluation scale in the table includes a lower value of the range.
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Table 7. Evaluation scales of URPR 1.2

Kg Pu or 233U
Kg 235U with HEU

MUF/SQ
Kg 235U with LEU

Accountability
TonTh

NDA measurement
capability by inspectors
Applicability of containment
measures

Applicability
。tcii--····

J Applicability of surveillance
measuresmeasures
Applicability of other
monitoring systems
Possibility to identify
nuclear material by NDA

Detectability
Hardness of radiation

。f nuclear
material signature

Need for passive/active
mode

Extent of automation

Availability of data for
inspectors

Diffic비~~ to Authenticability of data to
modifv the

’~ ~"" be provided for safeguards
process purpose

Transparency of process
Accessibility of material to
inspectors for verification

Difficulty t。 Verifiability of facility design
modify facility by inspectors
design

Indicators Evaluation Parameter
Evaluation scale

W s
vw w M s VS
>2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
>2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
>2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
>2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

N。 Yes

N。 Yes

No Yes

N。 Yes

No reliable signature Reliable signature

Active Passive

N/A
Manual

N/A
Partial Full

operation automation automation

Very low Low Medium High Very high

No

~
Yes

N。 Yes

No Yes

N。 Yes
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Table 8. Evaluation scales of URPR 1.3

Evaluation scale

U A
No Yes

No Yes

No Yes

N。 Yes

No Yes

N。 Yes

No Yes

No Yes

No Yes

No Yes

No ...... Yes

Evaluation Parameter

Table 9. Evaluation scales of URPR 2.1

Indicators

States' commitments, Safeguards agreements pursuant to the NPT
obligations and p이icies Nuclear-weapons-free zone treaties
regarding non-proliferation to
f~ifiiii~t:r~;ti';"al'~t~~d;~d~~Compreh~nsiveIAEA Safeguards

agreements
Additional protoc이s of IAEA agreements

Export control policies of NM and nuclear
technology
Relevant international conventions

State or regional systems for accounting
and control
Verification approach with a level of
extrinsic measures agreed to between the
verification authority and the State

Facility/Enterprise Multi-lateral ownership, management or
undertakings to provide PR control of a NES (Multi-Iateral/Multi-National)

International dependency with regard t。

fissile materials and nuclear technology
Commercial, legal or institutional
arrangements that control access to NM and
NES

*Appropriate wording should
be found to formulate
INPR1.3.2 with respect t。

providing “support or fulfill"

VS

> 0.8

Evaluation scale

W M S

0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.6 0.6 - 0.8

vw
< 0.2

Evaluation ParameterIndicators

INPR2.1.1: The extent
by which the INS is
covered by multiple
intrinsic features

“ No. of plausible
acquisition paths covered
by multiple PR features and
measures" and “ No. of
plausible acquisition
paths"

INPR2.1.2: Robustness Extent of robustness of Very Ii tt뻐 Little Medium Great Very great
of barriers covering an barriers
acquisition path
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Table 10. Evaluation scales of URPR 2.2

Indicators Evaluation Parameter
vw w

Evaluation scale

M s VS

INPR2.2.1: Cost to Sum of costs
incorporate those
intrinsic features and
extrinsic measures,
which are required to
provide PR

• TBD for Scales and
Unit

Minimum

Table 6 ~ Table 10에서 보듯이 각 평가요소에 대해 설정된 판단기

준들로는 먼저， 기술적 고유요소 (Intrinsic Features)에 대해서는 VW (Very

Weak) , W(Weak) , M(Moderate) , S(Strong) , VS(Very Strong) 등 다섯 단계

로 분류하였으며， 외부요소 (Extrinsic Measures)에 대해서는

U(Unacceptable) , A(Acceptable) 등 두 단계로 나누었고， 대부분의

Safeguards와 관련된 평가요소에 대해서는 W(Weak) , S(Strong) 등 두 단계

로 나누었다.
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제 3 장 DUPle 핵연료주거의 핵확산저항성 평가

제 1 절 DUPle 핵연료주가의 사스템 요소

본 절에서는 앞 장에서 기술된 평가방법과 평가체제를 이용하여 DUPIC

핵연료주기에 대한 핵확산저항성 정량평가를 수행하였다. DUPIC 핵연료주기

는 우라늄 원광에서 출발하여 사용후핵연료 최종처분까지를 모두 포함하고

있으며， 핵비확산성 평가를 위해 DUPIC 핵연료주기 시스템을 아래와 같이

15개의 시스템 요소로 세분하였다.

PWR fuel cycle Dart

Step PI: Supply of LEU feed uranium from a foreign country for the

PWR fuel fabrication

Step P2: Transportation of LEU material to PWR fuel fabrication

Facility

-Step P3: PWR fuel fabrication facility

• Step P4: Transportation of PWR fuel to PWR plant

Step P5: PWR plant

-Step P6: Transportation of PWR spent fuel to interim storage facility

Step P7: Interim storage of PWR spent fuel

DUPle fuel cycle Dart

Step Dl: Transportation of PWR spent fuel to DUPIC fuel fabrication

facility

Step D2: DUPle fuel fabrication plant

Step D3: Transportation of DUPIC fuel to CANDU plant
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Step D4: CANDU plant

Step D5: Transportation of DUPlC spent fuel to interim storage

facility

• Step D6: Interim storage of DUPlC spent fuel

Step D7: Transportation of DUPlC spent fuel to permanent disposal

facility

Step D8: Permanent disposal of DUPIC spent fuel

이들 15개의 세부 시스템들 중 국내에서는 우라늄 원광의 채광 및 정련

등으로부터 가압경수로용 핵연료분말은 외국에서 수입을 하므로 국내에서의

핵비확산성은 평가할 필요가 없으므로 제외하였다. 또한， 핵물질 이송에 관

련된 시 스템 요소， 즉， Step P2, Step P4, Step P6, Step Dl , Step D3, Step

D5 및 Step D7 등은 이송 핵물질의 quality 및 량의 측면에서는 조금씩 다

E므 /--.
2: ,- 았으나， 핵물질 이송 관점은 모두 동일하므로 Step Dl

(Transportation of PWR spent fuel to DUPlC fuel fabrication facility) 만

평가에 포함하였다.

한편， DUPlC 핵연료주기와 기존 CANDU 핵연료주기의 비교를 위해

CANDU 핵연료주기에 CANDU NU 핵연료제조， CANDU NU 핵연료 이송，

CANDU NU 핵연료 장전 및 연소， CANDU NU 사용후핵연료 영구처분 등

을 포함시켰다.
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제 2 절 DUPle 핵연료주가 핵확산저항성 평가

1. 사스템 요소별 핵확산저항성 평가

상가한 여러 가지 시스템 요소들에 대해 본 연구로부터 개선된 INPRO

핵비확산성 평가 방법론을 사용하여 핵비확산성을 평가하였으며， 본 절에서

는 이에 대한 상세한 결과가 별첨 1에 제시되어 있으므로 가술을 생략하였

으며， 여기서는 DUPIC 핵연료 주기 중에서 핵비확산성 측면에서 가장 민감

한 시설인 DUPIC 핵연료 제조시설에 대해서만 요약 기술하였다.

Table 11은 URPRl.1에 대한 평가 결과로서 핵비확산 고유저항성에 대한

Indicator들을 포함하고 있다. 가령， isotope content barrier 측면에서 DUPIC

제조시설의 공정물질내에 포함된 239pU 농도가 60%이하이기 때문에 “ Very

Strong" 평가점수를 부여한 것이다. 또한 방사선 장벽인 경우， DUPIC 핵연

료다발 17R 에서 방출되는 방사선량이 약 150 mSv/hr이므로 "Moderate" 점

수가 부여되었다.

Table 11. Evaluation of URPR1.1 of Step D2

Indicators Evaluation Parameter
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Evaluation scale
W

vw W

80-93

s
M s VS

70-80 60-70

20-50 5-20

100-4000 4000-7000

L DUM
150-1000 1000-10000

1-10 10-80

< 60

> 90
째
빼N

쐐
서

I
ι‘‘r

내
ωnu

<5

> 7000

DIM
> 10000

> 80

<1

<1 1-10 >5010-20 20-50

10
1

100-500 500-1000
10-50 50-100

10-50 10-1

> 1000
> 100

<1

10-100
1-10

50 -100> 100

Metal Oxide! U
Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds

Oxide! Pu
Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds

Oxide! Th Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds
~s N。

~s N。

~s N。

Meta’
Metal



Table 12는 URPR1.2에 대한 평가 결과로 핵물질 보장 조치뜰 강화하기

위해 제시된 Indicator들을 포함하고 았다. 본 평가에서는 10 GWe/year 의

DUPlC 핵연료주기를 가정함으로 178 MtHM/year 의 핵물질이 필요하며， 단

위 핵물질 질량당 0.9 %의 Pu이 포함되어 았고， 측정오차는 0.01로 3개월 단

위로 핵물질 측정을 가정하였다 따라서， DUPlC 핵연료 제조공정에 대한

J\,1UF 는 다음과 같이 계산된다.

MUF = 178(tHM)*0.009(Pu/HM)*0.01(eπor)*0.25(3 months)= 4.01kg Pu

따라서 Pu의 I SQ가 8 kg이므로 MUF/SQ는 약 0.5가 되며， Table 12에서

핵 비 확산성은 “Moderate"로 평 가되 었다.

Table 12. Evaluation of URPR1.2 of Step D2

Indicators Evaluation Parameter

Kg Pu or 깅'U

MUFJSQ ’K<g ;칭펴렀;뜸렐:?luj wi”…th I나}
Kg "'u with LEUAccountability
TonTh

NDA measurement
capability by inspectors
Applicabi’ity of containment
measures

Applicability
~fcis--"'" Applicability of surveillance

measuresmeasures
Applicability of other
monitoring systems
Possibility to identify

‘ nuclear material by NDA
Detectabilitv

" Hardness of radiation
。f nuclear
material signature

Need for passive/active
mode

Extent of automation

Availability of data for
inspectors

Diffie비ty ~o Authenticability of data t。
modify the17 "II V' be provided for safeg“ards
process purpose

Transparency of process
Accessibility of material t。

inspectors for verification
Diffie비ty to Verifiability of facility design
modify facility by inspectorsdesign

Evaluation scale
W s

vw w M s VS
>2 2-1 1-0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
>2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
>2 2-1 1- 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
>2 2-1 1-0.5 0.5 - 0.1 <0.1

N。 r Yes

N。 Yes

N。 Yes

N。 Yes

No reliable signature Reliable signature

Active Passive

NJA
Manual

N1A
Partial Full

。peration automation automation

Very low Low Medium High Very high

N。 Yes

N。 Yes

N。 Yes

N。 Yes

Table 13은 URPR1.3에 대한 평가 결과를 나타내고 있으며， Indicator들은

외부수단(Extrinsic Measures)을 포함하고 있다. 이들 외부수단 Indicator들

은 특정 시설에 의존하지 않으며， 국가의 핵비확산 정책과 제도를 평가하는
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항목이다. 또한 대부분 “ Yes" , "No"로 평가되는 항꽉들이다.

Table 13. Evaluation of URPR1.3 of Step 02

Indicators Evaluation Parameter

States' commitments, Safeguards agreements pursuantto the NPT
obligations and poli.cies. Nuclear-weapons-free zone treaties
regarding non-proliferation to
i~ifili i~'i;r~;iio';，'al'~t-;;~d';~d~~ Comprehensive IAEA Safeguards

agreements
Additional protocols of IAEA agreements
~xport control pollclllS of NM and nuclear
technology
Relevant international conventions

State Or rllglonal systllms for accounting
and control
Verification approach with a level of
extrinsic measures agreed to between Ihe
verification authority and the State

FacllltylEnlerprise Multi-Ialeral ownership. management Or
undertakings to provide PR control of a NES IMu’tl·lateraI/Multi-National)

Intemationa’depend ency with regard to
·Approprlate wording should fissile materials and nlκlear technology
be found to formulate Commercial, legal or institutional
INPR1.3‘2 wUh respect 10 arrangements that control access to NM and
providing ‘’support or fulfill" NES

Evaluation scale
j

。

。

。

l‘
“”
“”
u”

4

%

앙

앙

J

Vl

v’
v’

No
N。

Yes

YllS

No

No

Yes

Yes

Bad Good

No Yes

Small Large

N。 Yes

Table 14는 URPR2.1애 대한 평가 결과를 나타내고 있으며， Indicator를

평가할 때 고려하는 혁신원자력시스템이 여러 개의 고유저항인자에 의해 핵

비확산성이 확보되고 있는 정도를 나타내고 있으므로 핵물질의 전용경로 해

석이 필요한 항목으로 얻어진 결과는 1.0으로 “ Very Strong"의 접수를 얻었

으며， 상세한 내용은 별첨 1에 제시하였다.

Table 14. Evaluation of URPR2.1 of Step D2

Indicators Evaluation Parameter
Eval uation scale

VW W M 5 VS

INPR2.1.1: The extent “ No. of plausible < 0.2 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.6 0.6 - 0.8 > 0.8
by which the INS Is acquisition paths covered
COVllflld by multψIe by mUltiple PR features and
intrl nslc featu res measu res" and “ No. of

plausible acquisition
palhs"

INPR2.1.2: Robustness Extent of robustness of Very lilt’e Liltle MedIum Groat Very great
。f barriers covering ao barriers
acquisition path

한편， URPR2.2는 핵비확산성을 향상시키기 위해 요구되는 비용과 관련된

Indicator들이 포함되어 있으며 이에 대한 구체적인 평가방법론이 아직까지

확정되지 않아 평가가 이루어지지 않았으며 향후 수행할 예정이다.
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2. 시스템 요소별 핵확산 저항인자의 종합화

본 항에서는 예로써 각 Indicator 들의 정량화가 가능한 기본원칙 1의 사용

자요건 1. 1에 대해 Indicator들을 종합화한 결과를 Figure 4에 제시하였다.

50

60

P3 P5 01 02 D4 08 C3 C4 C5 C7

SYstem element
(P:PWR, O:OUPIC, C:CANDU)

.Irrad
빼 Extract

• Enrich

.Thorium
뭔 PU Rati。

口 U

Nosa

.No/sa
디 Mass

훌 Spont Neut

꾀 Heat gen
• Dose rate
口 Material type

口 U232/U233

lllI U ratio
펴 Pu ratio

때
X
@
*]

Z

얄 30

애

얻 20

10

0

Figure 4. Aggregation of URLl assessment results of the system

elements

각 Indicator들의 종합화를 위해 각 Indicator들의 평가 값들을 다섯 단계

로 나누어진 범주를 "Verγ We삶”인 경우 1로 주고 "Very Strong"인 경우 5

로 균등 배분하였으며 각 저항언자별 가중치는 고려하지 않았다. 이 결과에

서 볼 때 C4 (NU 핵연료다발의 CANDU 원자로로 이송) 의 경우 핵확산 저

항이 가장 취약한 것으로 나타났으며 D4 (DUPlC 사용후핵연료의 중간저장

시설) 의 경우 핵확산저항이 가장 강한 것으로 나타났다.

그러냐， 본 결과는 단지 한 예로써 제시한 결과이며， 저항인자들 간의 상

대적 중요성과 정량화 값에 대한 객관성이 아직 부족하므로 이에 대한 신뢰

할 수 있고 객관화된 방법론의 정립이 필요한 부분이다.
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제 4 장 INPRO 현황 및 향후 전망

본 장에서는 국제원자력가구에서 주관하는 INPRO 프로그램의 지금까지의

사업 진행 일정， INPRO 구성， 현재까지의 주요 실적 및 향후 사업 일정 등

을 기술하였다.

1. INPRO 개요

- IT‘~PRO 목표

21세기 세계 에너지수요를 충족하기 위하여 안전하고， 지속성을 가지

며， 경제적이고， 핵확산저항성을 가진 원자력기술 개발을 지원하여

2050년 건설 목표인 혁신원자력시스템 (Innovative Nuclear Energy

System, INS) 개발

- INPRO 조직

국제원자력기구 INPRO 프로그램은 2006년 7월 현재 한국 및 EC를

포함하여 모두 26개국이 회원국으로 되어 있으며， 국제원자력기구

INPRO Phase 1A 및 1B의 조직은 다음 그림과 같다.

Pr이ect Manager
/Y lNPRO

Deputy Director General Nuclear Energy 1

-‘1 ‘ Steerin-sgf「OCrno24mCmounitt,tlFeRel(Y. Sokolov)
--- i ‘

Project Coordinators Area Coordinators

Policy Economy H. Rogner
‘‘ safety K. Brockman1

Director NE (A. Omoto)
Waste H. Forstronem

Technical NPP Technical NFC Environment H. Forstronem
Section Head NPTDS Section Head NFC&MS Prolif. Resist. D.Hurt

(A. Rao) (C. Ganguly) Infrastructure R.I. Facer

A vice tAppoint Inform.

International Coordinating Group (leG) IAEA Departmental
Cost free experts, IAEA Staff ‘ •. Expert Group (IDEG)

(J.K. Kim,et a!.) fNPRO TaskAdvisors. Individual Experts

6 Areas of an INS
International Experts (INS Concepts, Methodology,

Consultancies,Technical Meeting, Contracts (lnfrastructum, Enabling technologies,
Energy planning and analysis)
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2. IAEA INPR。 사엽 단계별 업무

2000년 9월 제 44차 IAEA 총회에서 INPRO 사업 추진을 결의한 후 2003

년 6월 INPRO Phase lA 보고서 (IAEA-TECDOC-1362) 발간과 2005년 l

월 INPRO Methodology 보고서 (IAEA-TECDOC-1434) 가 작성 완료되었

다. 현재는 Phase IE Part 2가 진행 중에 었고， 이 기간 중 INPRO 평가방

법론에 따른 혁신원자력시스템 평가를 위해 각 경제성 등 6개 분야에 있어

각 분야별 User' s Manual틀을 작성 중에 있으며， 2006년 말에 이들 업무들

이 종결될 예정이다.

또한， INPRO Phase lB Part 2가 끝난 후 2007년부터 INPRO Phase II가

시작될 예정이며， INPRO Phase II에서 수행될 주요 연구내용들은 다음과 같

다.

- 필요한 INS 해석 지원， R&D 개발 및 우선 수행을 위한 forum 제공，

IAEA!INPRO 하에서 수행될 구체적 R&D 선정 등 7가지의 R&D

oriented activities

- INS의 지속적 개발을 위한 역할 강화 등 8 가지 Institutionaν

Infrastructure oriented activities

- INPRO 방법론 및 평가 방법의 구체적 개선을 위한 M etfwdology

activities

INPRO 프로그램 시작부터 우리나라가 INFRO 프로그램에 참여하여 수행

한 내용 및 향후 방향을 요약하면 다음과 같다
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Phase 2

(International
Cooperation)

.2006.7 -

.DUPIC 핵주기 전체 핵비확산I·합여 밤안모색종

특성 평기 (2005.3 부터 수행)

• Extended DUPIC Case Study
IAEAI 보끄서(초안)제출 (2006.2)

.Joint Study on CNFC-FR
참여

.2006.4.11 -13 DUPIC 결과
검토회의 (IAEA C.M.)

.2006.4.10-12: Ad hoc회의

Phase1A

(Methodology
Development)

단계

기타

Phase 16
(Methodology Seωp)

1" Part
Methodology Validation

기 간1.2000.9 - 2003.6 1.2003.7 - 2004，1~

목표I·INPR。 방법론 개발 I·INPRO 망업론 개선
수행 ·경제성， 지속성 및 환경， 1·6개 극가얼 /8개 개인열

내용l 안전성， 뼈l기물관리 I Case Study 수행

핵비확산성 등 5개 문 ?I I.INPRO 밤볍혼 개선 I. User's Manual 작성
기본원칙，사용자요건， I. 기온원칙，사용자요건등에대한 I.Phase II에서의 R&D 방안 l

허용한계 등 제시 I" 개선 앙안 제시 | 개발 l 지속적 개알 지원 등)

.Joint Study on Assessment I· toJle~h..?~ol?gy' ~c~에언S
us매 the INPRO 1(INP'~。 밍엄론 및 평가
methodology for an INS 1앙업의 구체적 개션)

based on a closed nuclear
fu잉 cycle with fast reactors

E쁘뜨댄l
실적 1.IAEA-TECDOC-1362 1.14개 Case Study결과 보고서 I. Extended DUPIC Case Study

(Phase 1A 보고서) 알강 ’. IAEA-TECOOC-1434 (Phase 18 I 멸과 보고서

로곤센휠깊
한국I· 민전성， 핵주기 및 I·DUPIC 핵연료 제조운이에
용여| 폐기물관리，핵확산성 IINPRO 앙업론(핵비확산분야)

실적l 망법론개앓둥4개 l 시범적용

분야에 한국측 전문기가 I. DUPIC Case Study보고서
창여하여 INPR。 망법흔 | 제훌 (2004.12)
개알
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제 5 장 목표 달성도 및 대외 가여도

제 1 절 목표 달성도

향후 50 년을 겨냥한 혁신원자력 시스템 개발을 위해 국제원자력가구의

INPRO Phase lA 보고서에서 제시하고 있는 경제성 등의 5개 분야 중 평가

방법론 개발이 가장 어려우며 늦어지고 있는 핵비확산성 분야에 대해

IAEA-TECDOC-1434를 통해 개선된 가본 원칙， 사용자 요건 및 용인 판단

기준들을 검토 분석하였다. 그 결과 DUPIC 핵연료주기 전체에 개선된

INPRO 핵바확산성 평가방법론 적용시 문제점 및 추가 개선사항을 도출하였

다.

추가 개선된 평가방법론을 이용하여 DUPIC 핵연료주기 전체에 대한 핵비

확산성을 평가를 위해 DUPIC 핵연료주가 전체시스템을 15개의 시스템 요소

로 분리하여 이들 중 핵비확산성 평가방법론 개선에 필요한 8개의 시스템

요소를 선정하여 핵비확산성을 평가하였다.

얻어진 결과에 대해 국제원자력가구의 전문가 회의 개최를 통해 DUPIC

핵비확산성 평가 결과의 타당성 및 정확성을 검증하였으며， 추가 개선된 사

항에 대해서도 회원국으로부터 참여한 전문가들로 구성된 IAEA 전문가 회

의에서 검토하였으며， INPRO 운영위원회 등에 본 연구로부터 추가 개선된

INPRO 평가방법론을 발표하였다.

본 연구를 통해 국제원자력기구의 INPRO 핵확산저항성 평가방법론을 추

가 개선시켰으며， 얻어진 최종결과를 INPRO 방법론의 혁신원자력시스템에

적용할 때 필요한 INPRO User' s Manual 작성의 기초가 되도록 하였다. 이

상의 연쿠 내용 및 결과로부터 본 연구의 목표를 완전히 달성된 것으로 판

단된다.
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제 2 점 연구 성과 IAEA INPRO 자문화의 참석

연구결과 성과물로는 국제원자력기구에 저l 출한 DUPIC 핵연료주가 전체

에 대한 핵비확산성 평가 결과와 지난 1년간 국제원자력기구에서 개최된

INPRO 전문가 회의， 운영위원회 참가， 논문 발표 등으로 다음과 같다.

• M.S. Yang and lB. Park, Korean Assessment of the Proliferation

Resistance on the Whole Fuel Cycle of DUPIC 결과 보고서 의 IAEA에

제출， 2006. 2.

IAEA INPRO Extended Case Study 착수를 위한 IAEA 자문회의 참석，

2005. 4.

IAEA Technical Meeting on "Interim Results of Korean Assessment on

the Whole Fuel Cycle of DUPIC in the Area of the Proliferation

Resistance" lAEA 자문회의 참석 , KAERI/OT-1472/2005, 2005. 7, 해외출

장보고서.

IAEA Technical Meeting on "Assessment Results of Korean

Assessment on the Whole Fuel Cycle of DUPIC in the Area of the

Proliferation Resistance" IAEA 자문회 의 참석 , 2005. 11.

제 8차 lAEA INPRO 운영위 원회 참석 , KAERI/OT- 1514/2005, 2005. 12,

해외출장보고서-

- IAEA Technical Meeting on "Final Results of Korean Assessment on

the Whole Fuel Cycle of DUPIC in the Area of the Proliferation

Resistance" lAEA 자문회의 참석 , 2006. 4.

lB. Park et a1., Proliferation Resistance Assessment of the DUPIC

Fabrication Plant Using the Revised INPRO Methodology, 2005 KNS

Spring Conference, Jeju, 2005. 5.

H.D. Kim et a1., A Quantitative Analysis of Proliferation Resistance of

DUPIC Facility based on the INPRO Requirements, 2005 INMM 46th
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Annual Meeting , USA, 2005. 7.

].H. Park et a1., Proliferation-Resistance Assessment of a CANDU

Reactor Loaded with the DUPIC Fuel Using New User Requirement-l

Indicators of the INPRO Methodology, 2005 KNS Fall Conference,

Kyungju, 2005. 10.

- J,H. Park, M.S. Yang, E. Haas, ].K. Kim, Proliferation Resistance of the

Whole Fuel Cycle of DUPIC, 2006 ICAPP 06, Reno, NV USA, June 4-8

2006.

].H. Park, M.S. Yang, E. Haas, J,K. Kim, Enhancement of Proliferation

Resistance of Fuel Cycle by Applying the INPRO Methodology,

Safeguards Symposium, IAEA VIC, Oct. 2006.
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제 6 장 결론

국제 원자력기구가 수행하고 있는 INFRO 프로그램의 DlJPIC 핵연료주기 전

체에 대한 INFRO 핵비확산성 평가 방법론에 따른 평가를 수행하였으며 DUPIC

핵연료주기 전체에 대한 INFRO 방법론 적용시 추가로 개선되어야 하는 내용을

도출하였으며， 다음과 같은 결론을 얻었다.

첫째， INFRO 핵확산저항성 평가방법론을 추가 개선하였으며， 추가 개선된 방

법론을 DUPIC 핵연료주기 전체의 핵비확산성 평가에 적용하였다. 본 평가로부

터 핵비확산성 평가의 고유저항언자 및 외적인자로 구성되는 기본원칙 1의 하부

사용자요건을 핵물질 특성에 대한 고유저항인자， 핵물질 보장조치 관련 저항인자

및 외적저항인자 등 세가지 사용자요건으로 재배치하였으며， 핵비확산성 평가의

용이성을 고려하여 각 사용자요건에 대해 기존 INFRO 평가방법론에서 변수로

설정된 인자들을 Indicator들로 설정하였다. 그러냐 이들 각 저항인자들의 허용한

계는 차기 연구에서 추가로 제시하여야 할 것으로 보인다.

둘째， 기본원칙 2는 여러 개의 저항인자들과 시스템의 핵확산저항 강건성을

다루고 있으며， 이들의 평가를 위해서는 핵물질 전용경로 해석과 각 전용 경로별

저항인자의 종합화가 필요하다. 본 연구에서는 DUPIC 핵연료제조 시설 및

DUPlC 핵연료장전 CANDU 원자로에 대해 핵물질 전용경로를 예제로써 평가하

였다. 그러나 사스템 요소 내에서의 핵물질 전용경로를 외부에 얄리는 경우 어떻

게 핵물질 전용이 가능한가의 정보를 얄리는 것이므로 핵확산에 민감한 사항이

되어 결과의 표현이 매우 중요한 부분으로 다루어져야 할 것으로 사료된다.

셋째， 기본원칙 2의 두 번째 사용자요건인 cost effectiveness 평가는 시스뱀

의 핵확산 저항을 강화하기 위한 고유저항인자 개발에 따른 비용증가와 이에 따

른 핵확산 외적저항인자 감소에 따른 비용감소의 최적 조건을 찾아야 한다. 이러

한 cost effectiveness 평가를 위해서는 시스템의 상세 설계가 확정되어야 하므로

당해 연도에서는 평가를 수행하지 못했으나 cost effectiveness 최적평가를 위한
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방법론음 정립하였다.

넷째， INFRO 핵비확산성 평가방법론을 따르기 위해서는 각 평가된 각

Indicator뜰의 종합화로부터 사용자요건들을 평가하고 평가된 사용자요건들을 각

기본원칙별로 종합화와 각 시스템 요소의 핵비확산성 평가를 위한 기본원칙의

종합화 등 여러 단계의 종합화가 이루어져야 한다. 각 Indicator, 각 사용자요건

각 기본원칙 및 각 시스템 요소들의 종합화를 위해서는 정량화가 필요하나， 아직

까지 이에 대한 구체적인 방법론이 미정립된 상태이며， 향후 IAEA INFRO 및

GEN-IV PR&PP 그룹에서의 객관적이고 신뢰할만한 평가방법론 개발을 통해

개발되어야 할 것으로 사료된다. 본 연구에서는 이에 대해 종합화 방법론이 아직

확정되지 못했으나 각 시스템 요소별로 종합화 예제를 제시하였다.

본 연구로부터 얻어진 DUPle 핵연료주기 전체에 대한 핵확산저항성 평가 경

험과 INFRO 핵비확산성 평가방법론 개발을 통해 얻어진 가술은 국내에서 개발

하고 있는 미래 원자력시스템 혹은 GEN-IV 원자력시스템의 핵확산저항성을 평

가하고 핵비확산성이 강화된 설계 개념을 설계초기 단계에서부터 고려하기 위해

필요할 뿐만 아니라 국제원자력기구에서 계속 추진하고 았는 장기적 INFRO

Phase II 단계에서의 타 원자로에 INFRO 핵비확산성 평가방법론 적용시 본 연

구로부터 얻어진 결과를 활용할 수 았을 것으로 판단된다.
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1. Introduction

IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) has begun the INPRO (International

Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles) program in 2000 following the

recommendation of the 44th General Conference. INPRO proposed the proliferation

resistance as a key component of the future innovative nuclear system for fulfilling the

εnergy needs in the 21 st century along with sustainability, economics, safety of nuclear

installation and waste management. The Republic of Korea is participating in the

INPRO program from the beginning.

In order to set out desired goals of the innovations of the nuclear energy system, a set of

BP(Basic Principles), UR(User Requirements) and Criteria including Indicators and

Acceptance Limits were developed and published as the IAEA-TECDOC-1362

(Guidance for the evaluation of innovative nuclear reactors and fuel cycles) in result of

the INPRO Phase lA study which was performed till June 2003. In the proliferation

resistance arεa， 5 Basic Principles, 5 User Requirements and related Criteria were

presented in the IAEA-TECDOC-1362 [1].

From July 2003, INPRO Phase lB, Part 1 was started to verify the completeness and the

adequacy of the INPRO Methodology and to recommend further improvement by

applying them for several Case Studies. During this phase, 6 National Case Studies by

the Russian Federation, India,Argentina, Korea, China and Czech were performed.

KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) has perform the National Case Study

on the DUPIC (Direct use of PWR spent fuel in CANDU reactors) to assess the

adequacy of the proposed n애RO Methodology in IAEA-TECDOC-1362 by applying

them to the DUPIC in the area of the proliferation resistance as an activity of the

INPRO Phase 1B, Part 1 until December 2004.

The Korean Case Study was focused on the application of the INPRO Methodology to

mainly DUPIC 미el fabrication activity.

The major findings and recommendation of the Korean Case Study in the area of

proliferation resistance were as follows.

- INPRO Methodology is useful but needed further development.

- Lack of link or correspondence between BPs and URs of thε INPRO Methodology

1
l
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- Overlap or redundancy of BPs and URs

- Lack of practical guidance for the application of INPRO methodology for PR

(Proliferation Rεsistance)

- Deleting redundancies and modifying of BPs and URs (It recommends the 2 BPs

and 4 URs rather than 5 BPs and 5 URs as was shown in TECDOC-1362.)

- Necessity ofinter-relationship between BPs and DRs

- Each PR barriers/Indicators should be quantified.

- Development of the aggregation method of PR barriεrs， Indicators and URs

The deficiencies of the INPRO Methodology of IAEA-TECDOC-1362 in the

proliferation resistance area such as th응 redundancy of the Basic Principles and User

Requirements, and the lack of relationship between BPs and URs, etc. were improved

based on the Korean Case Study. Korean proposal was further improved by two

consultancy meetings and it proposed the revision of the 2 Basic Principles, S User

Requirements and 7 Indicators. The revised INPRO Methodology was published as

the IAEA-TECDOC-1434 (Methodology for the assessment of innovative nuclear

reactors and fuel cycles) in December 2004 [2].

As INPRO Phase 1B, Part 2 was started in 2005, KAERI has started the Extended Case

Study on the whole DUPIC fuel cycle in the proliferation resistance area as an activity

for the INPRO Phase 1B, Part 2 in January 2005, which will be performed till June

2006. The main purpose of the Extended Case Study on the whole DUPIC fuel cycle is

to assess the adequacy of the revised INPRO Methodology proposed in IAEA

TECDOC-1434. During this Extended Case Study, furthεr improvement of the INPRO

Methodology in the area of proliferation resistance is recommended for the modification,
and the modified methodology is applied to the whole DUPIC fuel cycle to evaluate its

adequacy. The results of the Korean Extended Case Study on the whole DUPIC fuel

cycle are described in this report.

n/
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2. Scope of Study

2.1 Objectives

The main objective of this Extended Case Study on the whole DUPIC fuel cycle is: (1)

to review the INPRO Methodology in the area of proliferation resistance described in

the IAEA-TECDOC-1434, (2) to assess its adequacy and completeness in the Ii밟1t of

the PR characteristics of the whole DUPIC fuel cycle encompassing the supply of feed

uranium oxide (LEU) from foreign country, PWR fuel fabrication, PWR spent fuel

transportation, DUPIC fabrication, DUPIC spent fuel disposal, etc., (3) to suggest,
resulting from the assessment, further improvement of the Methodology.

2.2 Steps of the Study

The Extended Case Study on the whole DUPIC fuel cycle is performed in 4 steps as

described below.

Step 1: Review of the INPRO Methodology (IAEA-TECDOC-1434) for the application

to the DUPIC fuel cycle for the further improvement and modification.

- Applicability of Basic Principle (BP), User Requirement (UR) and Criteria to

the DUPIC fuel cycle

Step 2: Establishment ofthe evaluation framework ofthe DUPIC fuel cycle

- Establishment of the evaluation stages of DUPIC fuel cycle from the supply of

feed uranium oxide (LEU) from foreign country, LEU fuel fabrication, PWR

operation, PWR spent fuel handling, DUPIC fuel fabrication, CANDU

operation, and DUPIC spent fuel handling to final disposal.

- Establishment of an evaluation model of the DUPIC fuel cycle for the

application of INPRO Methodology

Step 3: Assessment of the PR characteristics of the whole DUPIC fuel cycle using the

modified INPRO Methodology.

- Characterization of the process flow and facilities for each stage of the DUPIC

fuel cyclε

- Determination of the PR characteristics of each stage of the DUPIC fuel cycle

and the variables to be used for the evaluation.

- Quantification ofthe PR variables (evaluation parameters) for each Indicator of

User Requirements

ηJ



- Evaluation of the PR Indicators of the DUPIC fuel cycle

- Evaluation of th응 cost efficiency ofPR measures

- lntεgration ofthe assessment results of each stage

- Establishment of a model for the aggregation and presentation of evaluation

results

- System assessment of PR of the DUPIC fuel cycle

- Uncertainty assessment of the evaluation

Step 4: Recommendation on the further improvement ofthe INPRO Methodology in the

area of the proliferation resistance.

The work procedures and the outline of the schedules of the Extended Case Study are

shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.
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Step 1

Characteristics of
whole DUPIC fuel cycle

Flow path of
whole DUPIC fuel cycle

r------------

i

Consultation and
Peer Review

Step 2

Quantification of
PR Indicators

-_.
Development of integration model

of BP/URllndcator for each element

Evaluation of applicability of
INPRO Methodology

Step 3
Consultation and

Peer Review

-
Recommendations

on refinement of INPRO PR
Methodology

Final reporting of
Extended DUPIC

case study

p4

Figure 1. Work procedure of the INPRO Extended Case Study on DUPIC
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Period
Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 。ct

Work Scope -“~맨쁘th)

Proposal of INPRO DUPle Case Study

Review of IN PRO Methodology

-ApplicabifilyofBP, UR and Criteria to DUPIC

Establishment ofthe evaluation framework
---I--

- Eval뼈tions떠ges ofwhole fuel cycle of DUP !C

- Evaluation model ofwhole fuel cycle of DUPIC

Assessment of the PR characteristics of the whole DUPIC cycle

- Charac’erization of the process flow and facilities for each stage

- Determination of PR characteristics and va디abies of each stage
--

- Quantification ofthe PR variab‘es for each lr잉icatoroJUR

·E얘luation of the PR Irdicators 、k

- Evaluation of the∞st efficiency of PR measures x
IntegratIon of the assessment results of each stage

- Establishment of aggregation model ar잉 presentation of results
..

- System assessment of PR 」‘

1 ’ .--- '-- 뉴-- ---
- Uncertainty assessment of the evaluation

~

Recommendation on the further improvement

、‘-Documentation
l

Figure 2. Work schedule of the INPRO Extended Case Study on DUPle
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3. DUPIC Fuel Cycle

3.1 The concept of DUPle fuel cycle

The basic concept of DUPIC fuel cycle is to fabticate the CANDU nuclear fuel from the

PWR spent fuel by use of dry thermal/mechanical processes without separating stable

fission products. Since thε CANDU reactor utilized the natural uranium fuel , contents

of the remained fissile materials in PWR spent fuel is large enou양1 to be reused in

CANDU reactor even though it still contains fission products [3].

The advantages of utilizing the DUPIC fuel cycle are: (1) to get rid of the PWR spent

fuel , which is to be refabricated to the CANDU fuel, (2) to save natural uranium

resources to be required to produce CANDU fuel , and (3) to reduce the spent CANDU

fuel accumulation thank to its high burnup. The basic concept of DUPIC fuel cycle is

schematically shown in Fig. 3.

The main element of DUPIC fuel cycle is the manufacturing step of the DUPIC fuel

:from PWR spent fuel. The manufacturing process flow is described in Fig. 3

schematically. The PWR spent fuel is first disassembled and PWR spent fuel elements

are extracted from the assembly. The spent fuel elements are cut to small rodcuts for the

easy handling. The rodcuts arε decladded by mechanical and/or thermal method to

retrieve the PWR spent fuel materials. π1e PWR spent fuel materials are subject to a

series of the oxidation and reduction to make them resinterable by the process n없ned

OREOX (Oxidation and reduction of oxide fuel). The oxidation and reduction are

performed at 450°C in air and 750 °C in Ar-4%H2 atmosphere, respectively. During

the oxidation and reduction, the about 30 % volume changes make the spent fuel

material finer particles and soft materials with lots of the microcracks, that make th얻n

resinterable powder.

Once the resinterablε powder feedstock is prepared, the followed manufacturing

processes are quite similar to the conventional CANDU fuel manufacturing using

powder/pellet route. They are composed of the precompaction, granulation, compaction,
sintering, grinding, end cap welding by the laser, and final assembling of the DUPIC

bundle.

Since there are no process steps for the separation of the fission products and

transuranic materials while the volatile and semi-volatile el앉nents are removed during
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the thelmallmechanical treatments, the process materials are very radioactive

throughout whole manufacturing processes. Therefore, the manufacturing process

should be performed inside the heavily shielded hot cell by remote manners. The

characteristics incur the difficulties in material handling during manufacturing, but it is

an strong incentive in terms ofthe proliferation resistance ofthe DUPIC fuel.

홉
·이‘ Spent PWR .... ~:i.

해

Fuel Rods

PWR

xidati。빼eduction

뀔選뚫I을

뀔뇨꽃J훌

Cut to Size....

홉찮않?훌

I낀i_힌드;흡 歐、
DUPle Fuel Rods

..터밟홉륨륨톨觸;
,- - - Volatiles --

..γ ~ r

,- Cladding Hulls -1
.~‘: onn j

Volatiles &
「 ’ Semi-volatlles --;

- :-틸쿄-휴쿄-j
A

........

Figure 3. Concept ofDUPIC fuel cycle

In order to realize the DUPIC fuel cycle in practice, the remote fabrication technology

has to be developed, and the performance and the compatibility of DUPIC fuel have to

be demonstrated.

3.2 The whole DUPle fuel cycle

Since the DUPIC is the synergism between PWR and CANDU fuel cycle, the whole

DUPIC fuel cycle, in the Korean case, is beginning from the supply of feed uranium

from a foreign country for the PWR fuel production to the final DUPIC spent fuel

disposal. The system elements of the whole DUPIC fuel cycle are: supply of feed

uranium from a foreign country, fabrication ofPWR fuel , burning in P찌TR.， discharge of

PWR spent fuel , interim storage of PWR spent fuel, DUPle fuel fabrication, burning of

n
。



DUPIC fuel in CANDU, discharge of DUPIC spent fuel, interim storage of DUPIC

spent fuel and final disposal of DUPIC spent fuel.

The system elements of the whole DUPIC fuel cycle are show in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

facility

DUPIC fabrication plant

Transportation of DUPIC

해el to CANDU plant

CANDU plant

Transportation of DUPIC

spent fuel to interim storage

Interim storage of DUPIC

spent fuel

Transportation ofDUPIC

spent fuel to p하manent

disposal

Permanent disposal ofStep D8:

· Step Dl:

· Step D6:

‘ DUPIC fuel cycle

Transportation of PWR spent

fuel to DUPIC fabrication

i· Step 02:

I· Step D3:

! Step D4:

· Step 05:

fuel

Transportation of PWR spent

fuel to interim storage I . Step D7:

Interim storage ofPWR spent I

Transportation of LEU

material to PWR fuel

fabrication facility

PWR fuel fabrication facility

Transportation of PWR fuel

to PWR plant

PWRplant

DUPIC spent fuel

Figure 4. System elements ofthe whole DUPIC fuel cycle
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Figure 5. System flow ofthe whole DUPIC fuel cycle
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In addition, the transportation of the nuclear matεrials among the system elements is

also important step to be considered in the viewpoint of the proliferation resistance. The

system elements ofthe whole DUPIC fuel cycle are schematically shown in Fig. 5.

In perfonning the extended case study of the whole DUPIC fuel cycle in the area of the

proliferation resistance, the system elements for the production of feed uranium oxide

(from the mining to the enrichment of LEU) are not considered here, because the

Republic of Korea does not perfonn activities from the mining to enrichment at present,
and import all the enriched uranium oxide powder from foreign countries. Therefore,
the process characteristics from the PWR fuel fabrication to the final disposal of the

DUPIC spεnt fuel are evaluated for the proliferation resistance feature of the whole

DUPIC fuel cycle using INPRO Methodology.
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4. Review of the INPRO Methodology in IAEA-TECDOC-1434

The outline of the INPRO Methodology in the proliferation resistance area described in

the IAEA-TECDOC-1362 is shown in the Fig. 6. In IAEA-TECDOC-1362, there are 5

Basic Principles and 5 User Requirements, which were reviewed through the various

Case Studies including DUPIC in the INPRO PhaselB , Part I from July 2003 t。

December 2004. As the Case Studies pointed out, they needed some improvements

because of the redundancy of the Basic Principles and User Requirements, and the lack

ofthe correspondence between Basic Principle and User Requiremen t.

ζ二현sic Principle효=:>

Proliferation resistance features and
measures should be provided in

1 Iinnovative nuclear energy systems to
minimize the possibilities of misuse 이
nuclear materials for nuclear weapons

Both intrinsic features and extrinsic
measures are essential , and neither

2 IShould be considered sufficient by
itself.

ζr피끓 Require퍼굶tL::>

roliferation resistance features an
measures should be implemented in
the design , c‘mstruction and operation

• Iof future NES to help ensure thal future’NES will continue to be an ,unattractive
means to ac끽uire fissile material for a

,INW prOQramme.

IFuture nuclear energy systems should
incorporate complemen떠ry and

2 Iredundant proliferation resistance
features and measures that provide
defence in depth.

!The combination o야fin삐1끼ltrσf

and ex섰tr끼띠i띠oS’ic measures, compatible
3 lwith other design considerations,

should be optimized to provide cost
effective proliferation resislan∞.

Extrinsic prolifera‘ion resistance
measures , such as control and

3 Iverification measures will remain
essential, whatever the level of
effectiveness of intrinsic features

From a proliferation resistance point of
4 Ivie~， the de~elop.~en~ a~d

implementation of intrinsic features
should be encouraged.

Proliferation resistance should be
taken into account as early as possible
in the design and development of a
nuclear energy system

Communication between stakeh이ders

will be facilitated by clear, documented
5 Iand transparent methodologies for

comparison or evaluation/assessment
of proliferation resistance.

Effective intrinsic proliferation
resistance features should be utilized
to facilitate the efficient app'lication of
extrinsic measures.

Figure 6. Hierarchy ofINPRO Methodology in proliferation resistance of

IAEA-TECDOC-1362 [1]

It was revised based on the results of the various Case Studies, and published as an

IAEA-TECDOC-1434 in Dec앉nber 2004. According to Chapter 8 of LAEA-TECDOC

1434, in the area of proliferation resistance, two BPs, five URs and seven Indicators

with Criteria and Acceptance Limits had been established. Fig. 7 shows the details of

the syst얹n as described in IAEA-TECDOC-1434 ‘

1i‘
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ζ퍼환랜현행할::::>

BPPR1 Prol~eration

resistance fealures and
measures shall be
implemented throug/1 oUI
the f'씨 I life cycle for
innovative nuclear energy
syslems 10 heψ ensure
that INSs 뼈II ∞nlinuet。

be an unattractive means
to acquire fissHe malerial
for a nuclear weapons
pro‘pmme

BPPR2 Both In여nslc“‘atur“s and extrinsic
measures are essential.
and neither shall be
considered sufficient bv
에self.

ζ피」~er Requireme밸〉 q현뀔현〉c_ Indicators:::::>
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Figure 7. Hierarchy of INPRO Methodology in proliferation resistance of

IAEA-TECDOC-1434 [2]

ln order to evaluate the proliferation resistance of a nuclear energy system more

objectively, a set of Indicators, Critelia and Acceptance Limits corresponding to each

User Requirement are prepared. The details of the Indicators in the IAEA-TECDOC

1434 are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Indicators of BPPR1

BPPR1 Proliferation resistance features and measures shall be implemented throughout the f비|

life cycle for innovative nuclear energy systems to help ensure that INSs will continue to be an
unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme.
URPR1.1 States' commitments , obligations IPR1.1.1 States' commitments , obi igations
and policies regarding non-proliferation should and policies regarding non-proliferation.
be adequate.
URPR1.2 The attractiveness of nuclear IPR1.2.1 Material Attractiveness.
material in an INS for a nuclear weapons
programme should be low. This includes the
attractiveness of undeclared nuclear material
that could credibly be produced or processed
in the INS.
URPR1.3 The diversion of nuclear material IPR1.3.1 Difficulty and detectability of
should be reasonably difficult and detectable. diversion.
Diversion includes the use of an INS facility for
the introduction, production or processing of
undeclared nuclear material.

?
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Table 2. Indicators of BPPR2

BPPR1 Proliferation resistance features and measures shall be implemented throughout the full
life cycle for innovative nuclear energy systems to help ensure that INSs will continue to be an
unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme.
URPR2.1 Innovative nuclear energy systems
should incorporate multiple proliferation
resistance features and measures.

URPR2.2 The combination of intrinsic features
and extrinsic measures , compatible with other
design considerations, should be optimized (in
the design/engineering phase) to provide cost
efficient proliferation resistance.

t二

-~.

~-닷얻~

IPR2.1.1 The extent by which the INS is
covered by multiple intrinsic features.
“Extent" is the fraction of plausible acquisition
paths. It is understood that each acquisition
path is covered by appropriate verification
measures.
IPR2.1.2 Robustness of barriers covering an
ac찌uisition path.
IPR2.2.1 Cost to incorporate those intrinsic
features and extrinsic measures , which are
required to provide proliferation resistance.
IPR2.2.2 Verification approach with a level of
extrinsic measures agreed to between the
verification authority (e.g. IAEA, Regional
safeguards organizations, etc.) and the State.

The main characteristics of the intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are also

explained in the TECDOC. Proliferation resistance can be assured by the combination

of the intrinsic features and extrinsic measures. Four type of intrinsic feature are

considered in the IAEA-TECDOC-1434, which is described as follows.

First Type

It consists of the technical features of a nuclear energy system that reduce the

attractiveness for nuclear weapons prOf!rammes of nuclear material during

production, use, transport, storage and disposal. (e.g., Isotope content, Chemical

form, Radiation field, Heat generation, Spontaneous neutron generation rate)

Second 1γpe

It comprises the technical features of a nuclear energy system that prevent or

inhibit the diversion ofnuclear material. (e.g., Design features that limit access

to NM, Effectiveness of prevention of diversion of NM, Time required to divert

or produce NM and convert it to weapons useable form, Bulk and mass)

Third Type

It consists of the technical features of a nuclear energy system that prevent or

i떠libit the undeclared production of direct-use material. (e.g., Complexity of

and time required for modifications necessary to use a civilian INS for a

”u



weapons production facility, Skills, expertise and knowledge required to divert

or produce NM and convert it to weapons useable form, Difficulty to modify

fuel cycle facilities and process for undeclared production)

Fourth Type

It consists of the tεchnical features of a nuclear energy system that facil띤te

verification, including production continuity of knowledgε. (e.g., Diversion

detectability, Material stocks and flows)

In the IAEA-TECDOC-1434, five categories of extrinsic measures are considεred ，

which are described as follows.

First Category

It is States ’ commitments. obligations and !Jolicies with regard to nuclear noo

proliferation. These include the NPT and nuclear-weapons-free zone treaties,
comprehensive IAEA safeguards agreements and protocols additional to such

agreements. (e.g., Safeguards agreements pursuant to the NPT, Nuclear

weapons-free zone treaties, Comprehensive IAEA safeguards agreements,
Additional protocols ofIAEA agreements)

Second Category

It consists of agreements between eX!Jortiml and importing States that nuclear

energy systems will be used only for agreed purposes and subject to agreed

limitations. (e.g., Export control policies, Bi-lateral agreements for supply and

return of nuclear material, Bi-lateral agreements governing re-export of NES

components)

Third Category

It consists of commercial, legal or institutional arrangements that control

access to nuclear material and nuclear enerf!V systems. This can include use of

multi-national fuel cycle facilities, and arrangements for spent fuel take-back.

(e.g., Commercial, legal or institutional arrangements that control access to NM

and NES, Relevant intεrnational conventions, Multi-lateral ownership,
management or control of a NES)

Fourth Category

- 14



It is application of IAEA verification and. as appropriate. ref!ional. bilateral and

national measures, to ensure that Statεs and facility operators comply with non

proliferation or peaceful-use undertakings. (e.g., Verification activities, State or

rεgional systems for accounting and control, Safeguards approaches for the

State's or regional safeguard system, capable of detecting diversion or

undeclared production)

Fifth Category

It consists of lerzal and institutional arranf!ements to address violations of

nuclear non-vroliferation or peaceful-use undertakings. (e.g., An eft농ctiveness

international response mechanism for violations)

Additionally, in assessing the proliferation resistance the following features had better

be considεred.

Hi따1 Level Intrinsic Features include Multi-national fuel cycle facilities, Co

location of fuel cycle facilities, Closure of fuel cycles, Stockpiling and Potential

significance of source material.

Centralization can provide stronger international control of proliferation

sensitive enrichment and reprocessing technology.

Co-location can limit transportation and storage of potentially proliferation

sensitive material.

Closure ofFuel Cvcle, which can minimize the quantity of nuclear material in

the fuel cycle and the production of proliferation-sensitive material, provides

benefits for proliferation resistance.

- Problems of stock vilinrz or maintaininrz eχcessive inventories of nuclear

쁘4쁘다al: Minimizing inventory provides benefits for PR, but fuel cycle with

small inventories can provide easiness of undeclared production.

Source Materials

口 Natural uranium, depleted uranium, and thorium provide input material

for many fuel cycles.

口 Althou방1 not directly useable in a nuclear weapon, these materials req비re

due consideration in a PR assessment because they can be used as source

material to generate weapons usable materials.

The evaluation of the proliferation resistance is more difficult than the evaluation of

ζ
니
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other technical areas such as safety and sustainability because of the characteristics

explained below.

Malevolent human activity

口 Other areas compared to PR are primarily concerned with technical

aspects such as equipment/system failures, radioactive releases, costs,
human health, etc.

口 Whereas in most areas it is assumed that agreements are respected and

followed, with proliferation it is assumed that non-proliferation

agreements are broken.

Involvement of the interaction between two sides such as the proliferators and

the safeguarder/defender

口 It is sometimes examined using gaming theory.

口 The choices that each side makes depend to some extent on what choices

they expect the other side to make.

口 This human elεment must be considered in making a comprehensive

assessment of PR, and is further complicated because many analysts

believe that proliferators would disregard common safety and

εnVlronmεntal norms.

Requirεment of a means to handle sensitive information without disclosing the

sensitive details

口 The detailed understanding of how the nuclear material characteristics

(e.g., isotopic composition, chemical composition, etc.) affect a nuclear

explosive is generally classified information.

口 This makes assessment of the PR provided by material characteristics

difficult when considered in more than a coarse sense (e.g., HEU versus

LEU or WG Pu versus RG Pu)

Inherently qualitative and difficult to quantify many ofthe elements

口 Some elements, such as treaties, agreements, and policies are difficult to

quantify because of variations in strength, quality and degree of

compliance (a political judgement).

口 Others are difficult to quantify because they involve human choices and

activities that are outside of the range ofnormal experience.
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口 The technical difficulty of extracting Pu from irradiated targets can vary

considerably depending on what the potential proliferator is prepared to

do.

口 If human health is not a significant consideration, then extraction can be

performed with minimal shielding and protective equipment.

Moreover, quantitative evaluation of the proliferation resistance requires further

development regarding the tasks as shown below.

Aggrεgation method

口 Aggregation methods may be

./ required an accepted means using clεar and transparent tools

./ useful by verification regimes to assess the effect of verification

(extrinsic measures) to provide effective and cost-effective PR for a

NES

./ composite incorporating scenario-based and attribute-based tools

Aggregation methods may be misleading, possible hiding weak links with a

single score for PR based on the stren암hs and weakness of the methodology.

Dependent and independent State specific information

口 Dependent State specific information

./ The stren망h of the PR provided by some intrinsic features can depend

on state-specific information such as, inter alia, the presence of

indigenous uranium resources or the presence of other nuclear facilities.

./ State-specific extrinsic measures such as fuel supply agreements for

procurement of fresh fuel and return of spent fuel (e.g., commitment to

multilateral fuel cycle facilities) can affect the PR of an INS.

./ Independent State specific information

Intrinsic featurεs that facilitate verification generally provide PR

independent of the State in which the INS is deployed.

口 PR assessments must address both aspects. Where required, credible

stylized state descriptions can provide a means to address the state

specific aspects early in the design process.

When the Korean Extended Case Study on the whole DUPIC fuel cycle is performed,
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the INPRO Methodology of the proliferation resistance in the IAEA-TECDOC-1434 is

first reviewed for its completeness, and the new modified Indicators are proposed. Then,
the new modified mζthodology is utilized to assess the proliferation resistance

characteristics of the whole DUPIC fuel cycle. The details of the new modification of

the INPRO Methodology in the proliferation resistance area and the results of its

application to the whole DUPIC fuel cycle are described in the following chapters.

u
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5. New Proposed Indicators for Modification ofIAEA-TECDOC-1434

5.1 New structure of Basic Principles,User Requirements and and Indicators

As described in the previous Chapter, the Indicators of User Requirements under Basic

Principle 1 in IAEA-TECDOC-1434 were set to be one for each UR. Each Indicator is

similar to the wording of the corresponding UR, but expressed in the concise words to

represent the role of Indicators for DRs. The Intrinsic features and Extrinsic measures

which are most important barriers of proliferation resistance are expressed as variables

under the corresponding Indicators.

However, it is desirable that the Indicator itself be considered as the measures of the

technical baniers and have its own meaningful characteristics regarding to PRo Hence,

thε new modified structure of BPs and URs including Indicators which are rearranged

for the improvement is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. New modified structure ofBPs, URs and Indicators in INPRO PR area

The outline ofthe modification ofthe IAEA-TECDOC-1434 is summarized below.
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The modified URPR1. 1 is come from the previous URPR1.2 of IAEA-TECDOC-1434.

Moreover, the “ Variables" in TECDOC-1434 are rearranged and four new Indicators of

URPR 1.1 are proposed.

Moreover, regarding the modified URPR 1.1, “ Nuclear Tecnology" is added to the

previous URPR1.2 of IAEA-TECDOC-1434, that was relocated as URPR1. 1, because

the nuclear technologies such as possession of enrichment facility, technology

capability of extraction of fissile material and irradiation capability of target by reactor

or accelerator is directly linked with the meaning of the phrase of “ Attractiveness of

undeclared nuclear material that could credibly produced or processed in the INS for a

nuclear weapons programme should be low". And four new Indicators are proposed to

classify the detailed evaluation parameters, which are important to evaluate the Intrinsic

barriers regarding material characte디sties and nuclear technology.

URPR1.2 is come from the previous URPR1.3 and is same as User Requirement of the

previous URPR1.3 of IAEA-TECDOC-1434. However, the five new indicators are

proposed to classify the meaning of the evaluation parameters and variables given in

IAEA-TECDOC-1434 ‘

The URPR1.3 is come from the previous URPR1.1, and has two Indicators to represent

the State’s situation instead of one Indicator in IAEA-TECDOC-1434. Modified

INPR1.3.l is mainly come from the previous INPR1.1.1 of IAEA-TECDOC-1434.

Morεover， modified INPR1.3.1 is including the previous INPR2.2 .2 of IAEA

TECDOC-1434 as one ofthe evaluation parameters.

INPR1.3.2 is newly proposed to emphasize the facility/enterprise undertakings such as

multi-lateral ownership, which was considered as part of previous rNPR1.1.1.

Regarding URPR2 .1 of BPPR2, it is not modified at all.

Regarding URPR2 .2, rNPR2.2 .1 is not modified at all. The previous Indicator,

INPR2.2.2 in IAEA-TECDOC-1434, which is “ Verification approach with a level of

extrinsic measures agreed to betwe하1 the verification authority and the State", moved to

m
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be included in the modified TNPR1.3.1 ofURPRl.3 as an evaluation parameter, because

the previous INPR2 .2.2 is related to Extrinsic Measures.

For your references, the “ Variables" of the Indicators described in the IAEA

TECDOC-1434 are shown as below.

Examples of intrinsic features are : Isotopic content of nuclear material; Chemical

form of nuclear material, Radiation field from nuclear material; Heat generated by

nuclear material; Spontaneous neutron generation rate from nuclear material;

Complexityof, and time required for modifications necess하y to use a civilian INS for a

weapons production facility; Mass and bulk of nuclear material; Skills, expertise and

knowledge required to divert or produce nuclear material and conveli it to weapons

useable form; Time required to diveπ or produce nuclear material and convert it to

weapons useable fmm; Design features that limit access to nuclear matεrial.

Examples of relevant commitments, obligations and policies include:

Safeguards agreements pursuant to the NPT; Export control policies; Relevant

international conventions; Commercial, legal or institutional arrangements that control

access to nuclear material and nuclear energy systems; Bilateral arrangements for

supply and return of nuclear fuel; Bilateral agreements governing re-export of nuclear

energy system components; Multi-national ownership, management or control of a

nuclear energy system; Verification activities; State or regional systems for accounting

and control‘ Safeguards approaches for the nuclear energy system, capable of detecting

diversion or undeclared production; An effective international response mechanism for

violations.

5.2 Description of new proposed Indicators

5.2.1 New Indicators of User Requirements of Basic Principle 1

A number of “ Variables" were defined to evaluate the Indicators in IAEA-TECDOC

1434. However, we instead proposed the four Indicators and twelve evaluation

par없neters based on the previous variables, because Indicator can be evaluated by
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aggregating the assessment results of the each evaluation parameter against the PR

barrier. The modified Indicators of URPR1.1 are composed of four Indicators and each

Indicator has several εvaluation parameters as shown in Table 3.

EPPRl.1 .4.I: Enrichment
EPPRl.I .4.2: Extraction of fissile material
EPPR1.1 .4.3: Irradiation capability of target (reactor,

accelerator)

INPRl.1.2:
aterial quantity

INPR1.1.3:
aterial form

INPR1.1.4:
uclear technology

*Technology to
rovide weapon
sable materials

Table 3. New proposed Indicators ofURPR 1.1

BPPRl: PR features and measures shall be implemented throughout the fulllife cycl
or innovative nuclear energy systems to help ensure that INSs will continue to be
nattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme.

URPR1. 1; The attractiveness of nuclear material and nuclear technology in an IN
or a nuclear weapons pro!양amme should be low.

INPRl.I.I: I EPPR1.1.1.1: Isotopic composition
aterial quality I EPPR1.l.1.2: Mate더al type

EPPR1.1.1.3: Radiation field
EPPRI.l.1 .4: Heat generation
EPPR1.1.1.5: Spontaneous neutron generation rate
EPPRl.1.2.1: Mass of an item
EPPR 1.1 .2.2: Number of items for Significant Quantity (SQ)
EPPR1.1.2.3: Number of SQ (material stock or flow)
EPPRl.I.3.1: Chemical/physical form

The Indicators of URPRl. l are explained as followings.

- Indicator INPRl.l. l (Material Quality)

The material quality is evaluated in terms ofthe five evaluation par없neters such

as the isotopic composition, material type, radiation field , heat generation rate

and the spontaneous neutron generation rate.

Isotove content

Hi앙lly enriched uranium or weapon grade plutonium is most attractive for a

weapon application. For plutonium, 239pu content (so-called plutonium qu찌벼)
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is considered for the barrier evaluation in this study. For uranium, cnrichmεntof

235U or 233U is examined for the same purpose.

Material tvoe

Material type is a classification of nuclear material according to the contained

element. For uranium, considering the dεgreεs of enrichment, irradiated or

unirradiated, the types which are dεfined at this study are as follows: Depleted

Uranium (D), Natural Uranium (N), Low enriched Uranium (L), Direct Use of

Un-irradiated Material (DUM),Direct Use of Irradiated Material (DIM).

Radiation field

The radiation field is a significant barrier to the accεssibility because, if the

radiation level is high, the shielding is required to access the nuclear material.

The requir앙nents of shielding material which is typically being heavy and

cumbersome, and remote handling will necessitate the use of special lifting

equipment, which makes such nuclear materialless attractive. In this study, dose

rate at 1 m from the surface of the nuclear material to be diverted is used as an

indicator, and it can be evaluated by the radiation dose rate (Sv/hr).

Heat zeneration

πle heat generation :from the nuclear material complicates the facility operation

and weapon design. Lower heat generation rate means a lower barrier compared

to the higher heat generation rate. Since the heat generation rate depends on the

238pU concentration in the plutonium, the 238pu contεnt is considered for the

evaluation. Decay heat from fission products is mainly generated from 134CS,

l37es, 90Sr and 137mBa. Based on the calculation by ORIGEN code [4] , the

portion of decay heat generation from above three fission products is about 80%

of total heat generation from all fission products

S/Joηtaneous neutron zeneration rate

Spontaneous neutron can affect the design, the yield and the reliability of a

nuclear explosive device. For plutonium, the spontaneous neutron production

%
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depends on the concentration of 240pU 뻐d 242PU. Regarding the spontaneous

neutron generation ratε， the ratio of the plutonium isotope, e40pu 때d 242pu)/Pu,

is used as an indicator in this study.

- Indicator INPRl.l.2 (Material Quantity)

Material quantity is evaluated in terms of evaluation parameters, which includ

mass of an item (kg), number of items for a SQ (Significant Quantity) and

number of SQ during material stock or flow.

Mass ofan item

It represent the evaluation parameter regarding how much mass one item has. If

thew리ght of an item is heavy, its barrier is stong. Otherwise it is weak.

Nμmber ofitems for SO

It is the evaluation parameter to evaluate how many items are needed to diveπ

one Significant Quanty of weapon useable materials.

Numberorso

It is the evaluation parameter to evaluate how many Significant Quantity can be

produced during the process in the viewpoint ofthe material stock and flow. It is

evaluated by the number of SQ (number/year/facility).

- Indicator INPRl.1.3 (Material Form)

Material form refers to the extent and difficulty of the chemical process required

to separate weapon-usable materials from them accompanying diluents and

contaminant. If the compound is more contaminated, it is more difficult to

convert the materials into metal form because it requires more time and

processes to separate and treat the diverted mat하ials. It is evaluated by the

chemical or physical form of nuclear materials of the uranium, plutonium and

thorium. The chεmical forms of the nuclear materials can be the metal,

oxide/solution, compound, spent fuel and the waste.
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- Indicator INPRl.1.4 (Nuclear Technology)

The nuclear technology can be used for the production of the weapon usable

materials. The evaluation parameters of the nuclear technology include the

technologies for the “ Enrichment process", “ Extraction process of the fissilε

material" and “ Irradiation capability of a target material (e.g. , reactor andlor

accelerator).".

Enrichment

Nuclear materials such as natural, depleted uranium(DU) and LEU require

considerable enrichment steps to produce weapon-useable materials. Thus

enrichment technology provides a barrier to proliferation resistant. Enrichment

of natural uranium to HEU represents a higher barrier than that of LEU to HEU.

Therefore, LEU has a slighty lower barrier to proliferation than natural or DU

has.

Extraction offissile material

The extent and difficulty of extraction of fissile material by chεmical processing

to separate the weapon-usable material would be chemical barrier. It is important

to recognize that the radiological barrier in proliferation resistance aspects is

more effective than chemical barrier to extract the fissile material.

Irradiation caoabilitv oftarf!et (reactor, accelerator)

Target mataerials to be transmuted in fast reactor or ADS(accelεrator driven

system) contain TRU-Ioaded fuel and long-lived fission products such as 1-129,

Tc-99. Fast reactor or ADS are preferable to transmute long-lived fission

products, becausε thε transmutation of fission products in LWR requires

increasing the fissile enrichment to compensate insu많cient exess neutrons.

Irradiation of target materials in fast reactor or ADS renders long-lived fission

products to short-lived fission products which are not considered as weapon

usable materials.
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The Indicators of URPR1.2 are composed of five Indicators and each Indicator has

several evaluation par없neters as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. New proposed Indicators ofURPR 1.2

BPPRI: PR features and measures shaH be implemented throu양lout the full life
cycle for innovative nuclear energy syst않ns to help ensure that INSs will continue to be
an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme.

URPR1.2: πIe diversion of nuclear material should be reasonably difficult and
detectable.

*Diversion includes the use of an INS facility for introduction, production,
processing ofundeclared nuclear material.

INPR1.2.1: EPPR1.2. 1.1: MUF/SQ
Accountability EPPR1.2. 1.2: NDA measurement capability by inspectors

INPR1.2.2: EPPR1.2.2.1: Applicability of contairunent measures
Applicability of CIS EPPRl.2.2.2: Applicability of surveillance measures
measures EPPR1.2 .2 .3: Applicability of other monitoring systems

INPR1.2.3: EPPR1.2.3.1: Possibility to identity nuclear material by
Detectability ofnuclear NDA
material EPPR1.2.3 .2: Hardness ofradiation signature

/ 、 EPPR1.2.3.3: Need for passive/active mode

INPR1.2 ‘ 4: EPPRl .2.4.1: Extent of automation
1

Difficulty to modify the EPPR1.2.4.2: Availability of data for inspectors
process EPPR1.2 .4.3: Authenticability of data to be provided for

괜;:느r二 f safeguards purpose
EPPR1.2.4.4: Transparency of process
EPPR1.2.4.5: Accessibility of material to inspectors

INPR1.2.5: EPPR1.2.5.1: V않ifiability of facility design by inspectors
Difficulty to modify
facility design

ηIe Indicators ofURPR1.2 are explained as followings.

- Indicator INPR1.2.1 (Accountability of Nuclear Material)

For the verification of the status of the material accounting data, the TAEA must

be able to derive a statement of Material Unaccounted For (MUF) and a

statistical Limit of Error for the MUF (LEMUF). The MUF is defined by the
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IAEA as "the difference between the book inventory and the physical

inventory". If a value represents one standard deviation of uncertainty in the

MUF determination, then the amount of the diverted plutonium that could be

detected with a 95% detection probability and a 5% false positive rate - the

nominal safeguards goal - is 3.3 times the value. The MUF becomes a

significant factor in bulk handling processes if the MUFs in these facilities could

be beyond 1 SQ (8 kg of plutonium, 25 kg of 235U over 20 wt% enrichment).

Table 5 shows the definition of the SQ by the IAEA for various nuclear

materials [5].

Table 5. Definition ofthe Significant Quantity by the IAEA

HEU e35U >20%)

SQMaterial

Direct Use of
Nuclear
Material

뻐
-
없U

8 kgPu

8 kg 233U

25 kg 235U

75 kg 235U
(or lOt natural U

or 20t depleted U)

20tTh

Indirect Use of
Nuclear
Material

LEU e35U < 20%)

And, Indicator INPR1.2.1 has two evaluation parameters such as MUF/SQ

(MUF/Significant Quantity) and NDA (Non-destructive Assay) Measurement

capability by inspectors.

M[표쟁

MUF stands for Material Unaccount For and it is calculated for a material

balance area (MBA) over a material balance period using the material balance

equation, commonly written as:

MUF = (PB + X - Y) - PE

where,

PB is the beginning physical inventory,
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X is the sum of increases to inventory,

Y is thε sum of decreases 찬om inventory,

PE is the εnding physical inventory.

Because book inventory is the algebraic sum of PB, X and Y, MUF can be

explained as the difference between the book inventory and the physical

inventory. For item counting MBAs, MUF should be zero, and a non-zero MUF

is an indication of a problem (e.g. accounting mistakes) which should be

investigated. For bulk handling MBAs, a non-zero MUF is expected because of

measurement uncertainty and the nature of processing. The operator’s

measurement uncertainties associated with each of the material balance areas are

combined with the material quantities to determine the uncertainty of the

material balance.

NDA Measurement Caoabilitv bv Insoectors

Non-destructive assay (NDA) is a measurement of the nuclear material content,

the element or isotopic concentration of an item without producing significant

physical or chemical changes in the item. It is generally carried out by observing

the radiometric emission or response from the item and by comparing that

emission or response with a calibration based on essentially similar items whose

contents have been determined throu밟1 destructive analysis. There are two broad

categories ofNDA:

(a) Passive analysis (assay), in which the measurement refers to spontaneous

emissions of neutrons, gamma rays or the total decay energy;

(b) Active analysis (assay), in which the measurement refers to a stimulated

emission (e.g., neutron or photon induced fission).

- Indicator INPR1.2.2 (Applicab피ty of CIS Measures)

This indicator considers three related evaluation parameters to monitor the

nuclear material movement, such as applicability of the containment measures,

applicability of the surveillance measures and applicability of other monitoring

%
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systems. The use of CIS measures is aimed at verifying information on the

movement of nuclear or other material, equipment and samples, or preservation

of the integrity of safeguards relevant data. In many instances CIS measures

cover the period when the inspector is absent, thus ensuring the continuity of

knowledge for the IAEA and contributing to the cost effectiveness.

ContainmentlSurveillance measures are applied in case of:

(a) During flow and inventory verification to ensure that each item is verified

without duplication and that the integrity of samples is preserved.

(b) To confirm that there has been no change to the inventory, which was

previously verified and thus reduce the need for remeasurement.

(c) To ensure that IAEA equipment, working papers and supplies have not

been tampered with.

(d) If necessary, to isolate (‘ freeze ’) nuclear material that has not been verified

until it can be measured.

The indication of an anomaly by CIS measures does not necessarily by itself

indicate that material has been removed. The ultimate resolution of CIS

anomalies is provided by nuclear material verification. If any CIS measures has

been, or may have to be, compromised, the IAEA shall, unless agreed otherwise,

be notified by the fastest means available. Examples of compromising mi맹t be

seals which have been broken inadvertently or in an emergency, or seals of

which the possibility of removal after advance notification to the IAEA has been

agreed upon between the IAEA and the State.

The systεm of containmentlsurveillance is a combination of containment anψor

surveillance measures. Each CIS system is designed to meet the purpose

specified in the IAEA ’ s safeguards approach. To increase reliability, a CIS

system can include one or several CIS devices. CIS devices and containment

may be used in such a way that a plausible diversion path is covered by at least

one device (single CIS). For redundancy purpose, CIS devices may be backed up

(duplicated) by a similar device. In a dual CIS system, each plausible diversion
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path is covered by two CIS devices that are functionally independent and are not

subject to a common tampering or failure mode (dual CIS), e.g., two different

types of seal, or seals plus surveillance. Dual CIS is normally applied where the

verification of nuclear material is difficult to perform in order to increase

confidence in the CIS results and reduce the requirements for periodic

reverification.

Avvlicabilitv ofthe Containment Measures

It is a parametεr which determines whether containment systεms can apply to

the system or not.

Avvlicabilitv ofother Monitorim! Svstems

It is a parameter which determines whether other monitoring systems such as

Unattended monitoring, Remote monitoring, Core discharge monitor (CDM),

Spent fuel bundle counter, Reactor power monitor and Radiation passage

monitor, can apply to the system or not.

Avvlicabilitv ofthe Surveillance Measures

It is a parameter which determines whether surveillance measures can apply to

the system or not.

- Indicator INPR1.2.3 (Detectability ofNuclear Material)

This is evaluated by the nature of the detection system and the nuclear material

to be detected. The evaluation parameters of the detectability include the

possibility to identify nuclear material by NDA, the hardness of radiation

signature and the need for passivelactive mode

Possibilitv to Identifv Nuclear Material bv NDA

If nuclear material can be identified by NDA, this barrier is “ Strong" against PRo

Otherwise, it is “ Weak" against PRo

Hardness ofRadiation Silmature
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If the radiation signature 한om the nuclear materials is hard, this barrier is

“ Strong" against PRo Otherwise, it is “ Weak" against PRo

Need for Passive/Active Mode

The passive system to detect the diversion of nuclear material has the

measurement device for spontaneous emissions of neutrons or gamma rays or

for the total decay energy. On the other hands, the Active system has the

measurement device for a stimulated emission. (e.g., neutron or photon induced

fission).

- Indicator INPR1.2.4 (Difficulty to Modify the Process)

Difficulty to modify the process depends on the complexity of the modification,

cost for the process modification, safety implication of such modification, and

the time required to perform the relevant modification. The evaluation

parametεrs include five categories as followings.

Extent ofAutomation

The extent of automation for a process influences its dεgree for the modification.

More process is automated, the stronger resistance against proliferation, because

its access for diversion can not be easily made without detection. The batch

operation is generally more difficult to automate the whole process, while

compared to the continuous operation.

Availabilitv ofData for Insvectors

If all the data on the process are readily available to the inspectors, the proper

judgement regarding the modification or misuse of the process can be easily

made, so it has strong proliferation resistance.

Authenticabilitv ofData to be Provided for Safef!uards Pumose

It is the measures providing the assurance that genuine information has

originated from a known source (sensor) and has not been altered, removed or

replaced. In the case of digital data, the use of certified authentication algorithms

1
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contributes significantly to an adequate level of data authentication in

unattended equipment systems.

Transparencv ofprocess

The transparεncy of process can make the modification of process difficult

because it can be easier to be discovered by inspector. Generally, for well known

process, they can induce the process history only with several main process data,

but it is not easy to make up whole process for the complicated process or not

well estabilished process.

Accessibilitv ofMaterial to Inspectors for Verification

Concealment methods taken within a diversion strategy or a acquisition strategy

for reducing of the probability of detection by IAEA safeguards activities can be

used to divert a nuclear material in the fuel cycle facilities. Such actions may

begin before the removal of material and may be continuεd over a considerable

time. If creating obstacles against the access by IAEA inspectors so as to reduce

the possibility oftheir detection can be easily installed, it will be low PR barrier.

- Indicator INPR1.2.5 (Difficulty to Modify Facility Design)

Verifiability ofFacilitv Des i£m bv Inspectors

Difficulty to modify the fuel cycle facilities depends on the complexity of the

modification, cost for the facility modification, safety implication of such a

modification, and the time required to perform the relevant modification.
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The Indicators of URPR1.3 are composed of two Indicators and each Indicator has

several evaluation parameters as shown Table 6.

Table 6. New proposed Indicators ofURPR 1.3

BPPR1: PR features and measures shall be implemented throughout the full life
cycle for innovative nuclear energy systems to help ensure that INSs wilt continue to be
an unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme.

URPR1.3: States' commitments, obligations and policies regarding non-proliferation
and its impl없nentation should be adequate to fulft11international standards‘

INPR1.3.1: States’ EPPRl.3.1.1: Safeguards agreements pursuant to the NPT
commItments, EPPR1.3. 1.2: Nuclear-weapons-free zone σeaties

obligations and policies EPPR1.3.1.3: Comprehensive !AEA safeguards
regarding non- agreements
proliferation to fulfill EPPRl.3.1 .4: Additional protocols ofIAEA agreements
international standards. EPPRl.3.1 .5: Export control policies ofNM and nuclear

、\\
technology

EPPRl.3.1.6: Relevant international conventions
EPPRl.3.1.7: State or regional syst얹ns for accounting and

control
~ι EPPR1.3.1.8: Verification approach with a level of

/ ‘R extrinsic measures agreed to between the
꼭~ |1 헛 verification authority and the State (it was

lr-...... come from old INPR2.2.2 ‘)

INPRl.3 .2: EPPR1.3.2.l: Multi-lateral ownership, management or
Facility/Enterprise

‘
control of a NES (Multi-lateral, Multi-

undertakings to provide - National)
PR* EPPRl.3.2.2: International dependency with regard to

fissile materials and nuclear technology
*Appropriate EPPRl .3 .2.3: Commercial, legal or institutional

wording should be arrangements that control access to NM and
found to fonnulate NES
INPRl.3.2 with respect
to providing “ support
。r fulfill"

The Indicators ofURPR1.3 are explained as followings.

- Indicator INPR1.3.1 (States' commitments, obligations and policies

regarding non-proliferation to fulfill international standards)
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It is necessary to evaluate the extrinsic measures related to State-specific

information and contains ei빼t evaluation parameters for the extrinsic measures

Sat강£uards Af!reements Pμrsuant to the NPT

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPη was first introduced in 1968. There are two

groups of States in the NPT, which have different duties and rights. Nuclear

Weapon States, that already have nuclear weapons before the NPT was in effect,

have the right to keep their nuclear weapons while the other States (Non-Nuclear

Weapon States) can use nuclear energy only for peaceful purposes. 까lis policy

has played a great role in reducing the threat of nuclear weapons proliferation in

the whole world. The fact if a nation has joined the NPT is used as an indicator.

If the nation has not joined the NPT, it is regarded that the nation does not have

any barrier against the NPT.

Nuclear-Weapons-Free Zone 감eaties

There are several Nuclear Weapon-Free Zone Treaties worldwide such as the

Treaty of Pelindaba of South A잔ica signed in 1995, Southeast Asia Nuclear

Weapon-Free Zone Treaty in 1995, Tlateloco Treaty of South America in 1967

and the Rarotonga Treaty of the South Pacific region in 1986. πIe fact if a

nation has joined the Nuclear Weapon-Free Zone Treaty is used as an indicator.

Comprehensive JAEA Safef!Uards A£reements

Compreh얹Isive safeguards agreement (CSA) is an agreement that applies

safeguards to all nuclear material in all nuclear activities in a State. CSAs can be

grouped as follows [6].

(a) A safeguards agreement pursuant to the NPT, concluded between the

IAEA and a non-nuclear-weapon State party as required by Article IlL!

of the NPT. Such a safeguards agreement is concluded on the basis of

[INFCIRC/1 53]. The agreement is comprehensive as it provides for the

!ABA’s right and obligation to ensure that safeguards are applied “on all

source or special fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear activities

within the territory of the State, under its jurisdiction, or carried out
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under its control anywhere... " [lNFCIRC/l 53, para. 2]. The scope of a

CSA is not limited to nuclear material actually declared by a State, but

includes any nuclear material that should have been declared to the

IAEA. There may be non-peaceful uses of nuclear matel;a] which would

not be proscribed under the NPT and to which safeguards would not

apply dUling the period of such use (e.g., nuclear propulsion of

submarines or other warships).

(b) A safeguards agreement pursuant to the Tlatelolco Treaty or some other

nuclear weapon-free-zone (NWFZ) treaty. The majority of States party to

such treaties are also party to the NPT and each has concluded a single

safeguards agreement which refers expressly to both the NPT and the

relevant NWFZ treaty or which has subsequently been confirmed as

meeting the requirements ofboth treaties.

(c) A safeguards agreement, such as the sui generis agreement between

Albania and the IAEA, and the quadripartite safeguards agreement

between Argentina, Brazil, ABACC and the IAEA.

Additional Protocols oflAEA Af!reements

Additional protoc이 is a protocol additional to a safeguards agreement (or

agreements) concluded between the IAEA and a State, or group of States,

following the provisions of the Model Additional Protocol INFCIRC/540. A

comprehensive safeguards agreement, together with an additional protocol,

contains all of the measures included in INFCIRC/540. In the case of an

INFCIRC/66-type safeguards agreement or of a voluntary offer agreement, an

additional protocol includes only those measures from INFCIRC/540 that have

been agreed to by the State concemed. Under Article 1 of INFCIRCI540, the

provisions of the additional protocol prevail in the case of conflict between the

provisions of the safeguards agreement and those of the additional protocoL

Export Control Policies ofNM and Nuclear TechnoLof!V

X
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There are several committees on export control such as the Zangger committee

in 1995, Nuclear Supplier Group (NSG) in 1995 and the Wassenaar arrangement

on export controls for conventional anns and dual-use goods and technology in

1996. The indicator will be determined based on the fact that a nation has export

control policies and has joined one of the above-mentioned committees.

Relevant International Conventioηs

In this p값t， proliferation relevant international conventions such as CTBT

(Comprehensive Test Bann Treaty) are considered.

State or ReJ!ional Svstems for AccouηtinJ! and Control

In this part, state safeguards system or regional safeguards syst얹n such as

EURATOM are considered.

Verification Aporoach with a Level ofExtrη"in꺼nsic Measures AJ!reed to between the

Verηitβleatαioαfη1Alμ4μthoαritv and the State

Robutness of verification approach agreed to between the verification authority

and the State will be considered.

- Indicator INPR1.3.2 (Facility/Enterprise Undertakings to Provide PR)

This is evaluated thrOll방1 the review of facility/enterprise undertakings to

provide PR and contain three evaluation parameters for the extrinsic measures.

Multi-national Ownershio ManaJ!ement or Control of an NE~Multi

lateraνUulti-nationa l)

International ownership of nuclear material can definitely reduce proliferation

risk. So there has issuεd several ideas related to the international ownership such

as International Nuclear Fuel Storage and International Plutonium Management

Concept. However, all of them are not yet substantiated.

International DeJJeηdencv with reJ!ard to Fissile Materials and Nuclear

Technolof!:V
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The degree of the International Dependεncy with regard to Fissile Materials and

Nuclear Technology will be considered.

Commercia l. Lezal or Institutional Arranzemeηts that Control Access to

Nuclear Material and Nuclear Enerf!V Svstems.

This can include the use of multi-national fuel cycle facilities, and alTangements

for spent fuel take-back. (Commercial, legal or institutional arrangements that

control access to NM and NES, Relevant international conventions, Multi-lateral

ownership, management or control of a NES)

5.2.2 New Indicators ofUser Requirements ofBasic Principle 2

The indicators of URPR2.1 are same as the previous one, and are composed of two

indicators and each indicator has one evaluation par없neter as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. New proposed Indicators ofURPR 2.1

BPPR2: Both intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential, and neither shall
be considered sufficient by itself.

.~ .... ".'

l URPR2· I : Innovative nuclear energy systems should incomorate mulhple PR
features and measures.

INPR2.1 .1: The extent by EPPR2.1.1. 1: “No , ofplausible acquisit,on paths
which the INS is covered by covered by multiple PR features
multiple intrinsic features ·“ and measures" and “ f“. of

plausible acquisition paths"

INpR2 .1.2: robustness of EPPR2 .1 ‘ 1‘ 2: Extent of robustness of barriers
barriers covering an acquisition

~
~，

path

The Indicators of URPR2 .1 are explained as followings;

Indicator INPR2.1.1 (Extent by which the INS is covered by multiple

intrinsic features)

口 The “ Extent" is the fraction of plausible acquisition paths. It is understood

that each acquisition path is covered by appropriate verification measures.

?
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The evaluation parameter of this indicator is “Ratio of number of

plausible acquisition paths covered by multiple barriers to the number of

all plausible acquisition paths".

口 It is not explained in details how to evaluate INPR2 .1.1 in lAEA

TECDOC-1434. Hence, this study proposed the steps for the evaluation of

this Indicator as below.

./ Step I: Define plausible acquisition paths by acquisition path analysis.

./ Step 2: Determine the plausible acquisition paths which are covered by

PR features and measures, which are evaluated as at least “ Moderate"

and better.

./ Step 3: Calculate the ratio of “ Number of plausible acquisition paths

covered by multiple PR features and measures" to “ Number of

plausible acquisition paths".

- Indicator INPR2.1.2 (Robustness of Barriers Covering an Acquisition Path)

The robustness indicates the strength of the barrier against the destruction, or to

divert the nuclear material along the acquisition path. The evaluation parameter

IS “ Extent of robustness of barriers".

口 This Indicator is important, but not explicitly explained during the

development of the evaluation methodology. In the present study, the

evaluation steps are setup as below.

./ “Robustness" can be described by thε Evaluation Parameters and

Indicators determined by BPPRl. (which are needed to be aggregated)

./ Step 1: Determine the robustness of each barrier for each plausible

acquisition path separately‘

./ Step 2: Aggregate the results.

口 Step 1 will deliver the “ raw data" for further aggregation. Aggregation of

more than one barrier for an acquisition path and its comp따ison with

single barriers will bε subject to further study. Problems, for example, to

be solved are:

%
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./ Is a single strong barrier more robust than two moderate barriers?

./ Should one introduce weighing factors for inttinsic features and

extrinsic measures?

The indicator of URPR2.2 is related to the cost to incorporate those intrinsic f농atures

and extrinsic measures, which is composed of one Indicator as shown in Table 8 ,

Table 8. New proposed Indicators ofURPR 2.2

The indicator INPR2 .2.1 is explained as followings;

BPPR2: Both intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are essential, and neither shall be
considered sufficient by itself.

URPR2 .2: The combination of intrinsic features and extrinsic measures, compatible with
otheτ design considerations, should be optimized (in the design/engineering phase) to
provide cost-efficient pr이iferation resistance.

INPR2,2,1: Cost to incorporate IEPPR2.2,1,1: Sum of costs
those intrinsic features and
extrinsic measures,which are
required to provide PR

- Indicator INPR2.2.1 (Cost to incorporate those intrinsic features and

extrinsic measures,which are required to provide proliferation resistance)

The costs for the installation of the new intrinsic features and extrinsic measures

or the modification of the existing intrinsic features and extrinsic measures are

considered. The evaluation parameter of INPR2 .2.1.1 is the amount of the sum

of costs.

口 Th is study suggested the steps to evaluate the cost effectiveness as below.

./ Step 1: Definε the basic design characteristics of a nuclear installation

ensuring economical and safe operation according to State’s

reqU1r하nents ，

./ Step 2: Define additional intrinsic features resulting from the

acquisition path analyses in order to improve PR and to support the

implementation of safeguards.
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./ St덩p 3: Estimate the costs for the additional desi짱1 features and the

εosts for the implementation of safeguards. (based on curr장nt

experience)

./ Step 4: Det없mine the combination of intrinsic fiεatures ‘and extrinsic

measures for the minimum oHotal PR costs.

./ Step 5: Compare the total PR costs of a proposed desi쩡1 of all INS with

the optimal solution detennined by Step 4.

γ/ Presentation of‘ the results will be subject tφ 셨lrther study.

5.3 Scales for evaluation parameters

Some barriers can be quantifi없 but the other barriers, such as extrinsic measures or

safeguardability> may be expressεd only in a logical value such as “ Yes" or "1'‘~o’‘. The

presεnt case study suggests five stagε scale such as V\찍Very Weak), W(Weak),

M(Moderate), S(Strong) and VS(Very Strong) regarding th.e quantifiable evaluation

parametεIS. For logical scale, U(Unacceptable) and A(Acceptable) for extrinsic

measures and W(Weak) and S(Strong) for some intrinsic features related to

safeguar냐ability are suggested. The evaluation scale for each Indicator is shown in

Tabl앙s 9 to 13. Most quantified scales of ev싫uation parameters in tables are referenced

in [7].
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Table 9. Evaluation scales ofURPR 1.1

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter w s

vw W M s VS
F311pu/Pu

> 93 80-93 70-80 60-70 < 60
(wt%)

Isotopic
ι3:>U1U (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5

~omposition

x243z3lujc(。p‘빼pmf)。 I· <1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 > 7000

Material Material type DUM DIM L N D

quality Radiation field
Dose < 10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000[(mSv/hr)

Heat generation
ι찌Pu/Pu

< 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 > 80
wt%)

~pontaneous 240pU+ 242PU)
neutron Pu (wt%)

<1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
generation rate
Mass of an item kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000

Materiat No. of items for SQ 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 > 100
quanti,ty No. of sa (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1

flow)

X U Metal Oxidel U Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds
Material ~hemicallphysic

..+-.... Oxidel Pu
~orm alform Pu Metal

Solution compounds
Spent fuel Waste

trhorium Metal
。xidel

mpT。h ds|||1 Spent fuel WasteSolution comDoun

Nuclear
Enrichment ‘ ~ Yes N。

Extraction of fissile material 노’‘’- Yes 一 ¥' --.., Noechnology
Irradiation capability of target 일‘- Yes ",I'" • 、、、 No

Notes: 、ι ""<

R에‘.--

ype’

D: Deplεted Uranium, N: Natural Uranium, L: Low enriched U , DUM: Direct Use

ofUn-irradiated Material, DIM: Direct Use ofIrradiated Mat하ial.

2) Each evaluation scale in the table includes a lower value of the range.
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Table 10‘ Evaluation scales ofURPR 1.2

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
Kg Pu or “‘'u >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

MUF/SQ
Kg <:~~U with HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

매ccountability
Kg ;mU with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5-0.1 < 0.1
TonTh >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5-0.1 < 0.1

NDA measurement
capability by inspectors
Applicability of containment

N。 Yes
lAppli cabil ity

measures

ofC/S
Applicability of surveillance

N。 Yes
measures measures f를--= ..‘

Applicability of other /r' No Yesmonitoring systems
Possibility to identify

N。 Yesnuclear material by NDA
Detectability

Hardness of radiationbf nuclear
~ignature 」‘，

No reliable signature Reliable signature
material ~‘

Need for passive/active ~---， Active Passive
mode /~'

」
c Manual Partial Full

Extent of automation ‘e r N/A operation N/A
automation automation

~vailabilityof data for Very low Low Medium High Very high
linspectors

Difficulty to
~uthenticabilityof data to

modify the be provided for safeguards "--~ No Yes
process purpose 노，

‘
[Transparency of process No 까낫\ Yes
~ccessibilityof material t。 〈농~’“5 No Yes
inspectors for verification

Difficulty to
1

-다’modify facility
~erifiabilityof facility design No ‘-,.. - Yes

design by inspectors
I

”
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Table 11. Evaluation scales ofURPR 1.3

Indicators Evaluation Parameter Evaluation scale

U A
States' commitments, !Safeguards agreements pursuant to the NPT N。 Yes
obligations and policies Nuclear-weapons-free zone treaties No Yes
regarding non-proliferation t。

Comprehensive IAEA Safeguards N。 Yes
~ulfill ir빼mational standards.

떼greements

!Additional protocols of ’AEA agreements No Yes

Export control policies of NM and nuclear N。 Yes
echnology

Relevant international conventions N。 Yes

State or regional systems for accounting N。 Yes
and control
!Verification approach with a level of N。 Yes
따xtrinsic measures agreed to between the
!verification authority and the State

Facility/Enterprise lkM。un|ttir-olalt。efraa| 。WIleship ， management 。r No Yes
undertakings to provide PR NES (Multi-lateraIlMuIti-National)

International dependency wjth regard to No Yes
rAppropriate wording should 떼ssile materials and nuclear technology
be found to formulate Commercial, legal or institutional No Yes
INPR1.3.2 with respect to arrangements that control access to NM and
Iproviding “support or fulf!!!" NES

Table 12. Evaluation scales ofURPR 2.1

"-0 Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter

『

vw w M s VS

INPR2.1.1: The extent “No. of plausible < 0.2 0.2- 0.4 0.4 - 0.6 0.6 -0.8 > 0.8
by which the INS is 때cquisition paths covered
covered by multiple by multiple PR features and

/
./

intrinsic features measures" and “ No. of
plausible acquisition
paths"

INPR2.1.2: Robustness Extent of robustness of Very little Little Medium Great Very great
。f barriers covering an barriers
acquisition path

”
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Table 13. Evaluation scales ofURPR 2.2

Indicators Evaluation Parameter
Evaluation seal

vw W M s VS

II~NPR2.2.1: C.c:>st t。 Sum of costs Minimum
incorporate those
intrinsic features and
빠xtrinsic measures,
which are required to
provide PR

바 TBD for Scales and
Unit
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6. Application of theModified Methodology to theWbole DUPIC Fuel

Cycle

6.1 General description

The whole DUPIC fuel cycle in Korean situation is defined as encompassing from

supply of LEU from foreign countrγ， PWR fuel fabrication, PWR spent fuel

transportation, DUPIC fuel fabrication, to DUPIC spent fuεI disposal. The system

elements of the whole DUPIC fuel cycle can be classified into 7 system elements of

PWR fuel cycle part and 8 system elements ofDDPIC fuel cycle part as followings.

PWR fuel cYcle P없t

- Step PI: Supply of LED feed uranium from a foreign country for the PWR

fuel fabrication

- Step P2: Transportation of LEU matεrial to PWR fuel fabrication F‘acility

- Step P3: PWR fuel fabrication facility

- Step P4: Transportation ofPWR fuel to PWR plant

- Step P5: PWR plant

- Step P6: Transportation ofP\VR spent fuel to intetim storage facility

- Step P7: Interim storage ofPWR spent fuel

DUPIC fuel cYcle part

- Step Dl: Transportation ofPWR spent fuel to DUPIC fuel fabrication facility

- Step D2: DUPIC fuel fabrication plant

- Step D3: Transportation ofDUPIC fuel to CANDU plant

- Step D4: CANDU plant

- Step D5: Transportation of DUPIC spent fuel to interim storage facility

- St엉p D6: Interim storage ofDUPlC spent fuel

- Step D7: Transportation ofDUPlC spent fuel to pennanent disposal facility

- Step D8: Pennanεnt disposal ofDUPlC spent fuel
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Seven system elements among the above system elements of the whole fuel cycle of

DUPIC are considered at the present study. That is, the yellow colored box as shown in

Fig. 9 are evaluated with new modified PR methodology proposed by this case study.

The reasons for choosing seven system elements for this case study are: (1) the system

elements of mining and enrichment would not occur in Korea and this stages are

conducted outside of Korea. Therefore, it is extremely resistant to proliferation by the

DUPIC State. Hence, these system elements are not included for the proliferation

resistance evaluation. (2) One syst앙n element of “ Transportation of PWR spent fuel to

DUPIC fabrication plant" is considered bεcause the proliferation resistance

characteristics of other syst얹n elements regarding “Transportation" may be very similar

to “Transportation of PWR spent fuel to DUPIC fabrication plant" in view points of

physical protection or safeguards even if its material properties can be slightly different

each other. (3) As the CANDU plant is evaluated in terms of proiferation resistance

barriers, the PWR plant can be evaluated in same maMer of CANDU plant because the

Korean Extended Case Study is to assess the adequacy of the new modified INPRO

Methodology and to aim at recommendations for improvεment of the INPRO

methodology. (4) Also, the assessment of the proliferation resistance of “ Interim

Storage of PWR spent fuel" is not included at this study in the same rationale because

the assessment of proliferation reistance of “ Interim Storage of DUPIC spent fuel" is

considered.
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Figure 9. Selected system elements for PR assessment ofthe whole DUPIC fuel

cycle

6.2 Material characteristics of the whole DUPle fuel cycle

In ordεr to evaluate the PR characteristics of DUPIC fuel cycle, the material flow was

calculated based on the assumption of 10 GWe-year for the scale of the whole DUPIC

fuel cycle as shown in Fig. 10.

17.66 MtHM

(O.273GWe-yr)

Figure 10. Matεrial flow ofthe whole DUPIC fuel cycle

Equilibrium reactor ratio of DUPIC plant to PWR plant is about two and hence, the

portion of PWR and CANDU electricity power generation is 73% and 27%,
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respectively. Based on this assumption, the plutonium isotopes and radiation fields in

thε DUPIC fuε1 cycle are detelTI1ined as Table 14 and Table 15, respectively.

Table 14. Pu isotope composition in various spent fuels

PWRSF Fresh DUPIC Fuel DUPIC SF
Isotopes

g!MtHM wt% ofPu g/M떠M wt% ofPu g/M떠M wt’'O ofPu

PU238 1.54E+02 1.7 1.54E+02 1.7 3.88E+02 4.9

PU239 5.33E+03 59.9 5.3 3E+03 59.9 3.16E+03 39.7

PU240 2.20E+03 24.8 2.20E+03 24.8 2.79E+03 35.1

PU241 7.52E+02 8.4
〈익

7.52E+02 8.4 5.24E+02 6.6

PU242 4.57E+02 5.1 ...~ 4.57E+02 5.1 1. 10E+03 13.8

Table 15. Dose rates ofvarious nuclear fuels

/ 학 Dose rate (Sv/hr) Total dose rate Dose rate

Items
for diversion of one (Sv/hr) for (Svlhr) for

assembly or one 1000k항fM diversion of I
bundle diversion SQ (8 kg Pu)

.‘

PWRSF
35GWDIMtU,

10.37 I 23.56 21.21
10 yrs cooling

Fresh PWRSF .획

DUPIC (35 GWD/MtU, 0.1 5 / 7.97 7.17
Fuel 10 yrs cooling)

DUPIC 15 GWD/MtU ,
0.61 32.16 32.32

SF 10 yrs cooling
CANDU 7.5 GWDIMtU,

0.22 11.51 22.84
SF 10 yrs cooling
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6.3 PR evaluation of each DUPle fuel cycle system element

6.3.1 PR evaluation of Extrinsic Measures (URPR1.3 of BPPR1)

The assessment of priliferation resistance of the extrinsic measures, URPR1.3 of

BPPR1 , is not dependent on the system elements but on the States. Hence, extrinsic

measures are evaluated at first considering the current Korean situation.

Safef!uards Af!reements Pμrsuant to the NPT

Korea joined the NPT as a non-nuclear weapon Statε in 1975 and supported the

extension ofthe NPT for an indefinite duration without any condition in 1995.

Nuclear-Weavons-Free Zone Treaties

Regarding the nuclear weapon-free zone treaties, there is a similar agreement

around Korean peninsula. For example, North and South Korea signed the joint

declaration on the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula. And the joint

declaration officially entered into force on February 19, 1992 and still remains

valid. This was confirmed and reconfirmed at the June 2001 summit in Pyongyang.

For the CTBT, it is open for the signature of each country based on the U.N.

resolution. Korea signed the treaty in 1996.

Comvrehensive IAEA Safef!uards Af!reements

Korea singed the INFCIRCI1 53 type agreement, “ Agreement between Korea and

IAEA for the application of safeguards in connection with the treaty on the non

proliferation ofnuclear weapons", in 1975.

Additional Protocols ofIAEA Af!reements

Korea signed and ratified the Additional Protocol to the Agreement(s) between

State(s) and IAEA for the application of safeguards (INFCIRC/540) in 2004.

Exvort Control Policies ofNM and Nuclear Technolo f!V

Korea is strongly against nuclear weapons proliferation and is in favor of

exεrcising necessary control and international supervision over nuclear material
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transfer so as to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons and related

technology. From this position, Korea joined thε Zangger Committee in 1995,

Nuclear Supplier Group (NSG) in 1995 and the Wassenaar Arrangement on Export

Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technology in 1996.

Relevant International Conventions

The IAEA has no authority to take coercive measures to stop or reverse nuclear

proliferation. Therefore it reports to the U.N. Security Council, by which the U.N.

Security Council may take forceful mεasures against proliferation under the U.N.

Charter VII.

State or Regional Svstems for Accounting and Control

Concerning State or regional systems for accounting and control, the Korean

Government enacted a nuclear law on national safeguards activities and

established a mandatory body; that is, a Technology Center for Nuclear Control

(TCNC) was founded in 1997. Since then, a national inspection was performed for

all the facilities with nuclear material in Korea. But there is no regional system for

accounting and control around Korea even though there is the ASIATOM concept

which is similar to the EURATOM concept.

Verification approach with a level of e.χtrinsic measures agreed to between the

verification authoritv and the State

According to bilaterial safeguards agreemnt between Korea and IAEA, the Design

Information Questionaire (DIQ) of the nuclear facilities in Korea arε reported to

IAEA from the beginning stage of thε construction and then D응sigh Information

Verification (DIV) is performed by the IAEA. The safeguad approch as well as

desi맹 information are included in the DIQ. Ant then !AEA designs appropriatε

verification approach including containment and surveilance with the DIQ.

Therefore it would be said that the verification approach with a level of extrinsic

measures agreed to between the IAEA and Korea is good or robustness.
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Multi-lateral ownershio, manaf!ement or control of a NES (Multi-lateraν'Multi

따띤쁘μ

Concerning multi-lateral ownership, management or control of a NES such as

bilateral agreements for the supply and return of the nuclear fuel , Korea has

imported nuclear material mainly from Australia, Canada and the U.S.A. By the

bilateral agreements, suppliers have the right to ask for the return of the nuclear

material if Korea uses non-peacefully the transferred nuclear material. Regarding

the bilateral agreements governing the re-export of nuclear energy system

ωmpon없ts ， Korea has entered into nuclear cooperation agreements with many

countries including Canada, France, Japan and the U.S.A. The I‘e-export of

components of the nuclear energy system have been controlled through these

agreements.

International delJendencv with ref!ard to fis잉Ie materials and nuclear technolof!v

Korea depends heavily on nuclear power for its electricity generation with 20

nuclear power units in operation, sharing 40 percent of the total production of

electricity. Being poorly endowed with uranium reserves, whole uranium is

imported from foreigh countries. Regarding nuclear tenology, Korea has increased

especially for nuclear power plant technology, and it is known that its localization

ratio for nuclear power plant technology has reached to almost 95%. On the other

han, technology on nuclear fuel cycle is still depending on foreign countries. On

the whole, it would be said that international dependency of Korea with regard to

fissile materials and nuclear technology is “ large".

Commercial, lef!al or institutional arranf!ements that control access to NM and

NES

International ownership of the nuclear material can definitely reduce the

proliferation risk. So there have been several ideas related to the international

ownership such as the international nuclear fuel storage and international

plutonium management concepts. However all of them have not yet been

substantiated.

1
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Table 16. Evaluation of Extrinsic Measurεs ofURPR 1.3

Indicators Evaluation Parameter Evaluation scale
U A

!States' commitments, Safeguards agreements pursuant to the NPT No Yes
fobligations and policies Nuclear-weapons-free zone treaties No Yes
regarding non-proliferation to Comprehensive IAEA Safeguards N。 Yes
~ulfill international standards. agreements

~dditional protocols of IAEA agreements No Yes
Export control policies of NM and nuclear No Yes
~echnology

Relevant international conventions No Yes
State or regional systems for accounting No Yes
and control
!Verification approach with a level of Bad Good
뻐xtrinsic measures agreed to between the
!verification authority and the State

Facility/Enterprise Multi-lateral ownership, management or N。 Yes
undertakings to provide PR control of a NE5 (Multi-Iateral/Multi-National)

International dependency with regard to 5maU Large
바Appropriate wording should ~issile materials and nuclear technology
be found to formulate !Commercial, legal or institutional N。 Yes
INPR1.3.2 with respect to 떼rrangements that control access to NM and
providing “supp。끼 or fulfill" NES

6.3.2 PR Evaluation of “P찌IR fuel fabrication" (Step P3)

The system characteristics ofPWR fuel fabrication for PWR plant are as followings.

The input material to PWR fuel fabricatiion facility is low enriched U02 powder and the

maximum enrichment handled by this facility is assumed as 3.5 wt%. The facility

capacity is 180 tU which is based on 10 OWe-year in PWR and CANDU with DUPIC

fuel.

The PWR fuel fabIication process consists of six major manufacturing processes as

shown in Fig. 11 and the characteristics of each process are as followings.

- U02 powder processing

디 Receiving of V02 powder

U02 powder in transport container enters into a buffer storage located at

facility. 까le V02 powder produced at conversion plant in a same lot is

counted as a same batch for accounting purposes. For weighing and

m
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sampling of U02 powder, one sample for each batch in random sampling

basis is taken and sent to the laboratory for measuring tare weight in

tr앙lsport contalOer.

디 Powder treatment

U02 powder is transported pneumatically to blender and is blended to

adjust powder size in a cell) if necessary. The blended powders are fed into

the pellet fabrication units. The amount of batch process is limited by

safety regulation.

- Fuel pellet fabrication

口 Pelletizing ofU02 powder

The U02 powders are first compacted mechanically to produce grεen

pellets of about 60% density in enclosed and ventilated area by the

automated pelletizing equipment. The green pellets are put on a boat and

placed in temporary storage area.

口 Fabrication of sintered pellet

The green pellets are sintered in hydrogen atmosphere at 1,750 ·C to a

density of 95%. The sintered pellets are then ground to exact dimensions

and inspected automatically. The pellets ground by wet grinder are dried

in elevated temperature furnace. Visual examination is carried out to

eliminate pellets with cracks, and good quality pellets are stored in trays.

- Fuel assembly

디 Fuel rod fabrication

Columns of sintered pellets are wei양led and loaded into fuel cladding

tubes. The fuel pellets are loaded automatically into Zircaloy tubes from

corrugated tray using vibratory feed. The load tubes are seal-welded to

make fuel rods. Finished fuel rods are examinεd according to quality

control guidelines. The examination includes non-destructive assay of fuel

enrichment for each fuel rod.

디 Fuel assembly fabrication
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Finished fuel rods are transferred to the assembling area. Then the rods are

assembled to make fuel assembly and they are temporarily stored on

hangers.

- Recovery of scrap

口 Scrap material consists mainly of grinder slag, defective sintered pellets,

etc.

口 This recoverable scτap is converted into U308 and processed throu맹 scrap

recovery procedure to produce green powder, and it will be recycled.

口 The scrap recycle rate at the PWR fuel fabrication facility is assumed as

about 7% of throughput.

톨薦廳쐐l 廳짧헬뭘

o :Feed storage

~ : Green pellet 하。rage

덩 :Ground뼈et sto얘ge

~ : Fuel assemb’Y st。대ge

® :Feed/scrap storage

®:폐s잉in미뼈1끼t

φ :Fuel rod storage

Figure 11. Manufacturing processes ofPWR fuel

The proliferation resistancε characteristics of PWR fuel fabrication are evaluated as

followings.
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까le PWR fuel fabrication facility has a nature of bulk handling process. Therefore,

MUF for the measurement of nuclear material should be considered. The enriclunent in

LEU fuel is assumed as about 3.5 wt%, and plutonium content is not existed. The

Manufacturing Automation Process (MAP) for automated production of LEU fuel

operatεs in a continuous flow mode. A single operator in central control facility can

monitor the entire production with the aid of signals from microprocessors.

Inspection of the configuration of pellets and their enrichment are perfonned by

gamma scanning and various measurement systems for mass detennination of nuclear

materials for each process, considering the chemical and physical characteristics of

nuclear materials.

The rationale of the PR assessment results of Indicators for User Requirement 1.1 for

PWR fuel fabrication are described below.

- User Requir，얹nent 1.1

口 INPRl.I.l: Material quality

./ Material type: 3.5 % low enriched uranium

./ Isotopic composition: 239p띠Pu == 0 wt%

./ Radiation field: Dose rate of a PWR fuel assembly is very low«O.l

mSv/hr)

./ Heat generation: 238pulPu= 0 wt%

./ Spontaneous neutron generation rate: e4°Pu+242Pu)/Pu= 0 wt%

口 INPRl.l.2: Material quantity

./ Mass ofan item: ~ 450 kg

./ No. ofitems to get one Significant quantity (SQ): no Pu

./ No. of Significant Quantities which can be attained through LEU fuel

fabrication process (no Pu and 233U)

디 R애PR1.1.3: Material fonn

./ Uranium oxides: no change of chemical foml

口 INPRl.l .4: Nuclear technology
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.;' The PWR fuel fabrication technology employs a typical

powder/pelletizing process and thεre is no chemical process involved. It

is difficult to modify the facility and processes for enrichment.

Table 17. Evaluation of URPR1.1 of Step P3

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
F씨Pu/Pu

>93 80-93 70-80 60-70 < 60(wt%)
Isotopic

f‘~aUlU (wt%) >90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5!composition
§;;}{c。빼 <1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 > 7000U(ppm)

Material Material type DUM DIM L N D
Dosequality Radiation field l(mSv/hr) < 10 10‘ 150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000

Heat generation
f ‘,opu/Pu

< 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 > 80(wt%)
Spontaneous

~;뼈uPlu+ 242pu)neutron <1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
generation rate (wt%)

Mass of an item (kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ 1 1-10 10‘ 50 50-100 >100
quantity No. of SQ (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1

~Iow)
f 1p-

U f'、￥ Metal Oxide/ U Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds
Material Chemical/physic Pu Metal OXide/ Pu Spent fuel Waste
~orm al form Solution compounds

rrhorium Metal Oxidel Th Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds

Nuclear
Enrichment Yes No
Extraction of fissile material Yes Noechnology
Irradiation capability of target Yes N。

- User Requirement 1.2

口 Accountability

.;' MUF: ~ 180,OOOkg/year x O.0005(measw-ement eπoη x 1/3 (material

balance period, 4months) = 30kgLEU

.;' A Near Real Time Accounting System (NRTA) for fissile accountability

system shalt be used in the plant. The NRTA syst얹n is integrated with

individual nuclear material measurement syst없n.
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../ The item accounting for both PWR fuel incoming and outgoing shall be

measured and recorded. The wei쌀ling and NDA systems for the bulk

accounting in the process would be applied ‘

口 Applicability of C/S measures

γI' The containment and surveillance systems can be easily installed in the

facility.

./ Applicability of、 other rnonitOllng systems

γI' Feed material measuremεnt: balance or weighing system

../ Process monitoring: Unattended continuous process monitoring

system

디 Detectability of nuclear material

Various measurement methods for deteιtion of nuclear material for each of

the flow in PWR fuel fabricaiton facility. InventoIγ key measurement points

are esta상1ished in consideration of physical and chemical characteristics of

nuclear materials. Mass measurement and analytieal chemical measurement

are used for the measurement ofthe percent Of 235U.

디 Difficulty to modify the process

The LEU fuel fabrication process handles low εnrichεd U02 powder and

pellet with detεπninεd content. Therefore, it is very difficult to modi참 the

process and facility for obtaining highly 얹lriched 235U from LEU materiaL

口 깐ifficulty to modify facility design

../ Vεrifiability of facility design by inspectors: The PWR fhels are

fabricated in limit싫 open area. Access to the nuclear materials is

relatively easy because of the low radiation field.

?
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Table 18. Evaluation ofURPR1.2 ofStep P3

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
Kg Pu orιJJU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
Kg “ "u with HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1MUF/SQ Kg .mU with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1!Accountability
π。nTh >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5-0.1 < 0.1

NDA measurement
~apability by inspedors
~pplicabilityof containment

N。 Yes
뻐pplicability

measures
!Applicability 야 surveillance No YesIof CIS measures ~，‘

,Imeasures !Applicability of other r

YesNomonitoring systems
Possibility to identify No Yesnuclear material by NDA!Detectabllity Hardness of radiation No reliable signature Reliable signatureIof nuclear !signature “material
Need for passive/active Active Passive./~'-
mode

Manual Partial FullExtent of automation N/A
。peration

N/A automation automation
A1lnvsaIilability of data f。r Very low Low Medium High Very highpectors

Difficulty t。 !Authenticability of data to

빠Imodifythe be provided for safeguards ....~ No Yesprocess purpose 노‘
!Transparency of process No Yes
A!ncScIessibi|ity of material to 작에<강 No Yespectors for verification

~i~~~~!lJ..~?:•., ~erifiability of facility design No ‘-,.. - Yesmodify faci|ity by inspect
!design

I

6.3.3 PR evaluation of “PWR plant" (Step P5)

The PR characteristics ofPWR plant related to fuel are explained as follows.

The facilities related to fuel in PWR plant are comprised of new fuel storage racks,

spent fuel storage racks and reactor. The new fuel storage racks are used for the dry

storage of new fuel assemblies required for refuelling the reactor. The racks are located

in the new fuel storage area inside the fuel building as shown in Fig. 12 and are

designed to provide vertical storage for new fuel assemblies. The total capacity of the

new fuel storage racks is generally ~50 assemblies corresponding to about 113 of full
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core. The spent fuel storage racks are used for temporary undetwater storage of spent

fuel assemblies following discharge from the core and prior to shipment for the next

treatment such as reprocessing. The racks are located in the spent fuel storage area

inside the fuel building as shown in Fig. 12 and are designed to include storage for

about 500 fuel ass얹nblies corresponding to more than three full cores. The reactor is

located inside the comtainment as shown Fig. 12 and are designed to charge 121 fuel

assemblies. Thε total capacity ofthe fuel storage is dependent on the plant design.

.....,
2

U~IT 10

Figure 12 The layout ofthe reactor and fuel building in a PWR plant

The reactor is continuously kept full afwater during reactor operation and shutdown for

refuelling, and is inaccessible to the personnel. The fuel building comprising the new

fuel storage area and the spent fuel storage area is accessible to the personnel. But spent

fu려 assemblies should be always stored and handled in a sufficient depth of water to

ensure adequate biolo밍cal protection ofpersonnel against radioactivity.

The P찌TR fuel assemblies are remotely loaded into the core and discharged from the

core by using the fuel handling system such as manipulator crane, spent fuel pit bridge

m
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crane, fuel transfer system, etc. The integrity of the fuel is monitored by visual

inspection when the reactor vessεI is opened for refuelling or inspection.

During the nonnal and abnormal operations, there is no way that the fuel assemblies are

repositioned without using the fuel handling system. Passages to the reactor building are

the equipment lock and spent fuel transfer canal.

If new PWR fuel is arrived at the PWR plant, fuel ass얹nblies are counted and stored in

the new fuel storage racks inside the fuel building. The new PWR fuel assemblies gl。

through visual inspection before loading to a reactor. A fuel manipulator crane moves

the new PWR fuel assembly from the new fuel rack to the spent fuel storage pi t. Once

the fuel assembly is transferred to the spent fuel storage pit, the spent fuel pit bridge

crane places the fuel assembly in the fuel rack. The fuel assemblies are loaded into the

reactor core following the refuelling scheme. The average fuel residence time in the

reactor is 1000 days. The fissile content ofthe PWR fuel is about 3.5 wt% when the fuel

loaded, while it is 1.5 wt% when discharged.

The integrity of the fuel during the normal operation is monitored by the radiation level

of the coolant. As the new fu리 assemblies are loaded, the bumt PWR fuel assemblies

are discharged from the core and transferred to the spent fuel pit. The spent fuels are

inspected for the failure. Intact fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel storage racks

inside the fuel building.

πIe PWR fuel inventory is measured by the item accounting. Because the physical form

。fthe fuel assembly dose not change before and after the burning in the corε， there is no

loss of fuel material in each transferring step. The new and spent fuel storage areas are

continuously monitored by the CCTV. The IAEA inspεction is regularly perfonned to

trace the spent fuel movement in the spent fu리 racks.

πIe rationles ofPR assessment of a PWR Plant are as follows:

There are 2 types of PWR fuels, new and spent fuel , in a P찌TR Plant.
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In this assessment, the fuel loaded in the reactor core is assumed as spent fuel from a

conservative VIewpomt.

- User Requirement 1.1

口 INPR1.1. 1: Material quality

New PWR fuel Spent PWR fuel

Material type LEU(3.5%) Irradiated direct use
material

Isotopic "')7pψPu=Owt%， Lj 'ipψPu=~60wt%，

compositIon
Radiation field Very low « 0.2 ~ 10.37 Sv/hr
(Dose rate of a fuel mSv/hr)
assembly)
Heat generation ",)°Pu!Pu= 0 wt% ιJδPu!Pu= ::.- 1.7 wt%
Spontaneous C''tvpu+ι에ιPu)/Pu= 0 II ~":\’Pu+"""Pu)/Pu= ~
neutron generatIOn wt% 30wt%
mte --.、←

.-<'-

~

..... ~.- ‘

口 R애PR1.].2: Material quantity

NewPWR fuel II Spent PWR fuel
Mass of an item ~450 kg ~ 450 kg
No. of items to get ~ 4.5 assemblies ~ 2 assemblies
one Significant because ~ 2 ton-LEU because ~ 0.9MTHM
quantity (SQ) ne적4dJeJUd to get one SQ needed to get one SQ

of ofpu
No. of Significant 11 SQ 375 SQ
Quantities which on$m때뼈pml·nmm샤 On 없없A 뼈뼈밍m‘‘ nth없
can be made from the new fuel storage the spent fuel storage
the fuel stored in are filled with 50 and the reactor are
the PWR plant assemblies fined with 750

assemblies.

口 rNPR1.1.3: Material fonn

./ No change of chemical fonn

./ U: New PWR fuel assembly

./ U, Pu: Spent PWR fuel assembly

口 Nuclear technology

./ No enrichment process, no extraction of fissile materials and no target

irradiation capability
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Table 19. Evaluation ofURPR1. l ofStep P5

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter w s

vw W M s VS
F3S'Pu/Pu
:(wt%) > 93 80-93 70-80 60-70 <60

Isotopic
composition r"~UlU (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5

합3UUc(。p빼pm) < 1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 >7000

Material Mate[i~1 type DUM DIM L N D
quality Radiation field Dose < 10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000(mSv/hr)

,Heat generation
|“。Pu/Pu

< 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 >80:(wt%)
Spontaneous e40pu+ 242PU)
neutmn <1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
,9tlneration rate Pu (빠%)

Mass of an ltem (kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ 1 1-10 10-50 50‘ 100 > 100
quantity No. of SQ (material Stock or >100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1

~Iow)

U Metal Oxide/ U Spent fuel Waste
~~ Solution compounds

Material Chemical/physic
,

Oxide/ PuPu Metal Spent fuel Waste
~orm lal form j~~ L Solution compounds

trhorium Oxide/ ThMetal Solution compounds Spent fuel Waste

Enrichment Yes N。
Nuclear Extraction of fissile material, 、‘- Yes No
~echnology

Irradiation capability of target Ves No

口 Accountability

./ There is no MUF because of item accounting during irradiation in

reactor and storing in spent fuel racks

./ The NDA measurements syst히ns is easily applied on the site by

Inspectors

口 Applicability of CIS measures

‘( Applicability of containment measures

The measur얹nent system can be easily installed at the containment

building and the fuel building.

./ Applicability of surveillance measures
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The surveillance system can be easily installed at the containment

building and the fuel building..

./ Applicability of other monitoring systems

The monitoring system can be easily installed and is operated under

control of !ABA.

디 Detectability of nuclear material

./ The new and spent PWR 미el are easily identified by NDA

./ The radiation signature from the PWR spent fuel is hard due to its

strong radioactivity

./ The new and spent PWR fuel are easily identified by the passive system

口 Difficulty to modify the process

./ Extent of automation

All the fuel loading and handling systems are not automated.

./ Availability of data

The data is on-line transmitted to the operator.

./ Authenticability of data

The data is very authentic because all the activities in the plant are open

to !AEA.

./ Transparency ofprocess

All the activities in the plant are open to IABA.

口 Difficulty to modify facility design

./ It is very difficult to modify the fuel relevant facilities. Hot cell facility

is required for treating the PWR spent fue l. TIle facility design is easily

verified by inspectors.
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Table20. Evaluation ofURPR1.2 ofStep P5

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
KgPu or “ιU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5- 0.1 < 0.1
Kg “~U with HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1MUFfSQ
Kg “~U with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1!Accountability
[Ton Th >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

NDA measurement
!capability by inspectors l

!Applicability of containment
N。 Yesmeasures!Applicability !Applicability of surveillance
N。 YesofCfS

measures ........-.....--、measures !Applicability of other //
YesN。

monitoring systems
Possibility to identify No Yesnuclear material by NDA

Detectability
Hardness of radiation No reliable signature Reliable signatureIof nuclear !signaturematerial
Need for passive/active ~---， Passive./~'" Active
)node

Manual Partial Full~

N/AExtent of automation ‘4'-- N/A
operation automation automation*

fAvailability of data for Very low Low Medium High Very highinspectors
Difficulty to !Authenticability of data to

~modifythe be provided for Safeguards N。 Yes
process purpose

[Transparency of process N。 Yes
매ccessibility of mate때 to 작 R얻，$ YesN。
inspectors for verification

1 ‘Difficulty t。 !Verifiability of facility design No Yesmodify facility by inspectors -、~-
design

6.3.4 PR evaluation of “Transportation from interim storage of PWR spent fuel to

DUPle fuel fabrication plant" (Step DI)

The system characteristics of transportation of PWR spent fuel from intelim storage to

DUPle fabrication plant are shown in Fig. 13 and described as followings.

The transportation activities consists of:

- Loading PWR spent fuel into transportation cask at the interim storage facility

- Transportation of the cask to the DUPle facility by transport ship
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- Unloading PWR spent fuel at the DUPIC facility

Considering the Korean situation, all inter-site transportation will be perfonned by ship

and all intra-site movement will be perfonned by truck transport. The transportation

system consists of transport casks, ship, trucks, etc.

During transport, the spent nuclear fuel is stored in shielding steel casks, each wei양1S

about 80-120 ton with a capacity of 4-1 0 ton of fue l. The casks protect the surrounding

area from dangerous radiation as well as preventing the fuel itself from being damaged.

The cask are extremely sturdy, capable of withstanding a free fall from high height,

immersion in deep water, violent fire and other situations without losing their integrity.

The ships have a number of unique design features to ensure that the highest levels of

safety and reliability are maintained including:

- Duplication and hi방1 reliability electric power system

- Doublε hull construction with sub-division.

Electrical distribution syst하os based on two independent generators with 100%

redundancy. Separated cargo holds with enhanced levεIs of radiation shielding, energy

absorbing barriers, fire protection and radiation monitoring including

- Cargo cooling in each hold

- Extensive fire fighting equipment

- Satellite equipment for navigation, communication and ship location.
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Transportation Ship

Interim Storage Area

....... SpeOl PWR Fuel

‘ - EmptyCask

DUPle Facility

Figure 13. Work flow ofPWR spent fuel transportation to DUPIC fabrication plant

The PR Characteristics of transportation of PWR spent fuel from interim storage to

DUPIC fabrication plant are evaluated as followings.

Because the PWR spent fuel is very radioactive, the PWR spent fuel should be loaded in

radiation shield cask and transported to the DUPIC facility without losing the original

form as discharged from the PWR.

During the transportation, the spent nuclear fuel is item-counting and therefore MUF is

zero. The plutonium content ofthe PWR spent fuels is -0.7 wt% and the chemical form

of the fuel is oxide.

The containment/surveillance equipments in all the entrance and exit areas of the

interim storage facility and the DUPle facility are installed and material flow are

monitored.
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During the transportation, only the pennitted cask and path should be used, and the

histolγ of the PWR spent fuel and their containers are continuously traced, and reported

to relevant authorities.

Thε radiation activity of the PWR spent fuel are still hi방1， which m때es it difficult to

approach the nuclear material directly during transportation activities and also difficult

to refurbish the loading and unloading facility for diversion and to install the diversion

equipment in the facilities.

For the physical condition of the PVv'R spent fuel , the size and weight of the spent fuel

assembly is -0.25 m x 0.25 m x 5 m and -700 kg, respectively. The size of the cask is

-2 m in diameter and -6 m in length. It should be noted that the size and weight ofboth

the spent fuel assεmbly and cask are big and heavy.

The rationale of PR assessment of transportation of PWR spent fuel from interim

storage to DUPIC fabrication plant are as followings:

- User Requirement 1.1

口 INPRl.l.1: Material quality

./ Material type: Irradiated direct use material

./ Isotopic composition: 239pulpu= -60 wt~

./ Radiation field: Dose rate of a fuel assembly is -1 ,037 rem/hr

./ Heat generation: 238pψPu=-1.7 wt%

./ Spontaneous neutron gεneration l-ate: (240pu+242pu)/Pu= ~3O wt%

口 INPR 1.1 .2: Material quantity

“, Mass of an it얹n: ,·-450 kg

./ No. of items to gεt one Significant quantity (SQ): -2 assemblies because

~ 0.9 MTHM needed to get one SQ ofPu

./ No. of Significant Quantities which can be attained during the

transportation of the PWR sp하It fuel assembly depends on the size of

facility.

口 INPR1.1.3: Material fonn

%
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./ U, Pu: PWR spent fuel with medium bumup (35,000 MWd/t)

口 Nuclear technology

./ The whole process employs handling by assembly or cask without

losing the original fonn as discharged from the nuclear power plant.

Table 21. Evaluation ofURPR1.1 of Step 01

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw W M s VS
39pu/Pu

>93 80-93 70-80 60-70 <60(wt%) ‘Isotopic
‘ '>"U/U (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5¢omposition
t2J3t3llllmnhn、 for <1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 >7000U (ppm)

Material Material type DUM DIM L N D

quality Radiation field
Dose k ‘ <10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000(mSv/hr)

서 l""opu/P < 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 > 80eat generation l(wtOIo)
,Spontaneous

MU2P4U0plu+ 242pu)neutron <1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
십eneration rate (wt%)

Mass of an i,tem (kg) a ‘ 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ k 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 > 100
quantity No. of SQ (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1

떼ow)

’F U 아 Metal Oxidel U Spentfuel WasteSolution compounds
Material Chemical/physic Pu Metal Oxidel Pu Spentfuel Waste
~orm - ‘ Solution compounds

thorium \, Metal Oxide/ Th Spent fuel Wasteonum Solution compounds
Enrichment Yes N。

Nuclear Extraction of fissile material Yes No
~echnology

Irradiation capability of target 、...~"'- Yes No

- User Requirement 1.2

口 Accountability

../ MUF: 0

./ Measurement method/equipment

The item accounting for transported PWR spent fuel assembly shall be

applied at the shipping area and receiving area. The wei야ing and
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NDA systems for the transported assembly accounting would be applied

at the shipping area and receiving area.

口 Applicability ofCIS measures

,/ The contairunent and surveillance systems can be easily installed at the

shipping area and receiving area.

口 Applicability of other monitoring systems

,/ Feed material measurement: PWR spent fuel assembly scanning system

口 Detectability of nuclear material

,/ 찌Ie PWR spent fuel are easily identified by NDA during the

transportation

,/ τ'he radiation signature from the PWR spent fuel is hard due to its

strong radioactivity

,/ The P찌TR spent fuel are easily identified by the passive system

口 Difficulty to modify the process

,/ Extent of automation

All the fuel loading and handling syst얹ns during transportation are not

automated.

,/ Availability of data

The data is checked by the operator bεfore and after transportation.

,/ Authenticability of data

The data is veηr authentic because all the activities during transportation

are open to IAEA.

,/ Transparency of process

All the activities during transportation are open to IAEA.

口 Difficulty to modify facility design

,/ It is very difficult to modify the transportation equipment. Hot cell

facility is required for treating the PWR spent fuel. The transportation

equipment is easily verified by inspectors.
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Table 22. Evaluation ofURPR1.2 ofStep Dl

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
Kg Pu or “.su >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
Kg ιJ:>U with HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1MUF/SQ Kg ;lJOU with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1IAccountability
마nTh >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

NOA measurement
!capability by inspectors
!Applicability of containment

N。 YesmeasureslApplicability
빼plicability of surveillance No Yes。f CIS measures ~.‘κmeasures
벼pplicabmtyof other f

YesN。
monitoring systems 「

Possibility to identify
N。 Yesnuclear material by NDA

Detectability !Hardness of radiation No reliable signature Reliable signature。f nuclear !signaturematerial
,Need for passive/active

a경< Active Passivemode
Manual Partial FullExtent of automation N/A operation N/A automation automation!

때llnvsatilabi|ity 。f data for Very low Low Medium High Very highpectors
Difficulty to !Authenticability of datato

‘-•-l L~·，/ Yesmodifythe be provided for safeguards N。

process
pur뻐ose 、‘
πransparencyof process No Ves
~cces~ibility of m~~eri.~1 to X날얀 No Vesinspectors for verification

Difficulty to !Verifiability of facility design
N。 Yesmodify facility by inspectorsdesign

6.3.5 PR evaluation of “DUPle fuel fabrication plant" (Step D2)

The systεm characteristics of DUPIC fuel fabrication plant are as followings.

The DUPIC fuel fabrication process involves the direct refabrication of PWR spent fuel

for a CANDU fuel. The spent fuel materials are recovered from the PWR spent fuel by

disassembling and decladding using only thermal and mechanical processes.

The powder preparation process called OREOX (Oxidation REduction of OXide fuel) is

considered the most critical process for producing rεsinterable powder feedstock. Once
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thε resinterable powder is prεpared ， the pε!let and rod manufacturing processes arε

almost same as the conventional powdεr/pel1et routε in CANDU fuel fabrication.

The facility par없neters are,

- Capacity: 178 MtHMJyear (asswning DUPIC fuel cycle of 10 GWe/year)

- Reference PWR spent fuel: 35 ,000 MWd/MtU with 10 y당‘ars cooling

The PR characteristics of DUPIC fabrication plant are 하!aluated as followings.

Due to the dry process, no fissile material can be separated in pure form. The material

requires further chemical reprocessing in order to obtain material suitable for weapon

purpose.

The prεsence of some fission products leads to a hi앙1 dose rate arising from the

material. The DUPIC process has to be carriεd out in heavily shielded hot cell because it

handles its hi양lly radioactive materials. The processing is self-contained, and there is

no transport of intermediate materials outside the facility. Therefore, access to the

nuclear materials is extremely difficult.

π1e rationle of PR assessment of DUPIC fabrication plant are as followings.

- User Requirement 1.1

口 INPR1.1. 1: Material quality

../ Material type: Irradiated direct use material

‘( Isotopic composition: 239pu!PU= ~60 wt%

./ Radiation field: Dose rate of a fuel bundle is ~15 remJhr

../ Heat generation: 238PU/PU= 1.7 wt%

../ SpontanεOUS neutron generation rate: e40pu+242Pu)/Pu= ~30 wt%

口 INPR l.1.2: Material quantity

../ Mass of an item: ~ 24 kg

./ No. of items to get one Significant quantity (SQ): ~ 48 assemblies

because ~JO.9 MTHM is needed to make one SQ of Pu from the DUPle

fuel

1
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“ No. of Significant Quantities which can be attained during the DUPle

fuel fabrication process

口 INPR1.1.3: Material form

./ U, Pu: PWR spent fuel with medium burnup (35,000 MWdJt)

디 Nuclear technology

./ πIe whole process employs only the thermal and mechanical processes

and there is no chemical process. Therεfore， it is impossible to extract

fissile materials and to modify the DUPle fuel cyclε facility and

processes for enrichment.

Table 23. Evaluation ofURPR1.1 ofStep D2

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter 1

「 w s
vw w M s vs

1ι

239pu/Pu (wt%)
...

> 93 80-93 70-80 60-70 < 60
Isotopic
~omposition

"""U/U (wt%) >90 50-90 20-50 5‘ 20 <5
‘2“33.U.contam- f。r <1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 > 7000

Material U (ppm)

quality IIMaterial type DUM DIM L N D
Radiation field Dose (mSv/hr) <10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000
Heat generation ~~t1pu/Pu (wt%) < 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 >80
,lSpontaneous (2찌Pu+ 242pU)

;,‘neutron <1 J ‘- 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
1generation rate Pu (wt%)

;

Mass of an item (kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 > 100
떼uantity No. of SQ (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1

~Iow)

U Metal Oxidel U Spentfuel WasteSolution compounds
Material Chemicallphysi Pu Metal Oxide! Pu

Spent fue’ Wasteform cal form Solution compounds

rrhorium Metal Oxide! Th Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds

Nuclear Enrichment Yes N。

echnology Extraction of fissile material Yes N。

Irradiation capability of target Yes N。
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./ MUF: 4.01 kg Pu = 178 (tHM) x 0.009 (PψHM)xO.Ol (eπor) x 0.25 (3

months)

./ Measurement method/equipment

A Near Real Time Accounting System (NRTA) for fissile accountability

syst얹n shall be used in the plant. The NRTA system is inte밍'ated with

individual nuclear material measurement system. The item accounting

for both PWR incoming fuel and outgoing DUPIC fuel shaH be based

on the modified curium counter. The weighing and NDA systems for

the bulk accounting in DUPIC process would be applied.

口 Applicability of CIS measures

./ The contaminant and surveillance syst얹ns can be easily installed at the

hot cell facility

口 Applicability of other monitoring systems

./ Feed material measurement: PWR spent fuel rod scanning system

./ Process monitoring: Unattended continuous hot-cell monitoring system

口 Detectability of nuclear mat하ial

./ The nuclear mat얹al in thε fuel fabrication facility is 않sily identified by

NDA

./ The radiation signature during fuel fabrication process is hard due to its

strong radioactivity

./ The nuclear material during fuel fabrication process is easily identified

by the passive system

디 Difficulty to modify the process

./ Extent of automation

Some of fabrication processes would not be automated.

./ Availability of data

The data is on-line transmitted to the operator.

./ Authenticability of data

The data is very authentic because all the activities in the fabrication

facility are open to IAEA.

./ Transparency of process

All the activities in the fabrication facility are open to !AEA.
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口 Difficulty to modify facility design

v" It is very difficult to modify the fuel relevant facilities. Hot cell facility

is required for treating the PWR spent fuel. The facility design is easily

verified by inspectors.

Table 24. Evaluation of URPR1.2 of Step D2

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
Kg Pu or “.,u >2 2-1 1- 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
Kg “,.'u with HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1MUF/SQ Kg ‘~:>u with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5- 0.1 < 0.1

따ccountability
πon Th >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

NDA measurement 1

!,[ ，-ιζ-~apability by inspectors
!f'pplicability of containment

-.도장:ff N。 Yesmeasures!Applicability !Applicability of surveillance ‘i

‘ J ‘i인

YesNo。fe/s measures fmeasures
l”Anp。pr|icabilityof other YesNonitoring systems
Possibility to identify No Yesnuclear material by NDA i

Detectabil ity Hardness of radiation ‘
Reliable signature、、 No reliable signature。f nuclear :Isignaturematerial

11~~e-，d_for passive/active .....
PassiveActivemode ‘ ι

Manual Partial FullN/A N/AExtent of automation operation automation automation
AlnvSaIi|ability 。f data f。r Very low Low Medium High Very highpectors

Difficulty to lAuthenticability of data to
Yesmodify the be provided for safeguards N。

process purpose
[Transparencyof process -ιι N。 Yesi

lAlncscpees‘sibility of material t。 No Yespectors for verification
Difficulty to

~erifiabmty of facility design
N。 Yesmodify facility by inspectorsdesign

Considering the Basic Principle 2 regarding the robustness and multiple barriers, etc,

the pathway analysis needs to be utilized. The diversion path and barriers of DUPIC

fabrication can be considered in viewpoints of Acquisition, Processing and Fabrication

。f nuclear weapon as shown in Fig. 14.
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-------1 Acquisi단on I-----------·-~ :-------I Processingl------ 끼，----------i Fabrication

· Bulk and Mass :: I , Chemical Form 1

Diversion Ic:=르'> I· Radiation Field 1 서EP
Deooctability : r- I. •__•__:_ ,, __•__• 1_

| ;υ’ I' I념s。이topic C。αont까tentπt 1r--닉닝A
D미ifficω떼비lty to m。얘d이i때fy I :: I -:-.-.... -.--'__~-'" I~~

‘ Ac양ssability :뇨 I' ~rocessmg lIme 1 낀
I' Heat Generation

쩍판뺨번펀드〉핀 • Skills/Knowledge 핀 I- Spo혈鐵utron

聊펀 |몇|; §歸e|벡e떠|
• Difficulty to modify I :잉 ’

Ac~ssability I λ: Chemical Processing,

• Radiation Field

Enrichment

’

----------------‘---------‘---------
Figure 14. Diversion path and barriers in case ofDUPIC fabrication

In INPRO methodology, physical protection is not considered for the diversion. And it

will be assumed that the facility owner is thε State, and so the proliferator will be an

insider. Hence, the acquisition of nuclear materials from a facility will be successful by

concealing the State intention under the !ABA. This implies only covert diversion by

national government as shown in Table 25.

Table 25. Diversion type correspondence to proliferators

Proliferators Covert diversion Overt diversion

Sub-national Group X X

National government O X

In order to assess Basic Principle 2, the analysis of the acquisition paths of diversion of

nuclear material in DUPIC fabrication plant can be considered as shown in Fig. 15 and

Fig.16.
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Figure 15. Acquisition path ofnuclear material in DUPIC fabrication plant
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• Number of Acquisition Path of DUPIC Facility: Eight
• Number of Plausible Acquisition Path: Tw。
• Fraction of Plausible Acquisition Path: 2/8 =0.25

Figure 16. Plausible acquisition paths of nuclear material in DUPIC fabrication

plant
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- User Requirement 2.1

口 INPR2 .1.1: The extent by which the INS is covered by multiple intrinsic

features

For DUPIC fabrication plant, while the number of hypothetical acquisition

paths is 8, the plausible paths is 2. Two plausible paths are covered by

multiple barriers. Therefore, the ratio of “ Number of plausible acquisition

paths covered by multiple PR features and measures" to “ Number of

plausible acquisition paths" is 1.

口 INPR2 .1.2: Robustness ofbarriers covering an acquisition path

To evaluate the robustness ofbarriers covering the plausible acquisition path

for the DUPIC fuel fabrication, it is needed to aggregate the barriers for the

acquisition path. But, the aggregation method was not setup yet in this

study.

- User Requirement 2.2

디 INPR2.2.1: Cost to incorporate those intrinsic features and extrinsic

measures, which are required to provide PR

Cost effectiveness of the PR for the system was not evaluated in this study.

I i ‘ν‘) ‘~. “ ’ “““‘>‘i ν‘ ~~“““ )‘ 〕‘~.t'“‘ 、 \
、

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter

vw w M s VS

INPR2.1.1: The extent ‘No.ofp’ausible < 0.2 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.6 0.6- 0.8 > 0.8
by which the INS is ~cqujsition paths covered
covered by multiple by multiple PR features and

~/intrinsic features measures" and “ No. of
plausible acquisition
paths"

INPR2 .1.2: Robustness Extent of robustness of Very little Little Medium Great Very great
삐If barriers covering an barriers
acquisition path

6.3.6 PR evaluation of “CANDU plantwith DUPIC fuel" (Step D4)

πIe system characteristics of CANDU plant are as followings.
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If the DUPIC fuε1 is arrived at the CANDU plant, fuel bundles are counted and stored in

the fuel racks residing at the bottom of the storage bay. The DUPIC fuel bundles (eight

bundles per day) are subject to the visual inspection and dimension measurement before

loading. A fuel manipulator transports the DUPIC fuel bundle f￥om the fuξI rack to the

conveyor. The DUPIC fuel bundle will be loadεd to the CANDU reactor core in the

reverse way of discharging path of spent CANDU fue l. Vv'ben the fuεI bundle is

transferred to the currently known as discharge bay, the fuel elevator places the fuel

bundles in the fueling machinε. The fuel bundles are loaded into the fuel channels

selected by the operator. The average fuel residence time in the core is 610 days. The

fissile content of the DUPIC fuel is 1.5 wt% when the fuelloaded , while it is 0.7 wt%

when discharged.

The integrity of the fuel during the nom1al operation is monitored by the radiation level

of the coolant. As new fuel bundles are loaded, the burnt DUPIC fuel bundles are

discharged from the core and automatically transferred to the reception bay. The spent

fuels are inspectεd for the failurε. Intact fuel bundles are moved from the disehargε bay

to the storage bay.

The PR characteristics of CANDU plant are evaluated as followings.

The DUPIC fuel inventory is measured by the item counting. Bεcause the physical foπn

of the fuεI bundle dose not change before and after the burning in the core, there is no

loss of fuel material in each transfl앉ring step. The spεnt fuel bay is continuously

monitored by thε CCTV. IAEA inspεetion is rεgularly perfonned to trace the spent fuel

mOVen1ent in the spent fuel bay.

The DUPIC 미e1 bundles are f en10tely and automatically loaded into thε core and

discharged from the core. There is no need for the operator or any other person to

physically handle the fuel. The integrity ofthε fuel is monitored by the radiation activity

when the fuel charmel is open for refueling or inspection.

%
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Dummy fuel bundles may be used for the maintenance of the fueling machine and

system. During the normal and abnormal operations, there is no way that the fuel

bundles are repositioned without using the fueling machine. Passages to the reactor

building are the equipment lock and spent fuel transfer canal.

The rationale of PR assessment of CANDU plant loaded with DUPIC fuel are as

followings.

- User Requir앉nent 1.1

디 INPRl.1.1: Material quality

../ Material type: Irradiated direct use material

../ Isotopic composition: 239pu!Pu= 43 ~ 63 wt%, 235U/U=0.3_ 1.0 wt%,
232U;233U= ~1300 ppm

../ Radiation field: Dose rate of a fuel bundlε is 15 ~ 61 rem/hr

../ Heat generation: 238pulPu=1.5 ~ 1.9 wt%

../ Spontaneous neutron generation rate: e4opu+242Pu)/Pu= 30 ~ 46 wt%

口 INPR1.1 .2: Material quantity

../ Mass of an it얹n: ~ 24 kg

../ No. of items to get one Significant qu때tity (SQ): ~ 52 assemblies

because ~1 MTHM is needed to make one SQ of Pu from the DUPIC

spent fuel

../ No. of Significant Quantities which can be attained during the CANDU

plant operation.

口 INPR1.1.3: Material form

../ No change of chemical form

口 Nuclear tεchnology

../ No enrichment process, no extraction of fissile matεrials and no target

irradiation capability
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Table 27. Evaluation of URPRl.l of Step D4

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter w s

vw w M s VS

짜opic
F39pu/Pu >93 80-93 70-80 60-70 <60(wt%)

;;;'1 =..........‘&•-

composition F.1:lU/U (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5
z;;인contam. for <1 1-100 100‘ 4000 4000-7000 > 7000U(ppm)

Material Material type DUM DIM L N D

quality Radiation field!|D(rnoSsevlhr) <10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000

Heatgeneration
F얘Pu/Pu < 0.1 0.1-1 1....10 10-80 >80
(wt~

、‘S,pontaneous
neutron ~;뼈UP(u+ 242pu} <1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
generation rate (wt%)

Mass of an item kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500‘ 1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ 1 1-10 10-50 ffi .. 5.<b:tQQ > 100
quantity No. of SQ (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1

flow)

‘ U Metal Oxidel U Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds
Material Chemical/physic Pu 『

Metal Oxidel Pu Spentfuel Waste
~orm al form Solution compounds

n-horium Metal Oxidel Th Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds

Nuclear
Enrichment “ Yes No
Extraction of fissile material 、ι“- Yes ’ No

~echnology
Irradl;훌tion capability of target Yes No

口 Accountability

../ There is no MUF because of item accounting during irradiation in

reactor

口 Applicability of CIS measures

../ Applicability of containment measures

The measurement system can be easily installed at the containment

building.

../ Applicability of surveillance measures

The surveillance system can be easily installed.

../ Applicability of other monitoring systems

The monitoring system can be easily installed.
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口 Detectability of nuclear material

,/ The new and spent DUPle fuel are easily identified by NDA

,/ The radiation signature from the new and spent DUPIC fuel is hard due

to its strong radioactivity

,/ The new and spent DUPIC fuel are easily identified by the passive

system

디 Difficulty to modify the process

,/ Extent of automation

The fuel loading system is fully automated. Others are partially

automated.

,/ Availability of data

The data is on-line transmitted to the operator.

,/ Authenticability of data

The data is very authentic because all the activities in the plant are open

to IAEA.

,/ Transparency of process

The DUPIC fuel stays in the shipping cask, water pool, reactor building

and reactor vessel.

口 Difficulty to modify facility design

,/ Verifiability of facility design by inspectors: Hot cell is required for the

radiation protection.
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Table 28. Evaluation ofURPR1.2 of Step 04

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter w s

vw w M s VS
Kg Pu or “.su >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1 '-..
Kg ‘.j~U with HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1MUF/SQ
Kg “。o with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1!Accountability
1T0n Th >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

NDA measurement
llcapabi’ity by insipectors
따pplicability of containment

N。 Yesmeasu r.es!Applicability Applicability of survei'llance
N。 Yes/Of CIS measures A듣느“measures

빼plicabilityof other /

YesNomonitoring systems ..If
Possibility to identify , .

YesNonuclear material by NDA
Detectability Hardness of radiation No reliable signature Reliable signatureof nuclear $ignature →，-→ζ

material
Need for passive/active /꺼;상 Active Passivemode

Partial FuJI""" ManualExtent of automation N/A operation N/A automation automation
매내nvSaIi|abi|ity of data for Very low Low Medium High Very highpectors

Difficulty t。 !Authenticability of data to
‘-←~ t Yesmodify the be provided for safeguards No

process purpose ι’‘

πransparencyof process N。 Yes
싹cessibi때 of때

、날얀 No Yesinspectors for verification

Difficulty t。 hIVIerlfiability of facility design
l

N。 Yesm。dify facility by inspect。rs
~esign J

In order to assess Basic Principle 2, the analysis of acquisition path of diversion of

nuclear material in CANDU plant needs to be considered. At first, safeguards approach

of a CANDU plant should be assessed.

Verification of fresh fuel

Verification of fresh 머리 is the number of item and serial number. Verification of

nuclear fuel is used by HM-4 or HM-5. The Fieldspec (HM-4, -5) as shown in Fig.

17, portable sodium iodine based instrument, can determine the presence of

radioactive materials. It is used for both inspection verification activities and
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complementary access. It also has direct application in sεarches for indications of

the illicit trafficking ofnuclear material.

Figure 17. Verification tools of nuclear fuel

Verification of fuel in reactor

For the verification of CANDU reactor fuels , VIFM (VXI Integrated Fuel Monitor)

has been used as shown in Fig. 18. These play a key role in the spent fuel

monitoring of on-load refueled reactors. The VIFM is including two CDM (Core

Discharge Monitor) and Two BCs (Bundle Counter). The COM installed on the

bottom of reactor building consists of ion chamber for gamma and fission chamber

for neutron, and can recognize the fuel transfer through the fuel loading machine.

The BC can recognize transfer of spent fuel to the reception bay and their number.

The inspector can vetify the amount and number of discharged SF using VIFM data

provided by operator.
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Figure 18. Verification offuel in reactor

DUPIC Fuel Loading Route

The use of a spent fuel discharge path in the reverse direction has been proposed as

an alternative to the current new-fuel loading path. Once :fresh DUPIC fuel is

transported to the plant, it will be transfelTed to the reactor core as following

procedures:

CD πIe fresh fuel , which is in the transportation cask, is moved to the fuel basket in

the welding station.

@ π1ε fuel basket is lowered into the storage bay.

® The tilt mechanism changes the vertical orientation of the fuel basket to a

horizontal one.

@) πIe fuel bundles are located in the tray (or fuel rack).

@ ηIe fuel bundles are transferred to the discharge bay.

® The spent-fuel elevator operates in the rεverse direction to move the fresh

DUPIC fuel to the currently known as discharge port.

φ πIe fuel bundles are moved into the fueling machine.

@ ηIe fresh DUPIC fuels are automatically located in the fuel channel and sepent

DUPIC fuel is discharged.

® The DUPIC spent fuel follows the existing discharge route.
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Diversion Scenario During DUPIC Fuel Loading

During DUPIC loading, it is difficult to distinguish the fresh DUPIC fuel and

DUPIC spent fuel by the CDMs as shown in Fig. 20 because the both fuels are

emitting neutron as well as gamma radiation. At discharge bay, the bundle counter

can not distinguish the direction in which a fresh fuel or a spent fuel is going up or

down.

COM
(g융m멘융， 샌흘파ron)

COM
(9，2멘맨융， 센웰단on)

•

s혀없p야en뼈to뻐빼빼u밴뻐P메IC아F돼뼈u뻐빠쁨e리I

I Discharge Bay I

Fresh DUPIC Fuel

+.;-::_- Bundle counter (neutron)

Diversion Scenario at CANDU Plant

Diversion scenario were shown in Figure 20. The acquisition paths during

discharging DUPIC spent fuel may be hypothesized as three paths to divert the

DUPIC spent fuel.

Figure 19. Diversion scenario during DUPIC fuelloading
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: Camera/neutron counter :
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in CANDU reactor: one (red color)

Figure 20. Hypothetical diversion scenarios in CANDU reactor

- User Requirement 2.1

口 INPR2 .1.1: The extent by which the INS is covered by multiple intlinsic

features

../ For CANDU plant, the number of hypothetical acquisition paths is 3 ‘

And the number of palusible acquisition path among the hypothεtical

acquisition paths is 1 and it is covered by multiple barriers. Therefore,

the ratio of “ Number of plausible acquisition paths covered by multiple

PR features and mεasurεs’‘ to “Numbεr of plausible acquisition paths" is

口 INPR2.1.2: Robustness of barriers coveting an acquisition path

../ The robustness of barriers covering thε plausible acquisition path tor a

DUPIC fuel in CANDU plant nεeds aggregation method to intεgrate the

barriers for the acquisition path ‘ But, the aggregation method was not

setup yet in this study.

- User Rεquirement2.2

口 INPR2.2 .1: Cost to incorporate those intlinsic features and extrinsic

measures, which are rεquired to provide PR
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..I Cost effectiveness of the PR for the system was not evaluated in this

study.

Table 29. Evaluation ofURPR2.1 ofStep D4

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter

vw w M s vs
INPR2 .1.1: The extent “No. of plausible < 0.2 0.2 - 0.4 0.4-- 0.6 0.6-0.8 >0.8
by which the INS is acquisition paths covered
covered by multiple by multiple PR features and
intrinsic features tmeasures" and “ No.of "..---、、plausible acquisition F

f

paths"

INPR2.1.2: Robustness Extent of robustness of Very little Little Medium Great Very great
。，f barriers covering an barriers
a~guisition path I ~ ~_→.- ‘ ‘~

『“
1→f는"-‘"-영F

../~'"'"‘

6.3.7 PR evaluation of “ CANDU NU fuel cycle

The standard CANDU fuel cycle can be easily constructed from those of the whole

DUPIC fuel cycle concept. The front end of the CANDU fuel cycle is the same as that

of the PWR fuel cycle εxcept for the enrichment process. The backend of the CANDU

fuel cycle is the same as that of the DUPIC fuel cycle. The difference between the

standard CANDU and DUPIC fuel cycle comes from the fuel composition. As it was

postulated for the DUPIC fuel cycle anaysis, it is not necessary to consider the fuel

cycle components prior to the CANDU fuel fabrication because those activities are not

performed in the Korean peninsula. The evaluation of each fuel cycle component was

pe냥armed by considering the difference of the fuel properties between the standard

CANDU NU and DUPIC fuels, and their evaluation results are shown in the following

sectlOns.
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6.3.7.1 PR evaluation of “CANDU NU fuel fabrication plant"

Table 30. Evaluation ofURPRl.1 ofCANDU NU fuel fabrication plant (C3)

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
ιJllpu/Pu

> 93 80-93 70-80 60-70 <60
:llsotopic

(wt%)

composition FJOU/U (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5

b~ι3ι3’u’con뼈’ <1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 > 7000U (ppm)

Materia~
Material type DUM DIM L N D

quality Radiation field Dose < 10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000
(mSv/hη

Heat generation
I<JOpu/Pu r < 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 > 80(wt%)

;Spontaneous e40pu+ 242PU)
bneutron <1 1-10 10-20 20‘ 50 > 50

eneration rate
Pu(wt%)

Mass of~n item (kg) 10 10’"'100 100-500 500‘ 1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ ‘-- 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 > 100
quantity No. of SQ (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10- 50 10 -1 <1

~Iow)
‘r Oxidel U

U Metal
Solution compounds Spent fuel Waste

Material Chemical/physic 。xidel Pu Spent fuelPu Metal Waste
form al form Solution compounds

JYr
rrhorium Metal

Oxidel Th Spent fuel Wastei

s。‘ution compounds

Nuclear
Enrichment 「’ Yes No
Extraction of fissile material ""<; Yes N。

echnology
Irradiation capability ofJarget Yes N。
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Table 31. Evaluation of URPR1.2 of CANDU NU fuel fabrication plant (C3)

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter w s

vw W M s VS
Kg Pu or “~U >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
Kg ιJ:lU with HEU >2 2 ‘ 1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

MUF/SQ Kg ι.1:lU with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
IAccountabiIity

1T0n Th >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < O.•
NDA measurement
capability by inspectors
Applicability of containment

N。 Yes
measures

lbAfpCp/li1cabi|ity 매pplicability of surveillance
N。 Yes。 s

II~ea~ur~~ ......톰=
measures

~ Yes!Applicabmtyofother
N。

monitoring systems
Possibility to identify t (

N。 Yes'nuclear material by NDA
Detectability

Hardness of radiation
‘「’ No reli'able signature Reliable signature。f nuclear !signaturematerial

Need for passive/active 1

Passive;" Active
mode

Manual Partial Fullj

N/AExtent of automation N/A
。peration automation automation

~vaila~i1ity of data for Very Jow Low Medium High Very highi'nspectors
Difficul,ty t。 lAuthenticability of data to

풋r
modifythe be provided for safeguards N。 1/' Yes
process purpose

trransparency of process ,. N。 카 "'j Yes.... ,

llAincscpeescstibi|ity of material to 늑、끽 No Yesors for verification
Difficulty to ,

!Verifiability of facility design
N。

‘I섣tL_

Yesmodifyfaci’ity
design by inspectors
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6.3.7.2 Evaluation of “Transportation of NU fuel to the CANDU plant"

Table 32. Evaluation ofURPR1.1 oftransportation ofNU fuel to the CANDU plant(C4)

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw W M s VS
ιJllpu/Pu

•.• ，.~ ."

(wt%)
>93 80-93 70-80 60-70 <60

Isotopic
,

composition F35
U/U (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5

‘23Jt3.U.c。Intam- for <1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 > 7000U (ppm)

Materiar Material type DUM DIM L N D

quality Radiation field Dose <10 10-150 150-1000 1000‘ 10000 > 10000(mSv/hr)

Heat generation
!‘"Opu/Pu

<0‘ 1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 > 80(wt%)
/

Spontaneous e40pu+ 242PU)
neutron <1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
!generation rate

Pu (wt%)

Mass of an item (kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ 4’F 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 > 100

‘quantity No. of SQ (material• Stock or
> 100 50 -100 10- 50 10 - 1 <1

떼。w)

U Metal
。xidel U Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds

Material ChemicallphysicPu OXidel PuMetal Spent fuel Waste
form al form Solution compounds

F Oxidel ThMetal Solution compounds Spent fuel Waste

Nuclear
Enrichment Yes N。

Extraction of fissile material 「、 Yes N。
echnology

Irradiation capability of target Yes No
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Table 33. Evaluation ofURPRl.2 oftransportation ofNU fuel to the CANDU plant(C4)

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
Kg Pu or “‘'U >2 2-1 1-0.5 III 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
Kg Z3:>U with HEU >2' 2-1 1-0.5 ,II 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

MUF/SQ Kg ιJ5U with LEU >2 2-1 1-0.5 II 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
따ccountabiliity

1-0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.11T0n Th >2 2-1
NDA measurement
capability by inspectors
!Applicabifity of containment

No Yes
measures

IApplicabil!ity !Applicabilify of su빼ance II No Yes。fC/S
measures ......톨~

measures !Applicability of other # YesNo
monitoring systems
Possibility to identify t (

No Yesnuclear material by NDA
Detectability

Hardness of radiation ~......
No reliable signature Reliable signatureof nuclear !signaturematerial

Need for passive/active
Passive;" Activemode

Partial Full，ι Manual
N/AExtent of automation

s·c."..
N/A

operati0l'l automation automation

AinvsapielacbtiIity of data for Very low Low High Very high
。rs

Difficulty t。 lAuthenticability of data t。

%갚Jmodifythe be provided for Safeguards N。 싸..，. Yes
process Ipurpose

πransparencyof process <.-, No "'"’ i Yes
~cces~ibili~yof r때e떼 t。 톡、r No Yesinspectors for verification ,Difficulty to !Verifiability of facility design

No
‘I섣tL_

Yesmodify fa.cility
"ζ

design by inspectors
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6.3 .7.3 PR evaluation of “CANDU plant with CANDU NU fuel"

Table 34. Evaluation ofURPRl. l ofCANDU plant with CANDU NU fuel (C5)

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
f;jllp;u/Pu ‘‘

:(wt%)
>93 80-93 70-80 60-70 <60

Isotopic
235U/U (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5composition
Z컸딘야ntam. for <1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 > 7000U (ppm)

Material Material type DUM DIM L N D

quality ~adiation field
Dose < 10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000mSv/hr) f
~')llpu/Pu j

Heat generation (wt%)
t < 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 > 80

Sp。nta hKVPuP(uw+t Pu} <1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50neutron …"/0
generation rate )
Mass of an item (kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000

Material No. of items for SQ
ι~ 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 >100

quantity No. of SQ (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1
~Iow)

r Oxidel U
U Metal Solution compounds Spentfuel Waste

Material !Chemical/physic Pu Metal Oxidel Pu
Spentfue’ Waste

~orm al form Solution compounds
γ

[Thorium ‘ Metal
。xideJ Th Spentfuel Waste" Solution compounds

Nuclear
Enrichment <. ‘< Yes N。

Extraction of fissile materi,al 「‘; Yes Noechnology
Irradiatiollcapability oj target Yes N。
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Table 35. Evaluation ofURPR1.2 ofCANDU plant with CANDU NU fuel (C5)

1 Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter w s

vw w M s VS
Kg Pu or"-‘>.)U >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
Kg j! jOU with HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

MUF/SQ Kg j! jOU with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
IAccountabiIity

마onTh >2 2-1 1- 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
NDA measurement
capability by inspectors
!Applicability of containment No Yes

따pplicabi때 1
measures
!Applicability of surveillance

No Yesofe/s
measures ......톨~

measures lApp’icability of other
~ No Yes

'monitoring l:iyst~rtl~

Possibility to identify t f

No Yes
nuclear material by NDA

Detectability
Hardness of radiation No reliable signature Reliable signatureff ~u~l~ar !signature

material
Need for passive/active

Passive
t ’ Activemode

Manual
N/A Partial Fulli N/AExtent of automation ,'/ 。peration automation automation

~vaila~i1ity of data for Very highVery low Low Medium Highinspectors
Dj,fficuLty to lAuthenticability of data to

셋갚J
Jm。difythe be provided for safeguards No 싸 .... Yes

'- ‘
process purpose

• ‘

trransparency of process .. ..:<.-... No .;’ i Yes

l|Aincscpeescstibi|ity of material to 톡、r No Yesors for verification
mfficulty to !Verifiability of facility design

N。
록l?- Yes,modify facility

삐esign byinspectors
z

m
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6.3.7.4 PR evaluation of “Permanent disposal of spent CANDU NU fuel"

Table 36. Evaluation of URPRl.l of pennanent disposal of spent CANDU NU fuel(C7)

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter W s

vw w M s VS
I.lJ lIpu/Pu

> 93 80-93 70-80 60‘ 70 < 60
Isotopic

(wt%)
i~"U/U (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5

~omposition

QJ343,U!t-?。빼-- <1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 > 7000U (ppm)

Material Material type DUM DIM L N D

quality Radiation field Dose < 10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000(mSv/hr) /

f(w
‘inPt%ulPu f

커
< 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 > 80Heat generatio~l(wt0io)

~pontaneous e40pu+ 242PU) 、-

neutron
VPu (wt%)

<1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50
generation rate I

Mass of an item (kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ ~ 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 >100
떼uantity No. of SQ (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1

~Iow)
,- Oxide! U

U Metal Solution compounds Spentfuel Waste

Material Chemical/physic ’ Oxide! Pu
form al form Pu Metal Solution compounds Spentfuel Waste

.*,- Irhorium Metal Oxide! Th Spent fuel Waste....
Solution compounds

Nuclear
Enrichment .‘’“ Yes No
Extraction of fissile material .-<';늑 Yes No

echnology
Irradiation capability of target Yes No
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Table 37. Evaluation of URPR1.2 of permanent disposal of spent CANDU NU fuel(C7)

Evaluation scale
Evaluation Parameter w sIndicators

vw w M s VS
Kg Pu orζ.).)U >2 2-1 1 - 0,5, 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1
Kg 235(fwlth HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1, < 0.1

MUF/SQ KQ Z')5U with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.11 < 0.1!Accountability
tron Th >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

NDA measurement
capability by inspectors
따pplicabilityof co빼mentll No Yesmeasures

삐ppticability
~pplicabilityof survei빼

N。 Yeslof CIS measures f톨;
measures

~pplicabilityof other X N。 Yesmonitorjng systems
Possibility to identify I (

No Yes
nuc’ear material bv NDADetectability Hardness of ,radiation

“ No reliable signature Reliable signature~Qf nuclear ....
siQnaturematerj'al
Need for passive/active

Active Passivemode ~

Manual Partial FullExtent of automation N/A operation N/A automation automationj꺼r

Ainvsapie|acbt。i|irtsy 。f data for
j

Very low Low Medium High Very high
Difficulty t。

싸uthenticabilityof data t。

~ 싸./ Yesmodify the be .provided for safeguards No
process purpose

[Transparency of process 1"-，:-<.-，:ν No 커’ l Yes

~cces~ibmty of m~!e떼 to 톡、〈 No Yesinspectors for verificatJon
Difficulty t。

[\Ierifiabili'ty of facility design
No

~j.「1-
Yesmodify faciUty by inspectors

~esign

6.3.8 PR evaluation of “Permanent disposal" (Step D8)

The system characteristics of pennanent disposal of DUPIC spent fuel are as

followings.

The disposal facility is assumed as follows.

- Sizε: 11,000 MtHM, 500 MtHMlyear

- Operation/Maintenance: container emplacement for 22 years, closure work for

5 year, monitoring for 300 years
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The disposal facility consists of two paπs: the surface facility and the underground

facility. The reference disposal facility is assumed to be the room-and-pillar

configuration for the underground excavations which consists of a series of regularly

spaced disposal rooms and connecting tunnels.

The spent fuel bundlεs are sealed into containers in fuel packa휠ng facility before they

are transported to the disposal vault or temporary storage area. The disposal vault is

reached and serviced by shafts. The containers are transpoπed into the underground

facilities and are placed into vertical boreholes 값il1ed into the floor of the disposal

rooms. The container is surrounded by the clay-based buffer material within each

borehole. Each disposal room is backfilled with clay-based backfill materials, and the

room entrance is sealed when all ofthe boreholes have been filled (as shown in Fig. 21).

DUPIC Bundle
Inspection

Welding
Inspection

-----------------

-

DUPIC Bundle
Unloading

SupplyofEmply L .. _ .. _ .. _.
J)isposaJ Canisler I

Loading BUDdie
into Disposal

Canister

Leak&
Conlamination

Test

Packaging Cell Welding/N만효센

Figure 21. Work flow for permanent disposal ofthe DUPlC spent fuel

The PR characteristics of a permanent disposal of DUPlC spent fuel are evaluated as

followings.

pon3



Permanent disposal is item-counting facility and therefore MUF is zεroo The plutonium

content of the DUPIC spent fuels is ~O .4 wt% and the chemical form of thε fuel is

oxide.

During operation, the history of the DUPIC spent fuel and their containers are

continuously traced. The containment/surveillance equipment at all the entrance and

exit areas of the disposal facility are installed and material flow are monitored. It is

extremely difficult to contact the nuclear material directly during disposal activities and

also difficult to refurbish the packaging and disposal facility for diversion and to install

diversion equipment in the disposal facility. But the radiationfield gradually becomes

weaker with time, and after hundreds of‘ years, the radiation field will be no longer

actlve.

The rationale of PR assessment of a permanent disposal are as followings.

- User Requirement 1.1

디 INPR1.1.1: Material quality

../ Material type: Irradiated direct use material

“ Isotopic composition: 239pu/PU= ~40 wt%

../ Radiation field: Dose rate of a fuel bundle is -61 r얹n1hr

../ Heat generation: 238Pu!Pu=~4.9 wt%

./ Spontaneous neut:r‘on gene:I따ion rate: e40pu+242Pu)/pu= -49 wt%

口 INPRL 1.2: Material quantity

../ Mass of an iteπ1: - 24 kg

ν/ No. of itεms to gεt one Significant quantity (SQ): - 52 assξmbliεs

becausε ~1 MTHM is needed to make one SQ of Pu from the DUPlC

fabrication

./ No. of Significant Quantities which can be attained during the

permanent disposal ofDUPIC spent fue l.

디 lNPRl.l.3: Material foml

../ U, Pu: DUPIC spent fuel with low burnup (1 5,000 M-Wdlt)

7
I。“



o Nuclear technology

v" The whole process employs only handling by bundle or cask without

losing the original form as discharged from the CANDU nuclear power

plant.

Table 38. Evaluation ofURPRI.l of Step D8

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter w s

vw w M s VS

|Nfw·iStP%uI)Pu > 93 80-93 70-80 60-70 < 60

lCsoomt。pp。iscition j'>"U/U (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 <5
$‘3’‘3lfltarn for <1 1-100 100‘ 4000 4000-7000 > 7000U (ppm) /

Material type DUM DIM L N ” ‘ DMaterial
Dosequality Radiation field < 10 10-150 150-1000 1000-10000 > 10000(mSv/hr)

Heat generation
F"apu!pu -I,

< 0.1 0.1 ‘ 1 1-10(wt%) 10-80 > 80

Spontaneous
NU2P4UOp|u+ 242Pu)neutron <1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50

generation rate (wt%)

Mass of an item (kg) 10 10-100 100-500 500-1000 > 1000
Material No. of items for SQ 1 1-10 10-50 50-100 > 100
quantity No. of SQ (material Stock or > 100 50 -100 10 - 50 10 -1 <1

~Iow)
J양~

U Metal Oxide! U Spentfuel Waste
~' ". Solution compounds

Material Chemical/physic ‘t Oxide! Pu
!form al form Pu Metal Solution compounds Spent fuel Waste

n-horium Metal Oxide! Th Spent fuel WasteSolution compounds
Enrichment Yes N。

Nuclear Extraction of fissile material Yes No
~echnology

Irradiation capability of target Yes No

- User Requirement 1.2

口 Accountability

v" MUF: 0

v" Measurement method/equipment

The item accounting for DUPIC spent fuel shall be applied at the

disposal facility. The weighing and NDA systems for the bundle

accounting would be applied at the disposal facility.

디 Applicability ofCIS measures
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..; The contaminant and surveillance systems can be easily installed at the

disposal facility.

디 Applicability of othεrMonitoring systems

ν， Feed material measurement: DUPle spεnt fuel bundle scanning system

o Detectability of nuclear material

ν， The DUPIC spent fuel a.re easily identified by NDA.

ν， The radiation signature gradually becomes weaker with time, and after

hundreds of years, the radiation field will bε no longer active.

,/ The DUPIC spent fuels in the disposal facility are easily identified by

the passive systεm.

디 Difficulty to modify the process

“, Extent of automation

Fuelloading and handling systems are not fully automated.

./ Availability of data

Thε data is on-line monitored by the opεrator.

ι Authenticability of data

The data is very authentic because all the activities in the plant are open

to IAEA.

../ Transparency ofprocess

口 Dif￥iculty to modify facility desi쩡1

../ Verifiability of facility design by inspectors
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Table 39. Evaluation ofURPR 1.2 ofStεpD8

Evaluation scale
Indicators Evaluation Parameter w s

vw w M s VS
’Kg Pu or “~U >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

Kg “ au with HEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1MUF/SQ
Kg ι칸J with LEU >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1IAccountabil jcty
tron Ttl >2 2-1 1 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.1 < 0.1

NDA measurement
[capability by inspectors
따pplicabilityof containment

No Yesmeasures
lOAfpcp|icability !Applicability of surveillance

No YesofC/S
measures j톨~ ..‘

measures !Applicability of other t'/
YesN。

monitoring systems
Possibility to identify

No Yesnuclear material by NDA
Detectability

Hardness of radiation
No reliable signature Reliable signature。f nuclear Isigllature i ‘

material
Need for passive/active

./~'- ‘ PassiveActive!mode
Partial Full.I Manual4

N/A N/AExtent of automation ",->

~pe~ti~n automation automation
|llAnvsani|abllity of data for Very low Low Medium High Very high

pectors
Diffie비ty t。

싸uthenticabilityof data to
....._~꺼/ 빠￠ Yesmodify the be provided for safeguards No

process purpose 노‘
πransparency이 process N。 Yes
!Accessibility of material to 작에< N。 Yes
inspectors for verificat~()n

Difficulty t。 ‘lVerifiability of facility design
No “~-즈느 ~ , II Yesm。dify faci|ity by inspect。rs

design
I
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7. Conclusions

While the proliferation resistance evaluation methodology including Basic Principles,
User Requirements and Indicator, etc. presented in the lAEA-TECDOC-1362 are

comprehensive and very informative, the deficiency such as the redundancy and the

lack of correspondence was complemented through the DUPIC Case Study during the

INPRO Phase 1B, Part 1.

The revised evaluation methodology in the proliferation resistance area presented in the

IAEA-TECDOC-1434 is a big step forward to assess the degree of the proliferation

resistance ofthe nuclear energy syst앙n quantitatively.

.Irrad
• Extract
• Enrich
.Thorium
짧 Pu Rati。

디 U

Nosa
.No/sa
口 Mass

.Spont Neut
Heat gen

.Dose .rate
口 Material type
口 U232/U233

.U rati。

OPu ratio

SYstem element
(P:PWR, D:DUPIC, C:CANDU)

P3 P5 01 02 04 08 C3 C4 C5 C7

60

50

3X밍I 째

~ 30
마

ξ‘eig‘ 20

10

0

As performing this Extended Case Study on the whole DUPIC fuel cycle, the evaluation

methodology of lAEA-TECDOC-1434 is fuπher modified, and the modified

methodology is applied to the whole DUPIC fuel cycle.

Figure 22. Aggregation of UR1J assessment results of the system elements

And, the assessment results of UR l. l for the whole fuel cycle of DUPIC can be

aggregated as shown in Figure 22 if we assumed that the quantified evaluation scores

are classified into from 1 to 5 as an equal intεrval and significance. It is noted that the

higher the column is in Figure 22, the more resistant the proliferation is. For example,
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the total PR Index of C4 (Transportation of new CANDU fuel to CANDU plant) is the

lowest among the system elements which arε considered at the present study~ while the

total PR Indεx ofD4 (Intεrim storage of spent DUPIC fuel) is the highεst. It stands for

that the PR of the system element of D4 is the highεst while that of the system element

of C4 is the lowest.

The Basic Principle 1 of the modified methodology is mainly dealing with the intrinsic

features and extrinsic measures of the proliferation resistance evaluation, which is rather

clear to understand and utilize them to the innovative nuclear energy system. However,
the selection of the reliable and commonly aceεptabl야ralues of the acceptance limits is

still needed further study.

The Basic Principle 2 of the modified methodology is mainly dealing with the

multiplicity and robustness of the barriers against the proliferation. The evaluation of

the multiplε barriers and its robustness requires the establishment of the comprehensive

diversion scenarios for the proliferation, which is difficult to determine in case of the

futurε innovative nuclear energy system.

Regarding the cost effectiveness, it is more difficult to evaluate the prolifiεration

resistance quantitatively especially in case of the innovative nuclear system because of

the lack of the detailed design information.

The integration of the evaluation results and the effective presentation of the evaluation

results for the designers and policy makers are another area which needs further study‘

The observation and rεcommendations made as the results of the extended casε studyon

the whole DUPle fuel cycle can be utilized for preparing the User Manual in the future

to provide the stepwise evaluation method of proliferation rεsistance to the Member

States of IAEA.

Moreover, the new modified INPRO PR methodology proposed by Korean Extendδd

Case Study is still open to the improvement in further developing PR evaluation

methodology.
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APPENDIX

Review Comments by IAEA INPRO PR Consultancy Meeting

INPRO Consultancy Meeting on results of the Korean assessment study and thε draft

proliferation resistance chapter of the INPRO Manual was held at IAEA VIC (F0579)

from April 11 to 13, 2006. Review comments were proposed during CM meeting and

dεscribed as followings. All the comments will be reflected in the preparation of INPRO

PR Manual based on the results of Korean assessment study.

1. Review ofBasic Principles and User Requirements

The new structure of the Indicators proposed in the Korean Case Study was reviewed.

Comments arising in the discussion are summarized below.

• BPPRl and BPPR2: The consultants accepted this UR with no changes or

comments.

口 URPR1.1: In response to discussion on the addition of the concept of “nuclear

technology", Mr. Haas clarified that the concept was added to cover the impact

of these technologies on the PR of the fuel cycle as a whole when an INS is

misused to generate nuclear material for a nuclear explosive. The consultants

agreed that while URPRl.2 covers misuse of the nuclear technology in a facility

within an INS, the inclusion of the term “ nuclear technology" in URPR1.1 is

necessary in considering the proliferation resistance of an entire fuel cycle, and

covers misuse throu양1 such means as technology transfer or clandestine

replication of equipment/facilities.

口 URPR1.2: The consultants accepted this UR with no changes or comments.

口 URPR1.3: Mr Cojazzi commented that URPR1.3 could be appropriately linked

to either BPPRl or BPPR2. After discussion, the consultants agreed that

URPRI.3 should remain associated with BPPRl .

./ Mssrs Cojazzi and Zentner noted that unlike URPR1.1 and URPR1.2, User

Requirement URPRl.3 is country-specific and only performed once for all

facilities within a state. Discussion ensued as to whether this should be

explicitly recognized, for example by restoring it to being the first UR in the
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list. The consensus ofthe consultants was that although URPRl.3 is different,
recognition ofthat differεnee is not essεntial to an INPRO PR assessment.

v" Mr Stεin suggested, and the consultants agreed that in addition to states'

commitments, obligations and policies regarding non-proliferation,
URPR1.3 should be expanded to include the states' proliferation history. The

consultants agreed that the phrase “ to fulfill international standards" should

be deleted from URPRl.3.

v" URPR2.l , URPR2 .2: The consultants accepted these URs with no changes

or comments.

2. Review of Indicators and Evaluation Parameters

The consultants agreed that the scales shown in the DUPIC Case Study and draft

manual are examples and subject to further consideration. The consultants recommend

that this should be clearly stated in the Manual.

The consultants recommend that the Manual contain detailed definition, explanation and

justification for each of the Evaluation Parameters and Indicators. For example the

importance of the Evaluation Parameters associated with the Material Quantity Indicator

is better understood after reading the example in the case study; it should be evident

from the definition/explanation ofthe EP (Evaluation Parameter).

The consultants recommend that the Manual contain detailed explanation of the

example scale for each Evaluation Parameter. For example, the term “ waste" used in the

example scale for the evaluation parameters associated with Indicator INPRl.l.3 ,
Material Form requires clear definition.

The consultants recommend that the Manual clearly explain that some of the evaluation

parameters are interdependent. e.g. , material form and isotopic composition; isotopic

composition and spontaneous neutron generation rate. Mr. Haas noted that care is

required to avoid double counting if inter-related Evaluation Parameters or Indicators

are aggregated.

• INPRl.l.l: The consultants agreed that some ofthe EPs associated with INPR1.1. l

are interdepεndent but that there may be value in the context of an INPRO

assessment, in showing these redundant values. The consultants accepted that the
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tenn “ material attractiveness" reflects a judgement and is used in the definition of a

UR, and that the tenn “ material quality" is more objective and therefore the

appropriate tenn for the Indicator 1.1.1. The tables contained in the documentation

provided to the consultants could be clarified by writing “material attractiveness" in

the title next to URPRl.l. Other comments arising during discussion of this

Indicator and its Evaluation Parameters were later generalized and are covered by

the preceding points in this section of the minutes.

• INPRl.1.2: In response to initial discussion, Mr. Haas reviewed the rationale for the

Evaluation Parameters associated with Indicator 1.1.1 (Material Quantity). The

consultants accepted this Indicator and its associated Evaluation Parameters with no

changes or comments.

• INPRl.1.3: The consultants accepted this Indicator and its associated Evaluation

Parameters with no changes or comments.

• INPRl.1.4: Mr. Cojazzi notεd that the scale for the Evaluation Parameters

associated with INPRl.l .4 Nuclear Technology, were too coarse because they do not

discriminate between systems and do not reflect differences in the difficulty of

misuse. For example, any reactor can be used to irradiate targets but the difficulty of

doing so can vary from one to the next. The consultants agreed that the scales for the

Evaluation Parameters associated with the Nuclear Technology Indicator require

finer gradation. The scales should take into account the capability of the technology

(e.g. lab scale, pilot plant, demonstration, etc.) and the technical know-how that it

provides.

口 In response to questions about the inclusion of hot cells as a possible Evaluation

Parameter, Mr Haas clarified that the indicator and its evaluation parameters is

intended to address facilities that could be used directly for production of

weapons material.

• INPR1.2.1: Discussion clarified that the example “ MUFISQ" scales proposed in

the DUPIC Case Study are dimensionless and that the MUF should be ε-MUF or

LEMUF. e.g. L-MUF in kg divided by SQ in kg. The consultants recommend that

the IAEA Safeguards Department clarify whether L-MUF or LEMUF is the

appropnate tenn.

디 The consultants further recommend that “ε-MUF/SQ" is not an appropriate

Evaluation Parameter for thorium, natural, or depleted uranium. The reference to

“ MUF/SQ for Th" should be removed from the example scales in the DUPIC

Case Stu
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口 The consultants recommend that Table 3 on page 53 of the IAEA Safeguards

Glossary should form thε basis for the scales for the Evaluation Parameters

associated with Indicator n‘PRI.2.I , Accountability.

口 The consultants recommend that further work is required to clarify the intent of

the Evaluation Parameter called “ NDA measurement capability by inspectors"

and to define a meaningful scale. The consultants believe that the intent of this

Evaluation Parameter is to consider the ability of the inspector to quantitatively

verify the accountancy declarations of the operator through independent NDA or

DA. Based on this understanding, the consultants recommend that the

Evaluation Parameter should be rεnamed “ inspectors measurement capabilities"

to recognize DA.

• INPR1.2.2: The consultants recommend that the name of this indicator should be

changed to “ Amenability for CIS and monitoring systems". The Evaluation

Parameters should be changed to use the term “ Amenability" rather than

“ Applicability". Evaluation of the Evaluation Parameters for this indicator requires

analysis of detailed acquisition paths because CIS measures are related to elements

rather than facilities within an INS. The consultants recommend that INPRO

consider expanded scales for the Evaluation Parameters, that reflect a range of

effectiveness and efficiency, and that are illustrated with examples.

口 The consultants recommend that the term “ monitoring" used in the third

Evaluation Parameter should be clearly defined. It is not clear if this term

includes unattended/remote monitoring, motion sensors, automated

measurement systems, NRTA systems, process monitoring, or other forms of

momtonng.

• INPR1.2.3: This indicator pertains to the declared material in an INS and not to the

detectability of undeclared material associated with misuse involving an INS. The

consultants recommend that a new indicator called “ detectability of misuse" should

be associatεd with URPRI .2, along with appropriate Evaluation Paramεters. Some

examples of situations that should be covered by this indicator are: overproduction

using undeclared material, the presence of nuclear materials that should not appear

in a system element, and undeclared modifications to a facility.

口 The consultants recommend that the second Evaluation Parameter be reworded

to replace the term “hardness" with “ detectability" to reflεctth
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口 The consultants recommend that the third Evaluation Paramεtεr， “Need for

active/passive mode" be deleted.

• IRPR1.2.4: The consultants recommend that the third Evaluation Parameter,
Authenticability of data, should be deleted because it cannot be evaluated early in

the design process.

口 The consultants recommend that the Manual clarify that the second Evaluation

Parameter, “Availability of data for inspectors," refers to Near Real Time

Accounting (NRTA). The consultants furthεr recommend that the scale for

“ Availability of data for inspectors" be considered further; it is related to the

willingness of the operator/state to implement a NRTA system and share the data.

• INPR1.2.5: The consultants accepted this Indicator and its associated Evaluation

Parameters with no changes or comments.

• INPR2 .2.1: Mssrs Stein and Haas noted that with Integrated Safeguards, the focus

of verification is shifting to include a combination of state-level and facility-level

safeguards. The activities for facility-level safeguards can be reduced when state

evaluations are taken into account and this can affect the cost analysis associated

with INPR2 .2 .1.

• INPR1.3.1: The consultants recommend that a new Evaluation Parameter 1.3. 1.x

named “ Recorded violations of non-proliferation commitments" be added. A

possible scale for this new EP would be yes, no. The consultants recommend that

the manual state that this EP be evaluated first.

口 The Evaluation Parameters should be changed as follows:

1. Party to the NPT,
2. Safeguards Agreements according to the NPT in force,
3. For those who are not party to the NPT, other safeguards agreements (e.g.

n~FCIRC/66) in force,
4. Additional Protocols in force,
5. Export Control...

6. Regional SSAC...

7. State SSAC...

8. Relevant International Conventions...

9. NWFZ treaties...

10. Verification Approach...

11. Recorded violations of non-proliferation commitments

口 With regard to relevant international conventions, a list of such conventions

relevant to PR should be included in the assessment.
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口 The consultants recommend that some Evaluation Parameters, such as Nuclear

Weapons Free Zone Treaties, State SAC, Regional SAC, Relevant International

Conventions, should have a scale that includes Not Applicable. The manual

should clearly state that NA is only for EPs that may not be relevant because the

treaty or commitment is not available for the country being assessed.

口 The consultants recommend that the Evaluation Parameter (shown as

EPPR1.3. 1.8 in the DUPIC Case Study) pertaining to an agreed-to verification

approach be moved to become INPR2.1.3.

• INPR1.3.2: The indicator should be renamed “ Institutional Structural

Arrangements". The consultants clarified that international dependency pertains to

dependence on another state for uranium/thorium resource.

• INPR2.1.1, INPR2.1.2: The consultants recommend that the formulation for

INPR2.1.1 and INPR2.1.2 should be revised to read “The extent by which an INS is

covered by multiple intrinsic features, and extrinsic measures" and should delete the

second sentence about the “ fraction of plausible acquisition paths." The Evaluation

Parameters shown in the Korean Case Study along with the proposed scales for

these indicators should not bε adopted. The purpose of these indicators is to

encourage designers to incorporate intrinsic features. The proposed formulation for

INPR2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are shown below.

口 INPR2.1.1 The extent by which the INS is covered by multiple intrinsic featurεs

and extrinsic measures*

口 R‘PR2.1 .2 Robustness ofbarriers covering each acquisition path.*

*The evaluation of these Indicators would require detailed pathway analysis

口 The consultants recommend that the Manual should state that the evaluation of

these Indicators would require detailed pathway analysis. This statement should

also be incorporated into the formulation of the User Requirement or the

Indicators.

口 The consultants recommend that the Manual should clearly state that intrinsic

features should be included in an n‘~S to decrease the impact of safeguards

implementation and verification on the facility.

• INPR2 .2.1: The consultants discussed what costs should be included in the cost

analysis. The consultants noted that it may be very difficult to separate the costs

associated with PR from the basic costs for an INS. Mr. Haas clarified that the

original intent of cost in the context of INPR2 .2 .1 is to only consider the costs for

ex
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INS design to provide PRo The latter would include costs resulting changes made to

the INS as a result of a PR analysis.

口 Thε consultants recommend that the indicator should be replaced with either one

ofthe following two proposed formulations:

口 INPR2.2.1 (l st proposed formulation): Analysis has been provided by the

designer showing that cost effective features have been employed (taking into

consideration a balance between facility and ver~꺼cation costs). A scale for this

indicator could be: Yes analysis is donε; Analysis is going to be done; Analysis

is not going to be done. The acceptance limit for this scale would be Yes analysis

is done. Analysis is going to be done would indicate that this aspect of the

INPRO assessment cannot be completed at this time.

口 INPR2.2.1 (2nd proposed formulation): Cost to incorporate those intrinsic

features and extrinsic measures, which are required to provide PRo*

*The evaluation of this Indicator would requirε cost analysis

• INPR2 .2.2: The consensus of the consultants was that Indicator INPR2.2 .2

contained in IAEA TECDOC 1434 should be retained as n애PR2 .2 .2 despite a

proposal by the Korean Case Study team to movε this to being an Evaluation

Parameter under INPR1.3.1 regarding States’ commitments and obligations. The

consultants recommend that the Manual should explain that INPR2 .2.2 is intended

to show that the 으으sts are acceptable to both the verification authority and the

State/facility.
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ABSTRACT

The IAEA initiated an International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles

(INPRO) in 2000 for fulfilling the energy needs in the 21 sl cent따y along with its economics,

sustainability and the environment, safety of nuclear installations, waste management, and

proliferation resistance. The INPRO Phase IB lSI paπ was completed with 6 national case

studies and 8 individual case studies program to evaluate whether or not the INFRO

methodology is appropriate for the application to an innovative nuclear energy system. From the

results of the case studies, INPRO methodology was updated with 2 Basic Principles, 5 User

Requirements especially on the proliferation resistance (PR) area.

According to the objectives of INPRO Phase IB 2nd part which was launched at early 2005,

Korea has started the extended INPRO case study regarding to the whole DUPlC fuel cycle

which covers the uranium mining and milling to the permanent disposal of the spent DUPlC

fue l.

From the present study, the revised INPRO methodology was reviewed and new Indicators

under the User Requirements for Basic Principle 1 were suggested to properly assess the PR

barriers. Also, the PR characteristics of DUPlC fabrication plant by new Indicators was assessed

with five-point qualitative scales such as unacceptable (U), weak (W), moderate (M), strong (S)

and very strong (V).

1. INTRODUCTION

The INPRO, which was initiated by the IAEA in 2000, selected proliferation resistance as a

key component for a fuel cycle for fulfilling the energy needs in the 21 sl century along with its
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εconomlCs ‘ sustainability and the environmεnt ， safiεty of nuclεar installations and wastε

management.

During Phasε IA of INPRO, a sεt of Basic Principlεs (BP) , User Requirements (UR) and

Criteria including Indicators and Acceptancε Limits have been developed in the areas of

Economics, Sustainability and the Environment, Safety, Waste Management, Proliferation

Resistancε， and Cross Cutting issues in order to set out the boundary conditions for the desired

innovations of the nuclear energy systems. Phase lA was finished in June 2003 and its results

were published in the INPRO Phase lA report (IAEA-TECDOC-1362), Junε 2003. [1]

Following Phase lA, Phase 1B 1sl part has been started in July 2003 for case studies in order

to verify whether or not the INPRO Methodology needs any readjustment by the application of

INPRO BP, UR and the Criteria to the sample cases. The nuclear energy system proposed for

the case study may comprise of an entire system including the reactor and the εntire fuel cycle

and encompass the complete life cycle. The case study resluts in identifying the strengths and

weaknesses and making recommendations for further works and IAEA revised the n‘JPRO

Phase IB repoπ (IAEA-TECDOC-1434) with the case study results, Jan. 2005. [2]

The Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) of the Korean government decided the

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) should participate in the INPRO Phasε IB

2nd paπ ， extendεd case study on the DUPle (Direct 딛se of £WR spent fuel InζANDU reactors)

for the whole fuel cycle in March, 2005. The extended INPRO case study on the whole DUPIC

fuel cycle is focused on the PR evaluation.

The present study mainly aims at reviewing thε revised INPRO Methodology on the PR area

and assessing thε PR characteristics of the DUPIC fabrication plant assumed to be 10 Gwe/year

basis.

2. REVISED INPRO METHODOLOGY

The INPRO Phase lB report [2] contains two BPs and five URs for achieving proliferation

resistance (PR) in an innovative nuclear energy system (INS). The BPs and URs are intended to

provide guidance to governments, sponsors, designers, regulators, investors and other users of a

nuclear power and the fuel cycle facilities, which incorporate the PR of the future nuclear

energy system. Two Basic Principles and five User Requirements suggested by INPRO Phase

lB report [2]. The 1sl Basic Principle has three User Requirements and one Indicator for each

User Requirement. And the 2nd Basic Principle has two User Requirements and two Indicators

for each User Requirement. Under each indicator, several variables such as extrinsic mεasures

and intrinsic features were suggested.

In the meanwhile, the Indicators for User Requiremεnt 1, 2, and 3 under Basic Principle 1 is

the same wording as User Requirements and one Indicator for each User Requiremεnt is εxistεd
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in the INPRO Phase IB report. Dεlεting and modifying the Indicators in revisεd INPRO

mεthodology ， fivε indicators for thε εxtrinsic mεasurεs of the Isl Usεr Rεquirement， five

indicators for the 2nd User Rεquirement and five Indicators for lhε 3rd User RεqUlrεmεnt are

proposεd as shown in Tablε I. But, the Indicators undεI' Basic Principlε 2 are not changed

because thosε are reasonably dεscribed in INPRO Phase IB report.

3. PR EVALUATION OF THE DUPIC FABRICATION PLANT

In order to evaluate the PR characteristics of DUPIC fabrication plant, the material flow was

calculated based on the assumption with 10 GWe-year for the scale of DUPIC fuel cycle. Thε

Plutonium Isotopεs and radiation fields in the DUPIC fuel cycle are summarized in Tables 2 and

3, respectively.

The PR characteristics ofUser Requirement 1 are dependent on not the nuclear energy system

but State because of the extrinsic measures and the results were detailed in reference 1. The

User Requirements 2 and 3 are related to “ Attractiveness of nuclear material in an INS for a

nuclear weapons program" and “ Difficulty and detectability of diversion of nuclear material",

respectively. The assessment results for UR 2 and 3 are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Since the weight fractions of 239Pu, 238Pu and (240Pu+242Pu) to total amount of Pu for

DUPIC fabrication process are 59.9 wt%, 1.7 wt% and 29.9 wt%, respectively, those evaluation

parameters get the score “Very Strong", “Moderate", and “Strong", respectively, as shown in

Table 4. And, the chemical form and radiation field of DUPIC fuel are oxide and 15 ren바1[.

Hence, the score ofthose parameters ar，ε “ Strong" and “ Moderate" .

The DUPIC fabrication process employs only the thermal and mechanical processes and there

is no chemical process. Therefore, it is difficult to modify the DUPIC fuel cycle facility and

processes. The score of the 1sl Indicator in Table 5 is “Strong". The DUPIC fuel is directly re

fabricated from the highly radioactive PWR spent fuel in a heavily shielded enclosure and

therefore, access to the sensitive material is extremely difficult because of the high radiation

field. Hence, the 2nd Indicator in Table 5 get the score “ Strong". For thε 3rd Indicator related

“Bullv이1ass" ， one Significant Quantity (SQ) ofPu for DUPIC fuel is calculated as 1,026 kgHM.

It makes the score of the 3rd Indicator “ Very Strong". The MUF was calculated as 4.01 kg Pu

with the assumption of 10 GWe/year for DUPIC process and its score gets “Moderate". Sincε

there is no chemical process in DUPIC fabrication, the score of “ Skills, expertise and

knowledge ..." in the last Indicator gets “Strong".

4. CONCLUSIONS

INPRO methodology in Phase 1B report provides a reasonably well framework for the overall

evaluation of an innovative nuclear system including prolitlεration rεsistance except the minor

modification of thε Indicators.

Thε present study proposed several Indicators for User Requirement I, 2 and 3 of Basic
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Principlε I. And thε PR characteristics of DUPIC fabrication plant with the assumption of Ia
GWε-yεar are e、!aluatεd for User Requirεments 2 and 3 under Basic Principlε l

Howεver， it is nεeded furthεr dεvelopmεnt of the quantification of Indicators and significance

among Indicators to evaluate User Requirements because the evaluation of Usεr Requirεm이lt is

reqUlrεd to integrate the Indicators.
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URPR2.2 The combination of intrinsic features
and e씨rinsic measures, compatible with other
design considerations. sh。비d be optimιed (in
the design/engineering phase) to provide∞st

efficient prolfferation resistance

URPR2.1 Innovative nuclear energy systems
should in∞rporate multiple prolfferation
resistance features and measures

URPR1.2 The attractiveness of nuclear material
in an INS for a nuclear weapons programme
should be low. This includes the attractiveness of
undeclared nuclear material that could credibly
be produced or processed in the INS

URPR1.3 The diversion of nuclear material
should be reasonably difficult and detectable
Diversion includes the use of an INS facil"y for
the introducti。π production or processing of
undeclared nuclear material

URPR1.1 States' commitments. obligations and
policies regarding non-proliferation should be
adequate

BPPR1 Proliferation
resistance features and
measures shall be
Implemented throughout the
full life cycle for Innovative
nu디ear energy systems t。

help ensure that INSs will
continue to be an unattractive
means to acquire fissile
material for a nuclear
weapons programme

BPPR2 Both intrinsIc features
and extrinsic measures are
essential , and neither shall be
considered sufficient by itself

PWRSF Fresb DUPIC Fuel DUPIC SF
Isotopes

g/M’HM wt%lofPu g/MtHM wI끼lofPu gIMtHM wt%JofPu

PU238 1.54E애2 1.7 1.54E+02 1.7 3.88E+02 4.9

PU239 5.33E+03 59.9 5.33E에-0 3 59.9 3.16E+03 39.7

PU240 2.20E에3 24.8 2.20E에3 24.8 2.79E+03 35.1

PU241 7 .52E애2 8.4 7 .52E애2 8.4 5.24E+02 6.6

PU242 4.57E내2 5.1 4.57E에2 5.1 I. IOE+03 13.8

Dose rate
Total dose rate Dose rate

(rem/hr) “r (rem/hr) for (rem/hr) for
Item‘ dinnion of

IOOOkgHM diversion of
one assembl)' or

dinrsion I SQ(8 kg Pu)
one bundle

35GWD!MTU.IOylS
1.037 2.356 2.121PWRSF

cooling

DUPIC SF
15GWD/MTU.IOylS

61 3.216 3‘232cooling

CANDU 7.5GWD/MTU. t OJTS
22 1.1’l 2‘ 284SF cooling

Fresh PWR(35GWDMTU
15 797 717DUPIC I Oyrs cooling)
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1. Introduction
Since mid of 2000, the IAEA continues to precede an

International Pr이ect on Innovative Nuclear Rεactors and
Fuel Cycles (INPRO) for fulfilling the energy needs in the
21 st century along with its economics, sustainability and
the environment, safety of nuclear installations, wastε

management, and proliferation resistance [1]. After the
results of INPRO Phase IB 151 part with 6 national case
studies and 8 individual case studies, the INPRO
methodology was updated with 2 Basic Principles (BP)
and 5 User Requirements (UR) on the proliferation
resistance (PR) area [2].

From the beginning of 2005 , the INPRO Phase IB 2nd

part has been started and it aims to assess the applicability
of the updated INPRO methodology to CNFC-FR (Closed
Nuclear Fuel Cycle with Fast Reactor) performed by an
international joint study and the whole fuel cycle of
DUPIC which covers the uranium mining and milling to
thε permanent disposal of the spent DUPIC fuel
performed by Korea.

From the present study, the updated INPRO
methodology in the INPRO Phase IB report was reviewed
and new Indicators of the URs(User Requirements) for
BP(Basic Principle)-I [2] were modified to assess
appropriately PR (Proliferation Resistance) and to
strengthen the Safeguardability of an INS. And, the PR
characteristics of the CANDU plant assumed to be loaded
with DUPIC fuel [3] were assessed by using the new
Indicators.

2. Modification of Previous INPRO PR Indicators
Two BPs and five URs were suggested in the INPRO

Phase IB report [2] to provide guidance to governments,
sponsors, designers, regulators, investors and other users
of a nuclear power and the fuel cycle facilities, which
incorporate the PR of the future nuclear energy system.
Three URs under the BP-I have one Indicator for each
UR and two URs under the BP-2 have two Indicators for
each UR. Under each Indicator for the URs ofBP-I , there
are several variables such as extrinsic measures and
intrinsic features. Each Indicator for each UR could be
rearranged and be necessaη to be broken down the
precise Indicators in order to evaluate appropriately PR of
an INS

Regrouping and modifying the Indicators of the revised
INPRO methodology which was suggested in INPRO
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Phase IB report, the new Indicators of URs under BP-I
are proposed as shown in Fig. I. But, the Indicators under
BP-2 are remained because those are reasonably described
to evaluate the PR in an INS.

The UR-I under BP-I is a requirement related to
“ Attractiveness ofnuclear material". As shown in Figure I,
it contains four Indicators; Material Quality, Material
Quantity; Material Form, and Nuclear Technology. And
each Indicator has several evaluation parameters. The UR
2 under BP-I is a requirement related to “ Difficulty and
Detectability of Diversion of Nuclear Material". It
contains five Indicators; Accountability, Application of
CIS Measures, Detectability of Nuclear Material,
Difficulty to Modify the Procεss and Difficulty to Modify
the Facility Design. And each Indicator has also several
evaluation parameters.

The UR-3 under BP-I is a requirement related to
“Extrinsic Measures" which is regrouped as two
Indicators; “ States’ commitments, obligations and policies
regarding non-proliferation to fulfill international
standards" and “Facility/Enterprise undertakings to
provide PR" compared to five Indicators of the previous
study [5].

3. PR Evaluation of a CANDU with DUPIC Fuel
In order to evaluate the PR characteristics of the

CANDU reactor using the present Indicators of INPRO
PR, it is assumed that a CANDU reactor be loaded with
the DUPIC fuel. The material flow was calculated in
consideration of a 10 GWe-year scale of the whole fuel
cycle of DUPIC. The results of plutonium isotopes and
radiation fields are summarized in Tables I and 2,
respectively.

At present study, the PR characteristics of UR-I
Indicators were only evaluated because the evaluation
scales of UR-2 were not fully settled down and the
Indicators ofUR-3 are decided by State’ s policies and not
dependent on any I!'‘S.

Since the weight fractions of 239pu, 238pu ande40pU+242pU) for a total amount of Pu of a new DUPIC
fuel in a CANDU reactor are 40wt% - 60wt%, 1.7wt% 
4.8wt% and 30wt% - 40wt%, respectively as shown in
Table 1, the scorεs of “ Isotopic composition",
“ Spontaneous neutron generation rate" and “ Heat
generation" are “ Very Strong", “ Strong" and “ Moderate",
respectively, as shown in Table 3. As the radiation field of



Table I. Plutonium !sotopεsin DUPIC Fuel Cycle

Table 2. Radiation Field in DUPIC Fuel Cycle
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a DUPIC fuel during the irradiation in a CANDU reactol
was ranged from l5rem/hr to 6lrem/hr as shown in Table
2, the score of “ Radiation field" is “ Strong". considering
thε minimum valuε of the radiation fiεId during the
in'adiation of a DUPIC fuεI in a CANDU reactor.

Regarding to thε 2nd Indicator, “ Material quantity"',
total mass of one Significant Quantity (SQ) of Pu for the
DUPIC fuel is a main importance and calculated as 1,026
kgHM which is required over 40 DUPIC bundles. It

makes the scores of “Total mass" and “No. of items" be
“ Very Strong" and “ Moderate", respectively.

On the other hands, the DUPIC fuel is an oxide form
reprocessed with the spent PWR fuels and the score of
“ Material form" is “ Strong". Since any process of
enrichment and extraction of fissile material during
irradiation of DUPIC fuel in a CANDU reactor are not
considered, the Indicator, “Nuclear technology", gets the
score of “ Acceptable".
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Mqu··t.!，η!y.! Radiation field Dose (remfhr) <1 1-15
H••’ geMra‘ion 238Pu/Pu (wt’‘l <0.1 0.1-1
Sn9eepun。tenrmt。antni-。n。u,st. 얘4uO(P”u’%f42Pu) <1 1-10

qM띠~~w-~ 15ia~~\'i; nt
Total mass (kg) ,. 10-100
No. of items ’ 1-20
U M.‘.1 s。。xluidti·。l，1

~~잉rial C빼 s。。xlu，dtl·。l，，Metal
Thorium Metal s。。Xluldt，·。ln
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‘~~v:~~rogy I:~~~~:ii~~:~~ :~~~씨 rna’.rlal V.s

Irradia‘ion C8p11 b’lity of target Vas

Table 3. PR Assessment Results ofUR-1 ofBP-1

4. Conclusion
From the present study, the four Indicators of UR-I are

proposed and newly classified to assess conveniently PR
by reviewing the previous study, while five new Indicators
of UR-2 are proposed to strengthen Safeguardability of an
INS. And the PR characteristics of the CANDU reactor
regarding to UR-I were evaluated, assuming the DUPIC
fuel loading in a CANDU reactor based on a 10 GWe
year scales.

In next phase, the evaluation scales for UR-2 Indicators
should be determined and refined. Also, the significance
among the Indicators to evaluate each UR should be
developed because the evaluation of an UR is required to
integrate its Indicators.
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Abstract

I. INPRO Methodology

This study addresses the results of the quantitative analysis of Proliferation Resistance(PR)

of DUPIC fuel cycle, which has been performed as a case study of the International Project

on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO). The PR of the INPRO has 2

Basic Principles and 5 User Requirements, but this study is focused on the first Basic

Principle (BPI), " PR features and measures shall be implemented throughout the full life

cycle for innovative nuclear energy systems to help ensure that INSs will continue to be an

unattractive means to acquire fissile material for a nuclear weapons programme". In

addition, the evaluation is focused on the DUPIC fabrication with five-point qualitative

scales such as unacceptable (U), weak (W), moderate (M), strong (S) and very strong (V)

according proposed INPRO methodology.

The IAEA initiated an International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel

Cycles (INPRO) in 2000 for fulfilling the energy needs in the 21st century along with its

economics, sustainability and the environment, safety of nuclear installations, waste

management, and proliferation resistance [1]. The INPRO Phase lB 1sl part was completed

with 6 national case studies and 8 individual case studies to evaluate whether or not the

INPRO methodology is appropriate for the application to an innovative nuclear energy

system. From the results of those case studies, the INPRO methodology was updated with 2

Basic Principles (BP), 5 User Requirements (UR) on the proliferation resistance (PR) area

[2]. The INPRO methodology calls for assessment of the intrinsic features and extrinsic

measures of an innovative nuclear energy system to evaluate the indicators. The approach

taken in the INPRO methodology is to aggregate the results of evaluation of the indicators

8



to obtain an evaluation for the URs, and to aggregate these results to obtain an evaluation of

BPs.

According to the objεctives of the INPRO Phase IB 2nd part , which was launchεd at the

beginning of 2005 , Korεa has started the extendεd INPRO case study regarding the wholε

DUPIC fuel cycle which covεrs the uranium mining and milling to the permanent disposal

of the spent DUPIC fue l.

According to the revised INPRO methodology, new URs and Indicators were suggested to

properly assess thε PR barriers. The BPs and URs are intended to provide guidance to

governments, sponsors, designers, regulators , investors and other users of a nuclear power

ζ핑현랜밴랜관=.::>

and the fuel cycle facilitiεs， which incorporate the PR of the future nuclear energy system.

The BP-l has three URs as shown in Figure 1. The UR-l has five Indicators related to the

extrinsic barriers, and UR-2 and UR-3 has various Indicators associated with the intrinsic

features.

URPR1.3 The diversion of nuclear material
shαJ떠 be얘ase'필bly difficuK and detectable
Diversion inct뼈es \lie use 01 an INS facility lor
the introduction, produ이。n or processing of
undeclared nuclear material

URPR1.2 The attractiveness 01 nuclear material
lnan 써S for a nuclear weapons programme
shou‘dbelow.T뼈s includes the attractiveness of
undeclared nuclear material that could credibly
beprodu∞d or processed in the INS

URPR1.l States‘ ∞mmitments ， obligations and
p이icies regarding non-proliferation shou’dbe
adequate

BPPRl ProIileration
resistance features and
measures shall be
implemented throughout the
full life cyde for innovative
nuclear energy systems t。

help ensure that INSs will
continue to be an ‘Jnattraetive
means to acquire fissile
material for a nuclear
weapons programme

URPR2.1 Innovative nuclear energy systems
BPPR2 Both intrinsic leatures h냉셔 should incorpor하e muKiplep때ileration

and extrinsic measures are I resistance features and measures
essential, and neither shall be
considered sufficient by itself

Figure 1. Revised URs and Indicators for PR Evaluation
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The PR characteristics of UR-! are dependent on not the nuclear energy system but the

State because the Indicators of UR-I are the extrinsic measures and the results are detailed

in reference [4]. Therefore 、 this study is focusing on with UR-2 and UR-3 for the DUPle

fuel fabrication facility

n. PR Evaluation of DUPle Fabrication

UR-2 and UR-3 are “ Attractiveness of nuclear material in an INS for a nuclear weapons

program" and “ Difficulty and detectability of diversion of nuclear material", respectively ‘

In order to evaluate the PR characteristics of the DUPIC fabrication using the revised

INPRO methodology, the material flow was calculated based on the assumption of a IO

G찌fe-year scale of the DUPIC fuel cycle. The plutonium isotopes and radiation fields in the

DUPIC fuel cycle are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1. Plutonium Isotopes in DUPIC Fuel Cycle

‘ p 、、’ R SF fr <s h DUPIC Fu<l DUPle SF
I, a‘ope ‘

glM ‘HM ‘rt 4j., of Pu g/~11HM wt o/.. of PllI g/M lH I\'‘ w ，~“ of Pu

PU 238 1,54E+02 £.7 1,54E+02 1,7 3,88£+02 4,9

PU239 5,}3 E+03 59.9 5.33E+03 59.9 3.16£+03 39.7

PU240 2.20E+03 24.8 2.20£+03 24.8 2.79 E+ OJ .l 5.1

PU 241 7.52E+02 8.4 7.52 E+02 8.4 5.24E+02 6,6

I' V242 4.51£+02 5 ‘ 4.S7E+02 ‘ |
I.IOE+OJ 13.8

Table 2. Radiation Field in DUPIC Fuel Cycle

DOH rat t. (rem/hr) f(lr TOfal dose rate Dose rale (T<mfhr) for
1tcm .s d’V<r‘’。 II of (rem/hr) for divers‘OD ofone assem blY or lOOOkgllM dive"’00 I SQ(8 kg Po)ODe bundle

rWR SF 35GW’O/M TV. IOyrs cooling 1,037 D56 1,1~ I

ourlc SF 15G 、νO;:\IT:".IO ‘’‘(' ()~， Iir’E 61 3.216 3‘ 232

CANDU SF 7.saWO/M Tl.'. IOrrs cooling ” 1,151 ';, 284

Fre'h DUPIC PW ROSGW DIM τU. 10yrs 15 797 717
C(' t~ 11~1~)
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UR-2 and UR-3 are “ Attractiveness of nuclear material in an INS for a nuclear weapons

program ’ and “ Difficulty and detectability of diversion of nuclear material". respectively.

The assessment resulls for UR-2 and UR-3 are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively

Table 3. PR Assessment Results ofUR-2 ofBP-l

Evaluation
Evaluation scale

Indica‘ors Parameter U w M s v

239PuIPu (wt%) >93 80-93 70-80 60-70 < 60
.......................... ,.‘’ .. ‘’ •••.. ’ ... ‘ ......... ‘ .. .•.•.. ’ ...... ’‘., • ............. ‘ .. ‘· .. ‘ .. ‘ .... ’“·‘ .. ,

IP R1.2.1: Isotope content
23SUIU (wt%) > 90 50-90 20-50 5-20 < 5

232Ucontam. for
<1 1-100 100-4000 4000-7000 > 7000

233U (ppm)

Pure Pu Spent fue’
IPR1.2.2: Chemical form Chemical form

metal
Pu02, PuN Fresh MOX Spent fuel with high

burnup

IPR1.2.3: Radiation field Dose (rem/hr) < 1 1-15 15-100 100-1000 > 1000

IPR1.2.4: Heat generation 238Pu/Pu (wt%) < 0.1 0.1-1 1-10 10-80 > 80

IPR1.2.S: Spontaneous (240Pu+ 242Pu)
<1 1-10 10-20 20-50 > 50

neutren generation rate /Pu (wt%)

Evaluallon εva’uallon scale
Indicators

Parameter U w M s v

IPR1.3.1: Difficultyto Degree of dlfflc비W Very easy Easy Medium Difficult Very
modify fuel cycle 13cll삐es difficult
and process for

、'~undeclared producllon

IPR1.3.2: Design feator,‘g Envlronmont 。pen Limited Glovebox, Shielded Geol(꺼glcal

tha‘llmlt access 10 NM between prollferator
。pen concrete’ hot cell media

and NM
。r metal

IPR1.3.3: Bul k/Mass Mass (kg’ <10 10-100 100--500 500-1000 > 1000
‘’‘”‘ ••••.“'"‘ ........... .. ‘ ..... ‘ ...... ‘ • .•. ‘ ........... “ •••• ‘ ...... " .. ’ ........‘ •••.••

Size (cm) <10 10• o 40-100 100--300 > 300

IPR•.3 .4: Diversion Kg Pu or233U > 16 8-16 4-8 2-4 <2
dete따ability (MUFJ .. ,‘·‘ .••••••“‘ .............. •••••••••••• ‘·‘ .. ................ .... ‘ •.•.......• “ ..........“·“ ’ ..................

Kg 235U with LEU > 50 25-50 25-12 1-6 <6
’ ........... ".‘"" .......... ................ .‘ ... ‘·‘ ......... ................. “ ......“‘"‘ .. ,

Kg 235U with HEU > 150 37-75 18-37 9-18 <9
... ‘ ..... ‘" .. " ’ ........ •......... ‘ .... -“‘ •......••...• “ ..... ‘ ...... ". ‘’‘-‘ ..•.....•.... ......... “.‘ ..

Ton Th > 40 20--40 10-20 5-10 <5

IPR1.3.5: Skllls, expert‘se Degree of skills, Very high High Medium Low Very low
and know’edge required expeπIse and
to divert or produce NM knowledge
and convert It to weapons
useable form

11



Sincε the weight fractions of‘ l\ 'J pU
‘

n f
:PU and e싼)u+242Pu) for a total amount of Pu for the

DUPIC fabrication process are 59.9 \\’ t~i;" 1.7 wt% and 29.9 、、 toι respectively as shown in

Table I , those evaluation parameters get the score “ Very Strong‘ “ Moderate'‘, and

“ Strong‘.‘ respectively , as shown in Table 3. And , the chemical fonn of the DUPIC fuel is

an oxide and the radiation field of the DUPIC fuel is 15 rem/hr as shown in Table 2. Hence ,

the score of those parameters are “ Strong‘’ and “ Moderate".

III. Conclusion

The DUPIC fabrication process employs only the thermal and mechanical processes and

there is no chemical process. Therefore, it is difficult to modify the DUPIC fuel cycle

facility and processes to produce the undeclared materials. The score of the IS‘ Indicator in

Table 4 is “ Strong". The DUPIC fuεI is dirεctly re·fabricated from the highly radioactive

PWR spεnt fuel in a heavily shielded enclosure and thereforε， access to the sensitive

material is extremely difficult bεcause of the high radiation field. Hence, the 2nd [ndicator in

Table 4 gets the score “ Strong". For the 염 Indicator related to “Bullι(Mass" ， one

Significant Quantity (SQ) of Pu for the DUPIC fuel is a main importance and calculated as

1,026 kgHM. It makes the score of the 3rd Indicator “Vεrγ Strong". The MUF (Material

Unaccounted For) was calculated as 4.01 kgPu with the assumption of a lOG짜lε/year scale

of the DUPle procε5S and its score is “ Moderate". Since there is no chemical process in the

DUPIC fabrication , the score of “ Ski lis, expeηise and knowledge" of the last Indicator in

Table 4 is “ Strong"

The INFRO methodology in the Phase 1B report provides a reasonably good framework for

the overall evaluation of an irmovative nuclear system in the PR area except for the minor

modification of the Indicators. Further development of the quantification of the lildicators

and the significance among the Indicators to evaluate URs is rεquirεd to intεgrate the

Indicators.
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Abstract
The lAEA in mid 2000 launched and proceeded with an International Projecl on Innovative
Nuclew ’ Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO) for it서filling the energy needs ofthe 21" centwy
along with its economics, sustainability, environment, sψety ofnuclear installations, waste

management, and proliferation resistance. Through the 6 national and 8 individual case studies
during the period ofPhase IB ParI] ofINPRO, the INPRO methodology was updated with 2

Basic Princψles and 5 User Requirements in the proliferation resistance area.
Afiel’ Phase 1B Part I , the extended INPRO case slud.}!，ψr the wholefuel 깅Ide ofDUPIC as one
ofthe case studies was initiated to assess the applicability ofthe updated INPRO methodology to

an innovative Nuclear Energy System ,

In this study, the ~ψdated INPRO methodolo앙I in the INPRO Phase IB report was reviewed and
the new Indicators ofthe User Requirements ofa Basic Principle were proposed to appropriately
assess the proliferation resistance ofan Innovative Nuclear Energy에·slem. Then , the proliferation

resistance characteristics ofthe whole fuel cycle ofDUPle were assessιd in terms ofthe new
Indicators aηd the assessment results of the DUPle fuel fabrication as one ofthe system e/emenα

ofthe who/efuel cycle ofDUPIC are presented.

L INTRODUCTION

The IAEA initiated the INPRO (International Project
on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles) program
in 2000 following the recommendations ofthe 44th Genera)
Conference. INFRO proposed proliferation resistance as a
key component of the future innovative nuclear system for
fulfilling the energy needs in the 21'‘ century along with a
sustainability, economics, safety of nuclear installation and
waste management. In order to set out the desired goals of
the innovations of the nuclear energy system, a set of Basic
Principles (BP), User Requirements (UR) and Criteria
including Indicators and Acceptance Limits were
developed and published as IAEA-TECDOC-1362 from
the results of the INPRO Phase IA study which was
performed till June 2003 , In the proliferation resistance
area, 5 BPs, 5 URs and related Criteria were presented in
the lAEA-TECDOC-1362’-

From July 2003 , £NPRO Phase IB, Part 1 was started
to ve꺼 fy the completeness and the adequacy of the 11'、rPRO

Methodology and to recommend further improvements by
applying them to several Case Studies. During this phase, 6

14

National Case Studies by the Russian Federation, India,
Argentina, Korea, China and Czech were performed

KAERJ (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) has
performed the National Case Study on the DUPIC (Direct
use of PWR spent fuel in CANDU reactors) to assess the
adequacy of the proposed INPRO Methodology in lAEA
TECDOC-1362 by applying them to the DUPIC in the area
of the proliferation resistance as an activity of the INPRO
Phase IB, Part 1 until December 2004. Following the
Korean Case Study as well as the National and Individual
Case Studies, the revised INPRO Methodology was
published as the IAEA-TECDOC-1434 in December 20042

•

Since INFRO Phase lB, Part 2 was started in 2005 ,
K.AERl has carried out an Extended Case Study on the
whole fuel cycle of DUPIC in the proliferation resistance
area as an activity for the INFRO Phase 18、 Part 2. The
main purpose of the Extended Case Study on the whole fuel
cycle of DUPIC is to assess the adequacy of the revised
INPRO Methodology proposed in IAEA-TECDOC-1434 ,

Tn this study, the updated INPRO methodology in the
fNP RO Phase IB report is reviewed and the new Indicators
of LTR for a SP are modi fled 10 appropriately assess (he



proliferation resistance of an lnno 、 ali 、 e Nuclear System
(η~S). Although the PR assessmelll on the whole fuel cycle
of DUPIC has been reported and submitted to the lAEA 3’

this paper presents the PR characteristics of a DUPIC
fabrication facility in terms of the new Indicators as an
example.

II. REVIEW OF REVISED INPRO PR INDICATORS

Two BPs and five URs were suggested in the INPRO
Phase IB report to provide guidance to the governmen t,
sponsors, designers, regulators, investors and other users of
a nuclear power and fuel cycle facilities, which incorporate
the PR of the future nuclear energy system. Three URS
under BP-l have one Indicator for each UR and two URS
under the BP-2 have two Indicators for each UR. Under
each Indicator, there are several variables such as extrinsic
measures and intrinsic features as shown in Fig. I which
were described in lAEA-TECDOC-I434.

〈프흐륜를드〉
I I

Fig. I. Hierarchy ofINPRO Methodology ill proliferation
resistance of lAEA-TECDOC-1434 2

The main characteristics of the intrinsic features and
extrinsic measures are also explained in the lAEA
TECDOC and a proliferation resistance can be assured by a
combination ofthe intrinsic features and extrinsic measures.
Four types of intrinsic features are considered in the lAEA
TECDOC-1434, which are described as follows:

First η'pe

It consists of the technical features of a nuclear energy
system that reduces the attractiveness for nuclear weapons
progranunes of nuclear material during a production, use,
transport, storage and disposal. (e.g., Isotope conκnt，

Chemical form, Radiation field , Heat generation,
Spontaneous neutron generation rate)

Second Type
It comprises of the technical features of a nuclear

energy system that prevents or inhibits the diversion of
nuclear materia l. (e.g., Design features that limit access to

15
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NM (Nuclear Material) , Effectiveness of a prevention of a
diversion of NM ‘ Time required to divert or produce NM
and convert it to a weapons useable form , Bulk and mass)

Third Type
It consists of the technical features of a nuclear energy

system that prevents or inhibits the undeclared production
of a direct-use materia l. (e.g., Complexity of and time
required for modifications necessary to use a civilian INS
for a weapons production facility, Skills, expertise and
knowledge required to divert or produce NM and convert it
to a weapons useable form , Difficulty to modify fuel cycle
facilities and process for undeclared production)

Fourth η'Fe

It consists of the technical features of a nuclear energy
system that facilitates a verification, including production
continuity of the knowledge. (e.g. , Diversion detectability,
Material stocks and flows)

The Extrinsic Measures were classified as five
categories in lAEA-TECDOC-1434 as follows:

First Categ01Y
It is a States' commitments, obligations and policies

with regards to a nuclear non-proliferation. These include
the NPT and nuclear-weapons-free zone treaties,
comprehensive IAEA safeguards agreements and protocols
additional to such agreements. (e.g., Safeguards agreements
puπuant to the NPT, Nuclear-weapons-free zone treaties,
Comprehensive lAEA safeguards agreements, Additional
protocols of lAEA agreements)

Second Categ01Y
It consists of agreements between exporting and

importing States that nuclear energy systems will be used
only for agreed purposes and subject to agreed limitations.
(e.g. , Export control policies, Bi-Iateral agreements for
supply and return of nuclear material, Bi-lateral agreements
governing re-export ofNES components)

7꺼ird Category
It consists of commercial, legal or institutional

arrangements that control access to a nuclear material and
nuclear energy systems. This can include use of multi
national fuel cycle facilities, and arrangements for a spent
fuel take-back. (e.g., Conunercial, legal or institutional
arrangements that control access to NM and NES , Relevant
international conventions, Multi-lateral ownership,
management or control of a NES)

Fourth Categ01Y
It is a application of the lAEA verification and, as

appropriate, regional , bilateral and national measures, to
ensure that States and facility operators comply with oon-
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proliferation or peaceful-use unde T1akings. (e.g. ,

Veri fication activities, State or regional systems for
accounting and control , Safiεguards approaches for the
State’s or regional safeguard system , capable of detecting
di version or undεclared production)

Fifth CategO!ψ

It consists of legal and institutional arrangements to
address violations of nuclear non-proliferation or peaceful
use unde l1akings. (e.g., An effectiveness intemational
response mechanism for violations)

From a review ofthe lAEA-TECDOC-l434 in the arεa

of a PR, the new modified Indicators are proposed and
utilized to assess the proliferation resistance characteristics
ofthe whole fuel cycle ofDUPIC.

modified URPR 1. 1、 “ Nuclear Technology" is added to the
previolls URPR 1.2 of IAEA-TECDOC-1434 , that 、vas

relocated as URPR 1.1 , because the nuclear technologies
such as the pos~e~sion of an enrichment facility‘ technolug)
capability for an extraction of fissile material and an
irradiation capability of a target by a reactor or an
accelerator are dirεctly linked with the meaning of the
phrase of “ Attractiveness of undeclared nuclear material
that could credibly be produced or processed in the INS for
a nuclear weapons programme should be 10씨I". And four
new Indicators are proposed to classify the detailed
evaluation parameters, which are important to evaluate the
intrinsic barriers regarding the material characteristics and
nuclear technology

Fig.2. New modified structure of BPs, URS and Indicators
in INPRO PR area

III. MODIFICATION OF REVISED INPRO PR
INDICATORS

The modified URPR I.1 in Fig. 2 comes from ‘he
previous URPR 1.2 of IAEA-TECDOC-I434. Moreover,
the “ Variables" in TECDOC-1434 are rearranged and four
new Indicators of URPR I.I are proposed. Regarding the

IV. DUPIC FUEL CYCLE

URPR 1.2 comes from the previous URPR I.3 and it is
the same as UR of thε previous URPR1.3 of IAEA
TECDOC-1434. However, the five new Indicators are
proposed to classify the meaning of the evaluation
parameters and variables given in IAEA-TECDOC-1434

The URPR1.3 comes from the previous URPR l.l, and
it has two Indicators to represent the State ’s situation
instead of one indicator in IAEA-TECDOC-1434
Modified INPR I.3 .1 mainly comes from the previous
R애PR1.1.1 of lAEA-TECDOC-1434. Moreover, modified
INPRl.3.1 includes the previous n‘PR2 .2.2 of IAEA ‘

TECDOC-I434 as one ofthe evaluation parameters.
INPRI.3.2 is newly proposed to emphasize the

facility/enterprise undertakings such as a multi-lateral
ownership, which was considered as a part of the previous
INPRI.I.I.

Regarding URPR2 .1 and URPR2 .2 ofBPPR2, it is not
modified at all. The previous indicator, INPR2 .2.2 in
lAEA-TECDOC-1434, which is a “ Verification approach
with a level of extrinsic measures agreed to between the
verification authority and the State", is moved to be
included in the modified INPR I.3 .1 of URPR1.3 as an
evaluation parameter, because the previous INPR2 .2.2 is
related to extrinsic measures.

To 잃sess the PR of an INS in terms of evaluation
parameters, evaluation scales are required. Some barriers
can be quantified but the other barriers, such as ext미nsic

measures or saf농guardability， may be expressed only in a
logical value such as “Yes" or “ No". The present study
suggests a five stage scale such as VW(Very Weak),
W(Weak), M(Moderate), S(Sσong) and VS(Very Strong)
regarding the quantifiable evaluation parameters. For a
logical scale, U(Unacccptable) and A(Acceptable) for
extrinsic measures and W(Weak) and S(Strong) for some
intrinsic features related to a safeguardability are suggested
Most quantified scales of the evaluati'on parameters are
referenced in [3]
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As previously described, the Indicators of URs under
BP-l in IAEA-TECDOC-1434 were set to be onε for each
UR. Each Indicator is similar to the wording of the
corresponding DR, but expressed in concise words to
represent the role of the Indicators for URs. The intrinsic
features and extrinsic measures which are most impol1ant
barriers of a proliferation resistance arε expressed as
variables under the c。πesponding Indicators.

However, it is desirable that the indicator itself be
considered as the measures of the technical barriers and it
has its own meaningful characteristics regarding aPR.
Hence, the new modified structure of BPs and URS
including Indicators which are rearranged for the an
improvement are shown in Fig. 2.
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IV- I. The Concept ofDUPIC Fuel Cycle

The basic concept of the DUPIC fuel cycle is to
fabricate (he CANDU nuclear fuel from the PWR spent
fuel by use of dry thermal/mechanical processes without
separating the stable fission products. Since the CANDU
reactor utilizes natural uranium fuel , the contents of the
remaining fissile materials in PWR spent fuel is large
enough to be reused in a CANDU reactor even though it
still contains fission products s.

The advantages of utilizing the DUPIC fuel cycle are:
(I) to get rid of the PWR spent fuel , which is to be
refabricated to the CANDU fuel , (2) to save on the natural
uranium resources required to produce CANDU fuel , and
(3) to reduce the spent CANDU fuel accumulation due to
its high bumup. The basic concept of the DUPIC fuel cycle
is schematically shown in Fig. 3

powder/pellet route. They ar·ξ composed of a pre
compaction, granulation, compaction, l' intering, grinding,
end cap \\e1 ding by a laser, and a final assembling of the
DUPIC bundle.

Since there is no process step for thε separation of the
fission products and transuranic materials while the volatile
and semi-volatile elements are removed during the
therma l/mechanical treatments, the process materials are
very radioactive throughout all the manufacturing processes.
Therefore, the manufacturing process should be perfonned
inside a heavily shielded hot cell by a remote manner. The
characteristics incur diffic비ties in a material handling
during a manufacturing, but it is a strong incentive in tenus
of the proliferation resistance of the DUPIC fuel.

In order to realize the DUPIC fuel cycle in practice 、

the remote fabrication technology has to be developed , and
the perfonnancε and the compatibility of the DUPIC fuel
have to be demonstrated.

PWR fuel cycle part

The whole fuel cycle ofDUPIC in the Korean situation
is defined as encompassing from a supply of LEU from a
foreign country, a PWR fuel fabrication, a PWR spent fuel
transportation, a DUPIC fuel fabrication, to a DUPIC spent
fuel disposa l. The system elements of ‘he whole fuel cycle
of DUPIC can be classified into 7 system elements of a
PWR fuel cycle part and 8 system elements of a DUPIC
fuel cycle part as follows.

V-I. System Elements Selected for the PR Assessment of
DUPIC

V. APPLICATION OF THE MODIFIED
METHODOLOGY TO THE WHOLE FUEL CYCLE OF

DUPIC

IV-2. The Whole Fuel Cycle ofDUPIC

Since the DUPIC is a synergism be‘ween the PWR and
CANDU fuel cycle, thε whole fuel cycle of DUPIC, in the
Korean case, beginns from the supply of a feed uranium
from a foreign country for the PWR fuel production to the
final DUPIC spent fuel disposa l. The system elements of
the whole fuel cycle of DUPIC are: supply of a feed
uranium from a foreign country, fabrication of a PWR fuel ,
burning in a PWR, discharge of a PWR spent fuel , interim
storage of a PWR spent fuel , DUPIC fuel fabrication,
burning of a DUPIC fuel in CANDU, discharge of a
DUPIC spent fuel , interim storage of a DUPIC spent fuel
and a final disposal of the DUPIC spent fue l. In addition,
the transportation of the nuclear materials among the
system elements is also an important step to be considered
from a viewpoint ofthe proliferation resistance

eANDU
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Fig.3 Concept ofDUPIC Fuel Cycle
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PWR

The main element of the DUPIC fuel cycle is the
manufacturing step of the DUPIC fuel from a PWR spent
fue l. As shown in Fig. 3, the PWR spent fuel is first
disassembled and the PWR spent fuel elements are
exσacted from the assembly. The spent fuel elements are
cut to small rod·cuts for an easy handling. The rod-cuts are
de-cladded by a mechanical and/or thermal method to
re미eve the PWR spent fuel materials. The PWR spent fuel
materials are subject to a se디es of an oxidation and a
reduction to make them re-sinterable by the process named
OREOX (Oxidation and REduction of OXide fuel). The
。xidation and reduction are performed at 450 "C in air and
750 'C in Ar-4% H2 atmosphere, respectively. During the
oxidation and reduction, about a 30 % volume change
provides spent fuel material with finer paπides and soft
materials with lots of microcracks that make them a re
sinterable powder.

Once the re-sinterable powder feedstock is prepared,
the followed manufacturing processes are quite similar to
the conventional CANDU fuel manufacturing by using
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- Step PI: Supply of LEU feed uranium from a
foreign country for the PWR fuel fabrication

- Step P2: Transportation of LEU material to PWR
fuel fabrica‘ion Facility

- Slep P3: PWR fuel fabrication facility
- Step P4: Transportation of PWR fuel to PWR plant
- Stεp P5: PWR plant
- Step P6: Transportation of PWR spent fuel to

interim storage facility
- Step P7: Interim storage ofPWR spent fuel

to assess the adequacy of the new modified INPRO
Methodology and aimed at recommendations for an
improvement of the lNPRO methodology. (4) Also, ‘he
assessment of the proliferation resistance of .‘Interim
Storage of PWR spent fuel" is not included at this study in
the same rationale because the assessment of a proliferation
resistance of “ Interim Storage of DUPIC spent fuel" is
considered

V-2. Material Characteristics ofWhole DUPIC Fuel Cycle

DUPIC fuel cycle part
- Step DI: Transportation of PWR spent fuel t。

DUPIC fuel fabrication facility
Step D2: DUPlC fuel fabrication plant
Step D3: Transportation of DUPIC fuel to CANDU
plant
Step D4: CANDU Plant
Step D5: Transportation of DUPIC spent fuel to
interim storage facility
Step D6: Interim storage of DUPIC spent fuel
Step D7: Transportation of DUPIC spent fuel to
permanent disposal facility
Step D8: Permanen‘disposal of DUPIC spent fuel

In order to evaluate the PR characteristics of the whole
fuel cycle of DUPlC, the material flow was calculated
based on the assumption of 10 OWe-year scales as shown
in Fig. 4.

，".a4 ~tU

ll.‘.ll'"삐

‘O..273GW.,.yt’
Fig.4. Material flow ofthe whole DUPIC fuel cycle based

on one GWe-year scale

Table 2. Dose rates ofvarious nuclear fuels (Uni t:Sv써)

V-3. Example of PR Assessment CDUPIC Fabrication
Facility)

Equilibrium reactor ratio of the CANDU plant to a
PWR plant is about two and hence, the portion of a PWR
and DUPIC electricity power generation is 73% and 27%,
respectively‘ Based on this assumption, the plutonium
isotopes and radiation fields in the DUPle fuel cycle are
detennined as in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively‘

Spent PWR Fuel Fresh OUP\C Fuel Spent DUPIC Fuel
IsotoPeS g/MtHM IWt% of Pu g/MIHM IWt% of Pu gjMtHM IWt'!b of Pu

PU'38 I.S4 E+02 1.7 1. 5이E+02 1.7 3.88E+02 4.9
pun’ 5.33E+03 59.9 5.33E+03 S9.9 3.l6E+03 39 .7

pu'.。 2.20E+03 24.8 2.20E+03 24.8 2.79E+03 35.1
PU"‘ 7.52E+02 8.4 7.52E+02 8.4 5.24E+02 6.6
PU'" 4.57E+02 s.‘ 4.57E+02 S.1 1.10E+03 u.s

fuelTable 1. P

Dose rate for Tolal do앞 rate ~ratefor
diveπIon ofone for 1000~gHM diversion of!terns
as엎mblV or one

<llversJo/、 I SQ (8 l:g Pu)bundle
spent 3SGWD/MtU, 10.37 23.56 21.21PWR Fu영 10 yrs cooling

Fresh DUP1C 35 GWD/MtU, 0.15 7.97 7.17
Fu~ 10 yrs c∞ling

S야nt DUP1C IS GWD/M tU, 0.61 32.16 32.32
Fue’ 10 vrs"∞ling

Spent 7.5 GWO/MIU, 0.22 Il.SI 22.84CANDU Fuel 10 yrs cooling

In performing the extended case study of the whole
DUPIC fuel cycle in the area of the proliferation resistance,
seven system elements among the above system elements
of the whole fuel cycle of DUPrc are considered in the
present study. Those are “PWR fuel fabrication facility" ,
“ PWR plant" , “Transportation of PWR spent fuel to
DUPIC fuel fabrication facility", “DUPIC fuel fabrication
plant", “ CANDU plant", “ Interim storage of DUPIC spent
fuel" and “ Permanent disposal ofDUPIC spent fuel".

The reasons for choosing seven system elements for
this study are: (I) the system elements for the production of
feed uranium oxide (from the mining to the enriclunent of
LEU) are not considered here, because the Republic of
Korea does not perform activities from the mi띠ng to
enrichment at present, and it imports all the enriched
uranium oxide powder from foreign countries. Therefore, it
is extremely resistant to a proliferation by the DUPIC State.
Hence, these system elements are not included for the
prolifera디on resistance evaluation. (2) One system element
of “Transportation of PWR spent fuel to DUPIC
fabrication plant" is considered because the proliferation
resistance characteristics of other system elements
regarding “ TranspO r1ation" may be very similar to
“ Transportation of PWR spent fuel to DUPIC fabrication
plant" from the view point of a physical protection or
safeguards even if their material properties are slightly
different from each other. (3) As the CANDU plant is
evaluated in teons of PI"이 iferation resistance barriers, the
PWR plant can be evaluated in the same manner as a
CANDU plant because the Korean extended case study is
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PR Evaluation of Extrinsic Measures of URPR1.3
The assessment of a proliferation resistance of the

extrinsic measures, URPR 1.3 of BPPRI , is not dependent
on the system elements but on the Stales. lienee, extrinsic
measures al ’c evaluated at first by considering the current
Korean situation.

Saj강guards Agreements Pursuant to the NPT
Korea joined the NPT as a non-nuclear weapon State

in 1975 and supported the extension of the NPT for an
indefinite duration without any conditions in 1995

Nuclear- Weapons-Free Zone Treaties
Regarding the nuclear weapon-free zone treaties, there

is a similar agreement around the Korean penins비a. For
εxample， North and South Korea signed a joint declaration
on the denuclearization of thε Korean penins비a. And the
joint declaration officially entered into force on February
19, 1992 and it still remains valid. This was confirmed and
reconfirmed at the June 2001 summit in Pyongyang. For‘he CTBT, it is open for the signature of each country
based on the U.N. resolution. Korea signed the treaty in
1996.

Comprehensive /AEA Safeguards Agreements
Korea singed the INFCIRCIl 53 type agreement,

“ Agreement benveen Korea and IAEA for the application
of safeguards in connection with the treaty on the non
proliferation of nuclear weapons", in 1975.

Additional Protocols ofIAEA Agι-eements

Korea signed and ratified the Additional Protocol to
the Agreement(s) betwεen State(s) and the IAEA for the
application of safeguards (INFCIRCI540) in 2004.

Export Control Policies of NM and Nuclear
Technolo없

Korea is strongly against nuclear weapons proliferation
and is in favor of exercising necessary control and
international supeπision over nuclear material transfer so
as to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons and
related technology. From this position, Korea joined the
Zangger Committee in 1995, Nuclear Supplier Group
(NSG) in 1995 and the Wassenaar Anangement on Export
Conσols for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and
Technology in 1996.

Relevant International Conventions
The IAEA has no authority to take coercive measures

to stop or reverse a nuclear proliferation. Therefore it
reports to the V.N ‘ Security Council , and the U.N. Security
Council may take forceful measures against a proliferation
under the U.N. Charter VII

State or Regional Systems for Accounting and Control
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Concerning the State or regional systems for
accounting and conlrol , the Korean G。、 emmenl enacted a
nuclear la“ on national safeguards activities and
established a mandatory body; that is, a Technology Center
for Nuclear Control (TeNC) was founded in 1997. Since
thcn , a national inspection has been perfonned for all the
facil ities with a nuclear material in Korea. But there is no
regional system for an accounting and control around
Korea even though there is the ASIATOM concept which is
similar to the EURATOM concept.

Ve,-ijicotion approach with a level of e..ttrinsic
measures agreed to between the verification autho ,-ity and
the Slate

According to the bi-Iateral safeguards agreement
between Korea and lAEA, the Design Information
Questionaire (DIQ) of the nuclear facilities in Korea has
been reported to the IAEA from the beginning stages of a
construction and then Design Information Verification
(DIV) is performed by the IAEA. The safeguard approach
as well as design information are included in the DIQ. Ant
then the lAEA designs an appropriate verification approach
including a contairunent and surveillance with the DIQ.
Therefore it could be said lhat the verification approach
with a level of extrinsic measures agreed to between the
IAEA and Korea is good or robust

Multi-lateral ownelτhip， management or control of a
NES (Multi-lateraν'Multi-National)

Concerning multi-lateral ownership, management or
control of a NES such as bilateral agreements for the
supply and return of the nuclear fuel, Korea has imported
mainly nuclear materials from Australia, Canada and the
U.S.A. By the bilateral agreements, suppliers have the right
to ask for the return of the nuclear material if Korea uses
the transferred nuclear material non-peacefully. Regarding
the bilateral agreements governing the re-export of nuclear
energy system components, Korea has entered into nuclear
cooperation agreements with many countries including
Canada, France, Japan and the U.S.A. The re-export of
components of the nuclear energy system have been
controlled through these agreements.

International dependency with regard to fissile
materials and nuclear technology

Korea depends heavily on nuclear power for its
elec며city generation with 20 nuclear power units in
。peration ‘ sharing 40 percent of the total production of
electricity. Being poorly endowed with uranium reserves,
all the uranium is imported from foreign countries.
Regarding nuclear technology, Korea has increased its
nuclear power plant technology especially, and it is known
that its localization ratio for nuclear power plant
teclU1ology has reached almost 95%. On the other hand ,
technology on the nuclear fuel cycle still depends on
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foreign countries. On the whole 、 it could be said that the
international dependency of Korea with regards to fissile
materials and nuclear technology is “ large"

Commercial , legal or institutional arrangements t17αI

cO l1lrol access 10 NM and NES
International ownersh‘p of thε nuclear material can

definitely reduce the proliferation ris!ι So therε have been
several ideas related to international ownership such as
international nuclear fuel storage and international
plutonium managεment concepts. However all of them
have not yet been substantiated.

The assessment results are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Evaluation ofExtrinsic Measures ofURPR 1.3
Indlc.tol"lJ Evaluation Panme1er Eva’uatlon sr;.IIi‘
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contained , and there is no transport of intermed iate
materials outside the facility. Thξrefore ， an access to the
nuclear materials is extremely difficult

The material type (η~PR 1.1. 1) during the DUPIC
fabrication process is characterized as an irradiated di rect
use materia l. The isotopic composition, lN pu/Pu, is ~60

wt%. Regarding the radiation field , dose rate of a DUPIC
fuel bundle is -0.15 Sv/hr. Since the heat generation rate is
related mostly to 238pulPu which is 1.7 wt%. A spontaneous
neutron generation comes from (240pu +242pu)/PU and it is
-30 wt%

Regarding the material quantity (η~PRl.l .2) ， there are
three evaluation parameters such as “Mass of an item", “ No
of items to get one SQ (S ‘gm에cant Quantity)" and “ No. of
SQ (material stock or flow)". The mass of an item is ~ 24
kg, no. of items to get one SQ is - 48 assemblies because
-0.9 MTHM is needed to make one SQ of Pu from the
DUPIC fue l. The material form en애R1 ‘1.3) of the DUPIC
process is spent fuel

Regarding nuclear technology, the whole process
employs only the thermal and mecbanical processes and
there is no cbemical process. Therefore, it is impossible to
extract fissile rnaκrials and to modity the DUPIC fuel
cycle facility and processes for aneruichmenl. Also, there
is no irradiation capability of a target during the DUPIC
process. The evaluation results for URPRl.2 are tabulated
in Table4.
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Table 4. Evaluation ofURPRl.l

PR evaluation of Indicators of URPR l.2
Five Indicators of URPRl.2 are suggested from this

study. The first indicator of URPRI .2 is “ Accountabi Ii ty"
which considers the ratio of MUF (Matεrial Unaccounted
for) to a SQ. During the DUPIC process, the MUF/SQ in
terms of Pu or 233U is evaluated as - 0.5 , ba~ed on the
assumption of a measurement error and a period of 0 , 01
and 3 months, respectively. For the measurement
method/equipment, a near rea) time accounting system
(NRTA) for a fissile accountability system shall be used in
the plan t. The NRTA system is integrated with an individual
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PR evaluation of Indicators of URPRl.l
The DUPIC fuel fabrication process involves the direct

re-fabrication of PWR spent fuel for a CANDU fue l. The
spent fuel materials are recovered from the PWR spent fuel
by a disassembling and de-cladding using only thermal and
mechanical processes.

The powder preparation process called OREOX
(Oxidation REduction of OXide fuel) is considered the
most critical process for producing re-sinterable powder
feedstock. Once the re-sinterable powder is prepared, the
pellet and rod manufacturing processes are almost the same
as the conventional powder/pellet route in a CANDU fuel
fabrication.

The facility parameters are assumed as:
- Capacity: 178 MtHMJyear (assuming DUPIC fuel

cycle of 10 GWe/year)
- Ref능rence PWR spent fuel: 35,000 MWdlM.tU with

10 years cooling
Due to the dry process, no fissile material can be

separated in a pure form. The material requires a further
chemical reprocessing in order to obtain a material suitable
for a weapons purpose.

The presence of some fission products leads to a high
dose rate arising from the material. The DUPlC process has
to be carried out in a heavily shielded hot cell because it
handles highly radioactive materials. The processing is self-
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nuclear material measurement system. The item accounting
for both the PWR incoming fuel and outgoing DUPIC fuel
shall be based on the modified curium counte r. The
씨!eighing and NDA systems for the bulk accounting in the
DUPIC process would be applied.

For the second indiιator， the appliιability of CIS
(Containment and Surveillance) measures are proposed by
the present study and it is composed of three kinds of
evaluation parameters such as an applicability of ,the
containment measures, an applicability of the surveillance
measures and an applicab‘lity of the other monitoring
systems. Those evaluation parameters can be acceptable in
the DUPIC fuel fabrication facility because the CIS systems
are easily installed at the hot cell facility, feed material
measurement can bε applied by a PWR spent fuel rod
scanning system and a process monitoring can also be
installed by an unattended continuous hot-cell monitoring
system.

Regarding “ Detectability of a nuclear material"
(INPR 1.2 .2), three evaluation parameters are suggested
from the present study, which are the possibility to identify
a nuclear material by NDA, the hardness of a radiation
signature and the need for a passive/active mode.
Considering the characteristics of a DUPIC fuel fabrication
process, the radiation signature during a fuel fabrication
process is hard due to its strong radioactivity, the nuclear
material during a fuel fabrication process is easily
identified by the passive system and the passive mode for a
DUPIC fuel fabrication process is needed.

Table 5. Evaluation ofURPRI.2

cεII facility is required for treating the PWR spent fue l. The
facility design is ea~ily verified by inspectors. From the
above considerations , the evaluation results for URPR 1.2
are tabulated in the Table 5

PR evaluation of Indicators of URPR2 .1
For URPR2 .1 regarding the robustness and multiple

barriers, etc, a pathway analysis needs to be utilized. The
diversion path and barriers of a DUPIC fabrication can be
considered from the viewpoints of an Acquisition,
Processing and Fabrication of a nuclear wεapon. as shown
in Fig. 5‘

Fig.5. Diversion path and barriers in case of DUPIC
fabrication

Al though the acquisition path analysis was perfonned
in the DUPIC fabrication process, the present paper could
not introduce its results because of its sensitivity,
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PR evaluation of Indicators of URPR2 .2
The URPR2 .2 is related to an evaluation of the cost

effectiveness for a given system in terms of the additional
costs to enhance the PR characteristics of a given system.
Since it needs detailed design information for the
commercial scale of a DUPIC fabrication facility not for
the present laboratory scale in Korea in acquiring the
additional costs to enhance the PR characteristics, an
εvaluation ofthe cost effectiveness is not considered as yet
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Regarding the difficulty to modify the process, some of
the fabrication proιesses would not be automated and all
the data acquired through the DUPIC fabrication process
can bε on-line transmitted to the operator. For a
transparency of the process, all the activities in the
fabrication facility are open to the lAEA. Also, the data is
very authentic because all the activities in the fabrication
facility are open to the lAEA

Regarding the difficulty to modify a facility design, it
is very difficult to modify the fuel relevant facilities. Hot

While the proliferation resistance evaluation
methodology including Basic Principles, User
Requirements and Indicators, etc. presented in the IAEA
TECDOC-1362 are comprehensive and very informative, a
deficiency such as the redundancy and the lack of
correspondence was complemented through the DUPIC
Case Study during the INPRO Phase 1B, Part 1

The revised evaluation methodology in the
proliferation resistance area presented in the lAEA
TECDOC-1434 is a big step forward to assess the degree
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of the proliferation resistancξ of a nuclear energy system
quantitatively

By performing tilζ present ζx(endξd caSe sllIdy on the
‘vhole fitεI cycle of DUPIC, the evaluation methodology of
JAEA-TECDOC- J434 is fW1her modified , and the
modified methodology is applied to the whole fuel cycle of
DUPlC

Basic Principle 1 of the modified methodology mainly
deals with the intrinsic features and extrinsic measures of
the proliferation resistance evaluation, which is very clear
to undξrstand and utilizε m an innovative nuclear energy
systεm. However, a selection of reliable and commonly
acceptable values of the acceptance limits still needs
further studies.

Basic Principle 2 of the modified methodology mainly
deals 써th the multiplicity and robustness of the barriers
against a prolifemtion ‘ The εvaluation of the multiple
barriers and its robustness requires the establishment of
comprehensive diversion scenarios for a proliflεratIOn‘

which is difficult to determine in the case of an innovative
nuclear energy system.

Regarding the cost effectiveness, it is more 이 fficu!l to
evaluate the proliferation resistance quantitatively
espεcially in the case of the innovative nuclear system
becausε of the lack of detailed design infonnation.

The integration of the evaluation results and ‘he
effective presentation of the evaluation result') for the
designers and policy makers are othεr areas which need
further studies.

The observation and recommendations made as the
results of the ex.tended casε study on the whole fuel cycle
ofDUPIC can be utilized for preparing the User Manual in
the future to provide a stepwise ε、raluation method of a
proliferation resistance to the Member States ofthe IAEA.

Mareovεr， the new modified INFRO PR methodology
proposed by the Korean extended case study is still open to
an improvement through further developing the PR
evaluation methodology.‘
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Abstract. In the course of the International Pr이ect on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO)
the lAEA has recently developed the INPRO Methodology for assessing Innovative Nuclear Systems (INS) , and
has published its INPRO Phase lB Report describing the assεssment methodology proposed. This methodology
covers five areas, namely Economics, Environment, Waste Management, Safety of Nuclear Installations and
Proliferation Resistance. In the area of Proliferation Resistance (PR) , the INPRO Phase IB Report assessment
methodology (‘Ph IB ’) proposes to introduce two basic principles, 5 user requirements, 7 indicators, and a
number of subsequent variables. Based on several case studies, an INPRO manual has also been prepared for
practical implementation ofan assessment using the INFRO Methodology

From the viewpoint of PR, the vulnerabilities and strengths of an innovative nuclear energy system can be
identified through an assessment of its PR characteristics, by applying the INFRO Methodology. Then based on
the results of this assessment, recommendations for design improvements and future R&D to enhance its PR
features can be prepared.

Through testing the assessment methology as proposed in the JNPRO Phase 1B Report in an additional case
study, the INFRO Methodology in the area of a proliferation resistance has now been developed further. In
order to apply the methodology appropriately to an innovative nuclear energy system, the system of indicators
and variables has been expanded to 14 indicators with corresponding evaluation parameters, by rearranging the 7
previous indicators and the subsequent variables. The structure of the developed n‘PRO Methodology and the
meanings of the evaluation schemes such as the basic principles, user requirements , indicators and evaluation
parameters for the assessment of a proliferation resistance are explained. The practical assessment procedures
and results of a sample application of the INFRO Methodology to the DUPlC fuel cycle are described. The
prospects of using the INFRO Methodology ‘o enhance the PR of a future innovative nuclear energy system are
also presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

INPRO (International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles) was initiated by the
IAEA in mid 2000 following the recommendations of the 44th lAEA General Conference. INPRO
proposed a concept of sustainability with proliferation resistance CPR) as a key component of the
future innovative nuclear system (INS), along with economics, safety of nuclear installation,
environment, and waste management, for fulfilling the energy needs of the 21 st century. In order to set
the desired goals for the innovations of a nuclear energy system, a set of basic principles, user
requirements and criteria including indicators and acceptance limits were developed and published as
lAEA-TECDOC-1362 [1] in June 2003. As a result of 6 national case studies including a Korean case
study[3] and 8 individual case studies from other member countries of INFRO, and various lAEA
consultancy meetings, a revised set of basic principles, user requirements and criteria were proposed
and published as lAEA-TECDOC-1434(2] in Dec 2004.
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In the PR area, S basic principles (SP) and 5 user requirements (UR) were originally proposed. There
was considerable overlap between the BP and the UR , sometimes obscuring the main intent of a
pa t1 icular basic principle. Some user requirements even appeared to be completely redundant ,
apparently being included only for emphasis. FOJ‘ TECDOC-1434 somc of the original BP and UR
were delered or modified and the whole set was reorganized

After this , at the request of the IAEA, the INFRO methodology for PR described in lAEA-TECDOC
1434, was re-evaluated for its completeness and usefulness, as an activity for the INFRO Phase lB
Part 2, by applying it to thε whole fuel cycle of DUPIC (Direct use of PWR Spent Fuel in CANDU
Reactors). This PR assessment of the DUPlC fuel cycle was perfomed by the RepubliC of Korea and
completed in June 2006[4]

This study shows how the indicators of the user requirements for the basic p디nClples in the INFRO
Phase lB repo t1 were modified or newly proposed in order to appropriately assess the PR of an
innovative nuclear energy system. Using the modified or newly proposed indicators, the practical
assessment procedures and results of the application of the INFRO Methodology to the DUPIC fuel
fabrication plant (among the 15 system elements of the whole fuel cycle of DUPIC) are described, to
examine and demonstrate the appropriateness and usefulness of the presently proposed modifications
of UR 1.1 and UR 1.2. Finally, the prospects of utilizing the INFRO methodology to enhance the PR
characteristics of a future innovative nuclear energy system are discussed.

2. lNPRO PR METHODOLOGY

2.1. Review ofthe INPRO PR methodology

For the assessment of the PR of future innovative nuclear systems, 2 BP and 5 UR were suggested in
the lNPRO Phase IB repoπ， in order to provide guidance to governments, designers, regulators,
investors and other users of nuclear power and fuel cycle facilities. The three URs under BP 1 had one
indicator each, and the two URs under BP2 had two indicators each. Several va디abies were allocated
to each indicator, such as thε extrinsic measures and the intrinsic features desc끼bed in IAEA
TECDOC-1434. These intrinsic features and extrinsic measures as variables are classified into four
and five categories, respectively

For the three URS under BP I, however, each indicator was similar to the meaning of the
corresponding user requirement, expressed in such a way that it accomplished the role of an indicator
The intrinsic features and extrinsic measures that function as barriers and indicate the PR of the system
were expressed as variables under the corresponding indicator. As a result of these changεs， it was
necessary to revise the INPRO methodology proposed in lAEA-TECDOC-1434 before using it for the
DUPlC assessment.

2.2. Mod，따cation ofthe INPRO PR methodology

It is desirable that the features and measures that constitute barriers in terms of PR become indicators,
and that each indicator has its own meaningful PR characteristics. Hence, a new modified structure of
the BPs and URs including indicators has been proposed as shown in Figure 1.

The modified URPRI.l (User Requirement of Proliferation Resistance 1.1) in Figure 1 comes mainly
from the previous URPR 1.2 in lAEA-TECDOC-1434. Moreover, the ‘ Variables’ in IAEA-TECDOC
1434 are rearranged, and 4 new indicators of URPR 1. 1 have been proposed ‘ In particular, the tenn of
“ nuclear technology" has been added to UR I , because nuclear technologies such as the possession of
an enrichment facility , a technology capability for extraction of fissile material and the capability to
irradiate a target using a reactor or an accelerator are directly linked to the requirement that the
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‘ Attractiveness of undeclared nuclear material , that could credibly be produced or processed in the
innovative nuclear system for a nuclear 、"capons program, should be low'. The 4 ne‘\' indicators arc
dividεd into 12 detailed evaluation parameters , which are important to evaluate the intrinsic ban'iers
regarding a material 's characteristics and a nuclear technology ‘

〈갯sic Princi삶그 ζ훤싫u싫;효〉 ζr;매ica꾀-〉
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Figure 1. New modified structure oftbe basic principles, user requirements and indicators

URPRI.2 comes from the previous URPRI.3 in IAEA-TECDOC-1434. However, 6 new indicators
and l3 new evaluation parameters have been proposed in order to both strengthen the safeguardability
of a future nuclear energy system, and to clarify the meaning of the evaluation c디teria and variables
given in lAEA-TECDOC-1434.

The URPR 1.3 comes from the previous URPR l.l in IAEA-TECDOC-1434, and it has twonew
indicators and 13 new evaluation parameters to evaluate the extrinsic measures. The INPR1.3.2
(Indicator of Proliferation Resistance, assigned to BPI , UP3) in Figure I has been introduced to
emphasize possible institutional structural arrangements such as a multi-lateral ownership, which was
considered as a part ofthe previous INPR1.1.1 in IAEA-TECDOC-1434.

As a result of the review of IAEA-TECDOC-1434 in the area of PR, modified or new indicators and
evaluation parameters have been proposed and utilized to assess the PR characteristics of the whole
DUPlC fuel cycle.

3. APPLICATION OF THE INPRO ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY TO THE
DUPIC FUEL CYCLE

3.1. Characteristics ofthe DUPICf u.el cycle

The basic concept of the DUPIC fuel cycle is to fabricate CANDU nuclear fuel from PWR spent fuel
by use of dry thennal and mechanical processes without separating out the stable fission products.
Since a CANDU reactor utilizes naturat uranium fuel , the content of the remaining fissile materials in
a PWR spent fuel is high enough to be reused in a CANDU reactor even though it still contains fission
products.
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The main element ofthe DUPlC fuel cyclc is thε manufacturing of DUPIC fuel from PWR spent fuel
The PWR spent fuεI is first disassembled and the spent fuel elements extractεd from the assembly
These spent fuel elζments are cut to small rod-cuts for easy handling. The rod-cuts are de-cladded by
mechanical and/or thermal methods to retrieve the PWR spent fuεI materia l. These materials are
subjected to a series of oxidations and reductions to make them re-sinterable by the process named
OREOX (Oxidation and REduction of OXide fuel).

Once the re-sinterable powder feedstock is prcparεd ， the manufacturing process is quite similar to the
conventional CANDU fuel manufacturing process using a powder/pellet route, except for processing it
in a heavily shielded hot cell by remote handling. It involves pre-compaction, granulation,
compaction, sintering, grinding, end cap welding by a lasεr， and final assembly of the DUPJC bundle.

Since thεre is no process step for the sεparationof the fission products and transuranic materials while
the volatile and semi-volatile elεments are removed during the thermal/mechanical treatments, the
process materials are highly radioactive throughout all the manufacturing processes. Therefore, the
manufacturing process must be performed inside a heavily shielded hot cell by remote handling. The
characteristics are a problem for material handling during the fuel manufacture, but providε a strong
incentive with regard to the PR ofthe DUPIC fuel [5 ,6,7].

In order to investigate the applicability of the INPRO methodology and thε new proposed indicators to
a future nuclear energy system, this study prεsents the PR characteristics of the DUPIC fabrication
plant among the several system elements in terms of URPRl.l and URPRl .2. It is limited to these
URs because URPRl .3 is a requirement on the extrinsic measures, and applies to the State rather than
the DUPIC fuel cycle itself; and the evaluation methodology of URPR2 .1 and URPR2 .2 of basic
principle 2 are as yet not fully cstablished.

3.2. PR evaluation ofthe DUPlefuel fabrication plant

3.2.1. Scales for the evaluatioη pαrameters

Some barriers can be quantified, but othεr barriers, such as extrinsic measures or safeguardability, may
be expressed only by a logical value such as ’ Yes ’ or ’No ’. The present study suggests a five-stage
scale, VW(very weak) , W(weak), M(moderate), S(strong) and VS(very strong), for the quantifiablε

εvaluation parameters, a logical scale, consisting of U(unacceptable) and A(acceptable) for the
extrinsic measures, and W(weak) and S(strong) for some of the intrinsic features.

3.2.2. Evaluation ofURPR1.l

Because of the use of the dry process, no fissile material can be separated in a pure form. The material
requires a further chemical reprocessing in order to obtain material suitable for a weapons purpose.
The presence of some fission products leads to a high dose rate from the material. The DUPIC process
has to be carried out in a heavily shielded hot cell because it uses highly radioactive materials. The
processing .is self-contained, and there is no transporting of intermediate materials outside a facility.
Therefore, access to the nuclear materials is extremely difficult.

The material type during the DUPIC fabrication process is characterized as “ irradiated direct use
material". The isotopic composition, ιJ~pulPu， is -60 wt%. The radiation dose rate of a DUPIC fuel
bundle is ---{).15 Sv/h. The heat generation rate is related mostly to ιJGpulPu which is 1.7 wt%, and the
spontaneous neutron generation comes from e40pu+242 pu)/pu which is -30 wt% [4].

For the material quantity, there are tmεe evaluation parameters: ‘Mass of an item ’, ‘Number of items
to get one SQ (Significant Quantity) ’ and ‘ Number of SQ (matεrial stock or flow) ’. The mass of an
item is - 24 kg, the number of items to get one SQ is - 48 assemblies (because -0.9 MTHM is needed
to make one SQ of Pu from the DUPIC fuel). Thε material form of the DUPIC process is ‘ spent fuel ’,
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Regarding the nuclear tεchno!ogy， the \vhole process employs only thermal and mechanical processes;
there is no chεmical process. Therefore, it is impossible to extract fissile materials ‘ or to modify a
DUPle fuel cycle facility and its processes for εnriclunen t. Also , therε is no irradiation capability of a
targεt during the DUPle process. The evaluation results for URPR 1.1 are summarized in Table 1.

3.2.3. £vαlualion of URPR1.2

Six indicators of URPRI.2 are suggested in this study. The hi ‘st indicator is ‘ Accountabi lity ‘ which
considers the ratio of l:MUF (Material Unaccounted for) to a SQ. During the DUPle process, the
LMUF/SQ in tem15 of Pu or 233U is evaluated as - 0.5, based on the assumption of a measurement
eπor of 0.01 and a period of 3 months , respectively. For the measurement method and equipment, a
near real time accounting system (NRTA) for a fissile accountability system will be used in the plant.
The NRTA system is integrated with an individual nuclear material measurement system ‘ The item
accounting system for both the PWR incoming fuel and outgoing DUPIC fuel is based on the modified
curium countεr. A weighing and NDA system for accounting ofbulk material will be applied.

For the second indicator, ‘ Amenability to CIS (Containment and Surveillance) measures ’ is proposed
by the PI'εsent study and is composed of three kinds of evaluation parameters: the amenability to
containment measures, the amenability to surveillance measures and the amenability to othεr

monitoring systεms. These evaluation parameters are assessed as being ‘ acceptable ’ in the DUPlC fuel
fabrication facility because the CIS measurement systems can easily be insta lJed at the hot cell facility,
feed material mεasurement can be caπied out by a PWR spent fuel rod scanning system, and process
monitoring can be carried out by an unattended continuous hot-cell monitoring system.

For the third indicator, ‘ Detectability of nuclear material ’, two evaluation parameters are suggested by
the present study, which are the possibility of identifying a nuclear material by NDA, and the
detectability of a radiation signature. Considering the characteristics of a DUPIC fuel fabrication
process, the radiation signature during the fuel fabrication process can easily be obtained because of
the fuel ’ S strong radioactivity, and the nuclear material during a fuel fabrication process can easily be
identified by measurements in passivε mode.

Forthε 4th indicator, ‘Difficulty to modify the process ’, some of the fabrication processes will not be
automated, and all the data acquired through the DUPIC fabrication pro∞S5 can be transmitted on-line
to the operator. Regarding the transparency of the process, all the activities and aU the data in the
fabrication facility are authenticable and open to the lABA.

For the 5lil indicator, ’ Difficulty to modify the faci lity design', a hot cell facility is required for treating
the PWR spent fuel. The facility design can easily be verified by inspectors.

From the above considerations, the evaluation results for URPRl.2 are summarized in Table 2 below.
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Table 1. Evaluation results of VRPR1.1
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Table 2. Evaluation of user requirement 1.2
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4. ENHANCEMENT OF THE PR CHARACTERISTICS OF A FUTURE INS

The PR of a system is characterized by a resistance level which is built up by a combination of
intrinsic features and extrinsic measures. An improvement in PR can therefore be achieved on the one
hand by the implementation of teclmical features for reducing the attractiveness of the nuclear
matεrials for nuclear weapon programs, for preventing or inhibiting a diversion or undeclared
production of nuclear materials, for facilitating the verification of nuclear material and for providing
continuity ofknowledge; or on the other hand it can be improved by extrinsic measures comprising the
institutional barriers such as treaties, bilaterals, and multinational agreemεIlts and the application of
IAEA safeguards as appropriate.
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Since implementation of the technical aspects for improving PR can reduce reliance on extrinsic
measures and thus reduce tbe costs for the implementation of safeguards, any technical option for
improving PR must be considered in balance with the requirements for economics, safelY, energy
security and public acceptance concerns. For assesssing Basic Principle 2, INPRO suggests cost
effectiveness regarding the combined facility costs created by additional intrinsic fealures and
safeguards costs. Facility costs ‘ ho、~!e\'er ， affect lhe pace and direction of a nuclear power
development in the future , and this is best left io tbe hands of Ihe individual Stales for their own
assessment within the context of their own situation. In addition , the fNPRO methodology for an
evaluation of cost effectiveness has not yet been fully established

There exist several technology options to improve not only the intrinsic features but also the extrinsic
measures. The following features and measures for enhancing the PR of an innovative nuclear energy
system can be considered. There are high-level extrinsic measures like multi-national fuel cycle
facilities , co-location of fuel cycle facilities , closed fuel cycles and stockpiling. Centralization can
provide a stronger international control of proliferation-sensitive teclmologies. Co-location can limit
transportation and storage of a potentially proliferation-sensitive material. A closed fuel cycle can
minimize the quantity of nuclear material in the fuel cycle and the production of a proliferation
sensitive material , and can be therefore beneficial for proliferation resistance. The stock piling of
excessive inventories of nuclear material may also provide benefits for PRo Source materials such as
natural uranium, depleted uranium, and thorium are input materials for many fuel cycles. Although
thεy can not be directly usεd in a nuclear weapon, the availability of these materials requires due
consideration in a PR assessment because they can be used as a source to generate weapons usable
materials.

Other areas for consideration are the use of high bumup fuels; use of non-fertile fuels; pyroprocessing
technologies in comparison with the conventional aqueous processes; the DUPIC process which does
not separate fission products; mixing fission products into attractive separated materials; use of the
very dilute fuels large mass and bulk for a weapons useable material, etc. to enhance the material
bamer itsεIf.

5. DISCUSSION

The INPRO methodology described in lAEA TECDOC-1434 shows basically comprehensive and
useful guidelines for the evaluation of an innovative nuclear energy system. It is more developed than
lAEA TECDOC-1362 since the correspondence or the links between the basic principles and user
requirements are described more clearly.

The two basic principles and five user requirements for PR are more reasonable and practicable than
those described in the previous report. They follow the top-down derivation as wen as including the
bottom-up evaluation and a general hierarchy of the INFRO methodology. The key to thε bottom-up
approach for an evaluation is to determine if a nuclear energy system can meet the acceptance limits
suggested in the INFRO reports [1 ,2], and then to judge the higher level requirements.

Seven indicators and their subsequent variables under the user requirements are suggested in lAEA
TECDOC-1434. It is noted that the indicators and their subsequent variables are better classified and
rearranged for applying the fNPRO methodology to a realistic evaluation of an innovative nuclear
system. For User Requirement (UR 1.1) referring to ’material attractiveness' four indicators have been
defined and each indicator has several evaluation parameters. Regarding the detectability of a
diversion (User Requirement 1.2 in lAEA TECDOC-1434), six indicators are proposed describing
those features of an INS that may facilitate or impede the implementation of IAEA safeguards. In the
present study it can be shown that the re-structured indicators and corresponding evaluation
parameters for URPR 1.1 and URPR 1.2 are reasonably applicable to the DUPrc fuel cycle.
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Some areas still need developmen t. As yet there is no method to aggregate the results of the evaluation
of each indicator, or to decide how they would be used to detern1ine whetber the URs and BPs are
satisfied. There is no decision on defining the relatjve significances among the URs and the
corresponding indicators in order to follow the bottom-up process and to integrate the I 。、，vcr level
resulls for each evaluation step. The simplest integration method is based on an expe l1 judgment; other
integration methods use the multi attribute decision theory, etc. Thus even when the PR characteristics
of the DUPIC fuel fabrication plant were assessed using the INPRO methodology, the present results
did not contain the integration process since tbis needs the relative significances among the barriers ,
for which there is no general consensus.

The strength of the PR provided by some intrinsic features can depend on State-specific infonnation
such as the presence of indigenous uranium resources or the presence of other nuclear facilities. State
specific extrinsic measures such as fuel supply agreements for procurement of fresh fuel and a return
of spent fuel (e.g. , commitment to multilateral fuel cycle facilities) can affect the PR of a nuclear
energy system. However, the intrinsic features that facilitate the implementation of verification
measures generally provide PR and are independent ofthe State in which the system is deployed.

6. CONCLUSION

In the present study the INPRO methodology described in IAEA-TECDOC-1434 was reviewed and
further improved with regard to the completeness and usefulness of the BPs and URs. A total of 14
UR indicators were proposed instead of the previous seven, and these were tested by applying them to
the DUPIC fuel fabrication plant. From this, it was concluded tbat the INPRO methodology as
improved by the present study is applicable to the DUPle fuel cycle with the proposed establishment
of the indicators and the corresponding evaluation par없neters.

It was also notεd that some areas of the methodology, such as the issue of aggregation and a
quantification of the barriers should be developed further, both for policy decision makers and for
system designers, in order to help them identify which innovative nuclear energy system is more
robust against proliferation, and what tecJ:mjcal options are needed to enhance the PRo

Since the PR of a system is affe디ed by both intrinsic and extrinsic barriers, it can be improved by
implemεntation of technical features, of which several examples were noted in thε present study.
Increased PR can be accomplished by adopting high level intrinsic features which might also lessen
the requirements for extrinsic measures for a system. However it will be necessary to consider the
incremental costs by combining both intrinsic features and extrinsic measures, noting that some
ext디nsicmεasures are State dependent and others are not.

Finally, it is indicated that the general methodology to assess the user requirements and corresponding
indicators of BP2, which was not described in the present study, should be developed to complete the
establishment of the INPRO methodology.
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자력기구는 DUPIC 핵연료주기 개발을 국제공동연구로 수행하여 왔다. 본 연구에서뉴

IAEA- TECDOC-1434에 제시된 핵비확산성 평가방법룬을 개선하여 PWR 핵띤뇨수기

를 포함한 DUPIC 핵연료주기에 대해 핵비확산성을 평가함으로써 개선된 핵비확산성

평가방법론의 추가 개선사항을 제시하는데 주안점을 두었다. 이즐 위해 개선된 IAEA
INPRO 방법론에 따른 핵확산저항성 평가 방안 도출에서는 개선된 IAEA INPRO 평

가 방법론 특성 분석과 개선된 기본윈착， 사용자요건 및 용인판단기준의 핵연료주기

적용 타당성 분석 빛 용인판단기준을 정량화하였다. 개선된 IAEA INPRO 방법론을

이용한 DUHC 핵연료 주기의 핵확산저항성 평가에서는 PWR 핵연료 주기를 포함한

DUPIC 핵연료주기의 각 시스템 요소별 평가 묘형 선정하고 개선된 lAEA INPRO
방법론올 이용한 PWR 핵연료 주기 포함 DUPIC 핵연료 주기의 핵확산저항성 평가

를 수행하였다. 개선된 IAEA INFRO 평가 방법폰의 적 절성 평가에서는 개선된

INFRO 평가방법론 문제점 도출과 개선원 INPRO 평가방법론의 추가 개선 사항 도출

하였다. 또한， PWR 핵연료주기를 포함한 DUPIC 핵연료주기 전체에 대해 핵비확산

성 평가를 통해 핵비확산성 평가방법룬을 새롭게 정립하였으며， 이러한 경험을 향후

국내에서 개발하고자하는 GEN-IV 원자력시스템이나 INPRO에서 추진하고 있는 혁

신원자력시스랩의 핵비확산성 평가에 활용될 수 있을 뿐만 아니라， 핵확산저항성 강

화륜 위한 시 A 템역 설계개선에 도움을 줄 수 있을 것으로 보이여， 본 연구로부터 생

산된 결과가 IAEA에서 중점적으로 추진하고 있는 INPRO User Manual 작성에 업력

됨으로써 결과에 대한 신뢰성과 국가 위상을 높이는 데 기여할 수 있을 뿐만 아니라

21세기 국가 에너지의 안전공급에 기여할 수 있는 핵연료주기 기술을 확립하고 핵확

산저항성이 개선된 핵연료주기 개발에 활용할 수 있다-
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